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The numerical simulation of large-scale virtual acoustics and physical modelling
synthesis is a computationally expensive process. Time stepping methods, such as
finite difference time domain, can be used to simulate wave behaviour in models of
three-dimensional room acoustics and virtual instruments. In the absence of any form
of simplifying assumptions, and at high audio sample rates, this can lead to simula-
tions that require many hours of computation on a standard Central Processing Unit
(CPU). In recent years the video game industry has driven the development of Graph-
ics Processing Units (GPUs) that are now capable of multi-teraflop performance using
highly parallel architectures. Whilst these devices are primarily designed for graphics
calculations, they can also be used for general purpose computing. This thesis explores
the use of such hardware to accelerate simulations of three-dimensional acoustic wave
propagation, and embedded systems that create physical models for the synthesis of
sound.
Test case simulations of virtual acoustics are used to compare the performance of
workstation CPUs to that of Nvidia’s Tesla GPU hardware. Using representative multi-
core CPU benchmarks, such simulations can be accelerated in the order of 5X for
single precision and 3X for double precision floating-point arithmetic. Optimisation
strategies are examined for maximising GPU performance when using single devices,
as well as for multiple device codes that can compute simulations using billions of grid
points. This allows the simulation of room models of several thousand cubic metres
at audio rates such as 44.1kHz, all within a useable time scale. The performance of
alternative finite difference schemes is explored, as well as strategies for the efficient
implementation of boundary conditions.
Creating physical models of acoustic instruments requires embedded systems that
often rely on sparse linear algebra operations. The performance efficiency of various
sparse matrix storage formats is detailed in terms of the fundamental operations that
are required to compute complex models, with an optimised storage system achieving
substantial performance gains over more generalised formats. An integrated instru-
ment model of the timpani drum is used to demonstrate the performance gains that are
possible using the optimisation strategies developed through this thesis.
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Part I





Physical modelling synthesis refers to a group of techniques whose goal is to produce
realistic and controllable digital models of musical instruments. Unlike sample-based
systems which make use of recordings of actual instruments, these methods compute
audio from mathematical principles of musical acoustics. Three-dimensional physical
modelling synthesis attempts to create complete virtual models of acoustic instruments
which can capture the entire sonic range of their expressive capability. The aim is to
compute the full wave behaviour of models embedded in a virtual acoustic environment
in order to create high fidelity sound synthesis of real, or indeed hypothetical, acoustic
instruments.
One approach to these physics-based simulations is to model wave propagation us-
ing time stepping numerical methods, such as finite difference time domain (FDTD).
However, at audio sample rates such as 44.1kHz this approach can become extremely
computationally expensive. The calculation of two-dimensional systems, for example
nonlinear membranes used in drums, and especially three-dimensional wave propaga-
tion in large-scale acoustic environments, can lead to simulations that require many
hours or even days to execute in a serial manner on a standard workstation computer.
This thesis examines the methods that can be used to accelerate the computation of
these simulations using parallel programming techniques on both Central Processing
Units (CPUs) and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The emphasis here is on us-
ing hardware that is generally available for desktop computing, as the overall purpose
in sound synthesis is to develop systems which can be used by musicians and com-
posers rather than to run simulations on highly restricted supercomputing hardware.
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Recent advances in GPU technology have led to their use as general purpose proces-
sors outside of the graphics domain for which they were originally intended. Their
highly parallel architecture, containing many hundreds or thousands of cores, offers
the prospect of performance gains over standard CPU computation for certain types of
algorithms. One of the major benefits of employing FDTD methods to discretise wave
equation systems is the high level of data independence available at each time step of
a simulation.
1.2 Thesis objectives and outline
The main aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the performance acceleration that is
achievable using GPU devices for the specific types of computations required for large-
scale three-dimensional physical modelling synthesis using FDTD schemes. It seeks to
establish a set of implementation strategies that can be used to produce optimal perfor-
mance on the GPU, focusing on the use of Nvidia’s CUDA platform. This requires the
examination of sparse linear algebra techniques, as well as computations using arrays
that may contain billions of elements.
In attempting to assess the performance gains that are achievable through the use of
GPUs, appropriate benchmarks are required for CPU performance. The CPU hardware
used throughout this thesis are the Intel i7 and Xeon processors as found in current
desktop and workstation machines. These are multi-core processors, and so optimised
multi-threaded code is used to assess the performance potential of the hardware and
obtain realistic benchmark figures. These are then compared to the performance of
CUDA code running on Nvidia Tesla GPUs, using both the Fermi and the most recent
Kepler architecture devices.
This thesis is broadly divided into four parts. Part I contains this introduction,
along with background theory and relevant literature concerning virtual acoustics and
physical modelling, parallel programming on GPUs using CUDA, and a review of
basic linear algebra operations. Part II develops techniques for the acceleration of
three-dimensional wave equation schemes for virtual acoustic simulations, and consists
of three chapters.
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Computing solutions to the 3D wave equation
The first of these chapters examines the computation of the most basic FDTD scheme
for the three-dimensional wave equation. A test simulation is used to demonstrate the
performance potential of multi-threaded CPU code, followed by an examination of
optimisation strategies for single GPU device CUDA code. These strategies involve
the use of different threading models, the application of shared memory, and cache
optimisations. Testing is performed using both single and double precision floating-
point arithmetic, as GPU performance varies significantly according to precision level.
This is followed by an analysis of multi-device implementations using CUDA that
makes use of four GPU cards simultaneously to create large-scale simulations.
Performance of alternative schemes
The second chapter in this part examines alternative finite difference schemes for the
three-dimensional wave equation. The staggered grid formation is compared to the
basic second order form used in the previous chapter. This is then followed by a
comparison of schemes that have different characteristics from the basic scheme, in
terms of dispersion and cutoff frequencies. The efficiency of the 27-point interpolated
wideband scheme and a 13-point scheme on a face-centered cubic grid is examined.
Virtual acoustic simulations
The final chapter in this part assesses the implementation issues and the impact on
efficiency of simple state-free boundary conditions, as well as those which require
extra state data to be held in order to implement the boundary condition. It then details
large-scale auralizations that use all available memory across four GPU devices, with
data grids that contain billions of points. Issues relating to floating-point precision are
considered, as well as the inclusion of viscosity into the basic scheme to improve the
overall audio quality of the results.
Part III of this thesis concerns the integration of embedded physical models of
instruments into the virtual acoustic environments described in Part II. It consists of
two chapters.
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Basic linear algebra operations
The implementation of complex embedded models often requires the use of linear
algebra operations. These operations involve vectors and sparse matrices. This chapter
examines the performance of basic vector operations, followed by an analysis of matrix
by vector multiplication using a variety of sparse matrix storage formats. Nvidia’s
own CUSPARSE library functions are compared to custom written functions using
alternative matrix formats, specifically the DIA and ELLPACK forms. The efficiency
of these formats for the particular type of matrices produced by FDTD methods is
detailed for both CPU and GPU devices. A comparison of matrix form to ‘unrolled’
matrix-free formation is also reviewed.
An integrated model of the timpani drum
This chapter brings together the techniques and optimisation strategies developed in
this thesis to demonstrate the performance gains achievable for an integrated model of
the timpani drum. A detailed analysis is given for the various computational stages
of the time step iteration, comparing different implementations of the model. These
different implementations use the sparse matrix storage formats examined in Chapter
6, as well a version that makes use of matrix-free operations. The chapter concludes
with details of an abstracted instrument system that allows any number of timpani to
be embedded inside a virtual room or hall simulation. An example using four timpani
drums played simultaneously inside a room model is demonstrated.
Finally, Part IV of the thesis contains a summary of the results, followed by the
concluding remarks.
Chapter 2
Background theory and literature
The acceleration of large-scale three-dimensional physical modelling synthesis clearly
encompasses a number of different subject areas. This chapter reviews background
theory and relevant literature in four main fields: virtual acoustic simulations, physical
modelling synthesis of instruments, parallel programming using graphics processing
units, and sparse linear algebra.
2.1 Virtual acoustic simulations
Virtual acoustic simulations attempt to create a model of sound propagating in a virtual
space. They seek to model the sound sources, the acoustics of the environment, and
the listener, in as great a detail as possible [1]. When such models are rendered, the
output can be termed an auralization [2].
Artificial reverberation can be created using a variety of different techniques, such
as analogue or digital delay units [3], or physical items such as spring or plate reverbs
(see [4] for a detailed review of reverberation techniques). However, virtual acoustic
simulations aim to accurately model the acoustic characteristics, rather than merely
giving a generalised impression of reverberation. This process can be applied to areas
such as architectural design [5], computer gaming [6], film [7], and virtual reality set-
tings [8]. The modelling techniques typically fall into one of two categories, geometric
or wave-based, and make use of general physical principles of acoustics.
6
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2.1.1 Principles of acoustics and the wave equation
Acoustic waves are fluctuations in pressure in a compressible fluid. As waves prop-
agate there are local fluctuations in particle density, and so variations in pressure and
particle velocity occur [9]. Under ideal conditions the velocity of propagation is con-
stant, which is based on the assumption that deviations in the acoustic pressure are
small compared to the mean value [10]. The behaviour can be described mathemati-
cally by two fundamental laws [11], conservation of mass and conservation of momen-
tum, which are expressed as
@P
@t
=  ⇢c2r · v ⇢@v
@t
=  rP (2.1)
where P (x, y, z) is the acoustic pressure, v(x, y, z) is the particle velocity, ⇢ is the
instantaneous density, c is the speed of sound, @
@t
is the partial time derivative, r· is
the divergence operator, r is the gradient, and (x, y, z) 2 D ⇢ R3. Here D is the
domain of the problem, and one boundary condition is specified at every point on @D,
the boundary of D. These two equations can be combined to give a single differential
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2.1.2 Geometric methods
Geometric methods for acoustic modelling are long established, and are still used as
the basis for commercial software tools such as ODEON and CATT [12]. The core
assumption in such methods is that at high frequencies, where the wavelength is much
smaller than the room dimensions, sound can be modelled as a “ray” rather than as a
wave [13]. By calculating the paths of these rays, a detailed impulse response can be
created for the virtual environment. Various methods exist, differing in their approach
to computing the pathways.
Ray tracing method
The ray tracing method was first detailed by Krokstad et al. [14], and represents one
of the earliest attempts at computer modelling for acoustic simulations. The energy
emitted from a source is described by a finite number of rays, whose paths are cal-
culated through the domain and reflect from boundaries. If the rays pass through a
defined volume representing a receiver, the intensity of the ray at that point is stored.
In that manner an impulse response can be obtained, given sufficient ray paths have
been computed.
Source Receiver
Figure 2.1 Ray tracing method. Multiple rays are emitted from the source.
Reflection from boundaries may be either specular, where the angle of incidence is
equal to the angle of reflection, or diffuse (reflected in many directions). The produc-
tion of frequency-dependent reflections can be more computationally expensive.
The accuracy of ray tracing is dependent on the number and direction of the ray
paths that are issued from the source, as well as the geometry. This may be a regular
distribution around the source, or some other statistical distribution, and many thou-
sands of ray paths may need to be computed to obtain a reasonable level of accuracy.
The ray tracing method is also used in graphics rendering applications, and has been
implemented for room acoustics using graphics processing units [15].
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Image source method
The image source method for acoustic modelling was first implemented in the 1970s
[16] [17]. Unlike ray tracing, the paths between the source and receiver are not calcu-
lated directly. Instead, the source location is mirrored through the domain boundaries.
The distance between the source and these reflected ‘images’ is used to determine the
receiver arrival time. By storing the energy, angle, and time of arrival of each image




Figure 2.2 Image source method. The source is mirrored through the boundaries.
The main benefit of the image source method is that calculated pathways can be
identified exactly, and it is particularly useful in calculating early reflections in simple
geometries. The method becomes significantly less efficient with an increase in the
number of reflections. For domains that are non-rectangular, the process of computing
the image sources is far more complex [18]. This may include validating the ray paths
to check for visibility and any obstructions, which is performed by a backward recon-
struction of the path from the receiver location, via all reflections at the boundaries, to
the source.
In terms of boundary losses, specular reflections are easily implemented, and dif-
fuse reflections have been considered. The image source method is often combined
with ray tracing to create efficient hybrid geometric models [19].
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Beam tracing method
Beam tracing methods are an attempt to minimise the computational cost of performing
the image source technique for complex geometries [20]. Specifically, the technique
seeks to avoid or reduce the path validity checks required in the image source approach
[21]. Rather than using individual rays, beams are formed from the source point and
projected at each boundary. The cross-sectional area of these beams can be in the shape
of a circle or polygon. When a beam meets a boundary, the intersection is reflected as
a beam which may be separated from the transmission beam.
Source Receiver
Figure 2.3 Beam tracing method. Beams, rather than rays, are emitted from the source.
Beam tracing is typically performed as a two stage process. Firstly there is a pre-
computation stage that leads to the determination of a beam-tree, which is a hierar-
chical data structure that stores information relating to the paths between source and
receiver. Secondly there is a rendering stage that uses the image source method to
compute the valid reflection paths.
Other geometric techniques
There are various other techniques which exist, still based on a geometric approach.
Radiosity rendering is a method used in three-dimensional graphics processing for
calculating the diffuse reflection in scenes. By introducing a time dependency to allow
for the propagation velocity of sound waves, this approach has been demonstrated
for acoustic simulations [22]. The major distinction from other geometric methods
is the assumption that all boundary reflections are diffuse, and thus there is no need
to compute angles of incidence and reflection. Another more recent approach, the
acoustic radiance transfer method, is based on a room acoustics rendering equation for
computing energy propagation [23].
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2.1.3 Wave-based methods
Although geometric methods have been used in many different applications, their main
weakness is the difficulty in modelling low frequency wave behaviour such as the
diffraction effect. By contrast, implementations of wave-based methods model full
wave behaviour employing some form of numerical approximation to the wave equa-
tion with appropriate boundary conditions (as demonstrated in Figure 2.4). Whilst
most acoustic modelling methods are used to create an impulse response as their out-
put, wave-based methods computed over time can also be used in a dynamic manner
i.e. sources and receivers can move around during the calculation of a simulation [24].
The common feature of wave-based methods is mesh discretisation, where the con-
tinuous mathematical description of some or all of the domain is replaced by a discrete
grid of inter-connecting nodes. The values at these nodal points may represent an
acoustic property such as pressure or velocity potential, and are calculated using some
computational method.
t = 1.8 ms t = 3.7 ms t = 6.1 ms
Figure 2.4 Progressive snapshots of the time evolution of a wave field in a complex
three-dimensional environment.
Again, there are a number of different approaches to wave-based methods, of
which finite element (FEM), boundary element (BEM), and the digital waveguide mesh
(DWM) are discussed in this section here, and finite difference time domain (FDTD)
in section 2.1.4.
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Finite element method
The finite element method is a computational technique used to obtain approximate
solutions to boundary value problems, and is used extensively in engineering [25].
The method in its present form was introduced by Courant in 1942, which itself was a
development of work by Ritz, Galerkin, and others [26]. It has become the dominant
method for the numerical solution of problems in areas such as structural and solid me-
chanics and structural analysis, but is used alongside finite difference methods in areas
such as fluid mechanics [27]. The basic components of the method are a mesh which
covers the domain, and then for each element the construction of a finite dimensional
subspace consisting of piecewise polynomials (basis functions) [28].
The method is generally computed in two stages; a pre-computation stage that deals
with the construction of the mesh and the choice of basis functions, followed by a pro-
cedure solving a system of linear equations. The finite element method has been used
for acoustic modelling, for example in [29], and clearly lends itself to irregular do-
mains, but for mid to high frequency modelling the technique is very computationally
expensive.
Boundary element method
The boundary element method makes use of the boundary integral equations. It can
be derived from the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral theorem, which states that the so-
lution to the Helmholtz equation inside a domain can be found from an integral over
the boundary [30]. Using this approach, a discretisation of the boundaries allows the
boundary pressure to be computed, which then allows the calculation of pressure at
points inside the domain. This can also be applied to energy and intensity variables
[31].
Computationally, the system is formulated using matrices that relate each boundary
element to every other, including itself, and unlike FEM this results in dense matrices
rather than sparse ones. For a detailed comparison of FEM and BEM for acoustic
modelling see Kopuz et al. [32].
Digital waveguide mesh
The digital waveguide mesh makes use of multi-dimensional combinations of digital
waveguides to discretise the domain (see section 2.2.2 for detail concerning digital
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waveguides). These meshes are systems of bidirectional delay lines connected by scat-
tering junctions, as shown in Figure 2.5.
J
z -1 z -1
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z -1
z -1
Figure 2.5 A 2D regular rectangular digital waveguide mesh with scattering junctions
J , and delay lines z 1.
These structures are expanded to cover the entire virtual domain, with some form of
boundary termination, in order to model the acoustic wave propagation in the space. At
each junction conservation of energy laws are applied, analogous to Kirchhoff’s Laws
for electrical circuits, and expressed in terms of sound pressure and particle velocity.
The sound pressure of the waveguide is given by the sum of waves travelling in all
directions. These were first demonstrated for acoustic modelling in two-dimensional
schemes by Smith and van Duyne [33], and then in three-dimensional schemes by
Savioja [34].
Whilst digital waveguides in one dimension have a significant computational effi-
ciency advantage over other FDTD schemes, this is not the case for two-dimensional
and three-dimensional implementations [35]. In these cases the FDTD scheme can
compute the same solution at approximately half the computational cost. Digital
waveguides are equivalent to FDTD schemes, and can be rewritten as such schemes[36].
However, the DWM approach has been widely researched [37] [38] [39], and full-scale
applications have been created using this method [40].
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2.1.4 3D finite difference time domain method
The finite difference method is one of the oldest and simplest methods for approxi-
mating the solution to partial differential equations, dating back to Courant et al. from
1928 [41] (see [42] for an overview of finite difference techniques). Techniques based
on this method are used in many diverse fields, from electromagnetics [43], to seismol-
ogy [44] and geophysics [45], and of course acoustics [46]. The finite difference time
domain method employs finite difference approximations to the spatial and temporal
derivatives of the differential equations. It can be viewed as a special case of more
general finite volume methods [47], when applied to regular meshes [48].
Grids and operators
The solution to the wave equation (2.6) over a rectilinear grid is approximated by a
grid function n
l,m,p
representing an approximation to at x = lX , y = mX , z = pX ,
and t = nT for integers l,m,n,p. Here, T is the time step and X is the grid spacing (the
distance between adjacent spatial grid points). The centred finite difference operators






































































Regular second order scheme
The most basic finite difference scheme for the wave equation is the scheme that is
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(2.13)
Defining the Courant number   = cT
X
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An FDTD scheme is stable if the system solutions do not grow exponentially. This can
be shown by von Neumann analysis [42], which is an application of Fourier analysis.












components of the wave number, to determine which values of the Courant number  
the scheme is stable. Substituting into the update scheme (2.14) gives the characteristic
equation
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known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition [41]. At the Courant limit where
  = 1/
p










In audio applications this implies, for a given sample rate, a minimum spacing
X  
p
3 · cT (2.20)
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Staggered grid scheme
Rather than the single field finite difference scheme given above, the wave equation can
also be discretised into a coupled finite difference scheme in both pressure and velocity.




=  ⇢c2r · v ⇢@v
@t
=  rP (2.21)
Applying finite differences to the derivatives leads to the following update scheme over































































































In the staggered grid formation, each pressure node is surrounded by velocity
nodes, in three fields, that are positioned half a grid point away. Each velocity node
is updated using the two pressure node neighbours in its axis, and then each pressure
node is updated using the six velocity neighbours, as shown in Figure 2.6. This scheme
is still equivalent to the regular second order formation [49]. See Section 4.2 for further
details and performance comparisons between the two.





Figure 2.6 Pressure and velocity node arrangement for the staggered grid in 3D.
Numerical dispersion
The phase speed is the speed at which waves of a given wave number propagate in the
finite difference scheme, and is defined as !/| |. In the case of the wave equation,
this should be constant for all wave numbers. However, for all but a few cases, FDTD
schemes do not have a constant phase speed [42]. The result is termed dispersion, and
minimising this effect is a key feature in any design [50] [51]. For some schemes, dis-
persion results in the higher frequency waves travelling slower than the correct velocity
[52], although other designs can exhibit different behaviour.
Changes in phase speed can also vary with the direction of propagation, being
anisotropic [53]. The standard finite difference scheme (2.14) shows maximum phase
speed error along the coordinate line, and a minimum along the diagonals. Dispersion
error also increases with the grid spacing, X , of the scheme, so choosing the stability
bound gives the greatest accuracy (and the smallest allowable grid spacing).
Boundary conditions
Alongside the behaviour in the interior, a finite difference scheme must also describe
the behaviour at the boundaries of the domain. This is of vital importance for simu-
lations of acoustics, where the characteristics of the boundary have a dominant effect
in the perception of the environment [54]. In electromagnetics the primary concern is
reflectionless conditions, using techniques such as the Perfectly Matched Layer [55].
Reflectionless conditions are also useful in acoustic simulation, for instance in out-
door models and for instrument modelling in anechoic environments, but reflecting




Figure 2.7 A one cubic metre 3D grid at 44.1kHz requires 75 ⇥ 75 ⇥ 75 = 421,875
grid points.
conditions are necessary to simulate natural room acoustics. The formulation of real-
istic, and stable, boundaries conditions in conjunction with minimising dispersion is
the primary concern in the design of FDTD schemes for such models. This is an area
of ongoing research, in terms of frequency dependent reflection and boundaries that
conform to irregular geometries [52] [56] [48].
Computational cost
Whilst dispersion error and boundary conditions are major concerns when designing
three-dimensional FDTD schemes, a further concern is the computational cost. Take
the case of a simple one cubic metre space in three dimensions. At a sample rate of
44.1 kHz, the grid spacing at the Courant limit is 0.0135 m, the smallest spacing for
which the scheme is stable (based on c = 344m/s). The grid required to mesh the
cube is of size 75 ⇥ 75 ⇥ 75 = 421,875 grid points (Figure 2.7). The update equation
that is applied to each grid point requires around ten floating-point operations, which
means updating the grid requires 4.2 million floating-points operations.
In order to produce a single second of simulation output, the scheme needs to be
computed for 44,100 time steps. This gives a total of 185 giga (billion) floating-point
operations, just for a single second of output, for a single cubic metre. This level of
computational cost is the primary motivation for this thesis. FDTD will be discussed
further in terms of one-dimensional and two-dimensional schemes in Section 2.2.3.
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2.1.5 Hybrid and alternative methods
As geometric methods apply well to high frequency behaviour, and wave-based mod-
els can suffer from numerical dispersion at high-frequency, there have been various
attempts to combine the two in a hybrid approach. For example, combining FEM and
ray-based methods [57], and FDTD with beam tracing and acoustic radiance [58].
Other approaches have been used to try to reduce the raw computational cost of
full three-dimensional wave-based methods. For instance, the hybrid use of three-
dimensional and two-dimensional systems [39], where early domain reflections are
handled using a three-dimensional digital waveguide mesh, and two-dimensional sys-
tem used for later diffuse effects. Domain decomposition approaches [59] [60] have
also been considered.
2.2 Physical modelling synthesis
Whilst research concerning virtual acoustics focuses on three-dimensional propagation
in rooms, physical modelling synthesis focuses on the simulation of musical instru-
ments [61]. These two fields are not exclusive, as they merge at the point where full
three-dimensional models of musical instruments are embedded in a virtual acoustic
environment [62].
Digital sound synthesis can be traced back to the late 1950s with the development
of wavetable oscillators and filters running on early computer systems. Abstract syn-
thesis techniques such as additive, subtractive, and frequency modulation (FM) were
conceived in the 1960s and 1970s [63], and led to the first digital synthesizer, the
Yamaha DX7, in 1983 (see [64] and [35] for reviews of these techniques).
Although these methods may in some cases have aimed to create sounds that em-
ulate real acoustic instruments, they are all based on abstract principles. Physical
modelling synthesis seeks to create realistic acoustic sounds by starting with a purely
physical description of the vibrations of the system itself. This typically results in a
mathematical description using partial differential equations, which are then solved
(or approximated) using some numerical method. Given an accurate mathematical
description and a set of playable parameters, the resulting output waveforms should
closely approximate those of real acoustic instruments.
This approach to sound synthesis is not new, being used in speech modelling by
Kelly and Lochbaum in the early 1960s [65], and for strings by Ruiz in the late 1960s
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[66] [67]. One of the first large-scale systems was developed during the 1970s, the
CORDIS environment, which used mass-spring networks to model wave propaga-
tion [68]. Some more recent approaches to physical modelling synthesis are based
on modal synthesis [69], the digital waveguide method [70] [71] [72], and the finite
difference time domain method [73] [74].
2.2.1 Modal synthesis
Modal synthesis approaches physical modelling from the perspective of modal anal-
ysis, which is based on a decomposition of the dynamics of a vibrating object into
modes, each of which oscillates at its own modal frequency. These modes are the pat-
terns of motion that result from an excitation at a given frequency. Having performed
the analysis, such a description can then be “rendered” to produce a simulation and
audio output. The use of modal analysis for audio synthesis was originally developed
at IRCAM [69], and became the basis of the MOSAIC (later Modalys) software.
Modal synthesis can be useful for modelling arbitrarily shaped objects [75], and
is capable of very high quality resolution. However, such results may depend on a
computationally expensive analysis process [76]. Despite this, research into modal
synthesis is ongoing [77] [78].
2.2.2 Digital waveguides
Sound synthesis using digital waveguides is an important part of the history of physical
modelling, as it led to a proliferation of research in the area, and also to the very first
commercially available synthesizer that used this technique (the Yamaha VL1 released
in 1994). This was made possible by the development of a highly efficient algorithm
for computing one-dimensional wave propagation in objects such as strings and tubes,
which was capable of producing real-time synthesis even on hardware from the early
1990s. The development of digital waveguides began with the work of Karplus and
Strong in 1983 [79], with their efficient design for producing string tones based on a
recursive filter. This algorithm produced harmonically rich tonal output for minimal
computational cost. This work was then extended by Jaffe and Smith [80], which led
to the generalised digital waveguide method for strings, which was then later applied
to tubes for wind instruments [70] [81].
The core principle of the digital waveguide is the travelling wave solution to the
one-dimensional wave equation, attributed to D’Alembert in the 18th century. The
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lossless, linear, one-dimensional wave equation at position x at time t can be expressed
as
y(x, t) = y
r
(x  ct) + y
l
(x+ ct) (2.24)





are the rightward and leftward travelling wave components. This can be
viewed in the case of a plucked string, Figure 2.8. The initial string displacement
decomposes over time into two travelling wave components. These components are
reflected back with inverse phase at rigid terminating boundaries. The total string





Figure 2.8 Travelling waves on a plucked string. The string is plucked at time t0. By
time t1 the solution begins to separate into the leftward and rightward travelling wave
components. At time t2 these components are fully separated, and will reflect back with
inverted phase at a rigid boundary termination.
The key assumption in terms of implementing the digital waveguide is that the
propagation of the travelling wave components in the string interior can be modelled
as being lossless. The waves propagate through the interior without a change of shape
or speed. Using this assumption, the plucked string can be modelled using two simple
delay lines, one representing the leftward component and one the rightward. These
delay lines are connected at either end, where boundary losses can be introduced. The
output of the system is the sum of the two component delay lines at some point (Figure
2.9).




Figure 2.9 Simple digital waveguide system for a plucked string.
The system can be easily implemented on very basic hardware, as the delay lines
are created using a standard computational structure, the circular buffer. In its most
basic form, this consists of a read/write head that iterates over a defined segment of
linear computer memory. The computational process is very simple; first the output of
the delay line is read from the current memory location, then the new value is written
in its place, and then the read/write head is incremented to point to the next memory
location (Figure 2.10). This process continues with the head looping back to the start
location from the end of the delay line.
read/write head
Figure 2.10 Implementation of a delay line with a single head circular buffer. The
read/write head first reads the value from the memory element (the output of the delay
line), then overwrites it with the new value (the input to the delay line), and then shifts
along to the next element in memory.
This is extremely computationally efficient, with the only extra computation being
the processing at the boundaries. It was this efficiency that allowed the technique to
be used for real-time synthesis on DSP chips and desktop computer systems that were
available in the late 1980s and early 1990s [70] [82]. The digital waveguide approach
has also been applied to two-dimensional and three-dimensional systems, in the form
of the digital waveguide mesh. However, these do not possess the same efficiency,
when compared to finite different schemes, as holds for the one-dimensional case [73]
[35].
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2.2.3 Finite difference time domain method
Direct numerical simulation can be applied to systems that simulate the vibrations
produced by musical instrument components, i.e strings, plates, acoustic tubes, and
soundboards [83]. Whilst digital waveguides and modal synthesis both rely on simpli-
fying assumptions for their efficiency, direct numerical simulation comes from a more
analytical background. Methods such as finite difference approximations do not seek
to simplify the systems, but provide a direct procedure for translating the mathematical
descriptions into discrete systems that can be computed in an iterative manner.
The finite difference time domain method (FDTD) for one-dimensional and two-
dimensional systems is analogous to that described for three-dimensional wave prop-
agation in section 2.1.4. These types of schemes can be applied to a wide range of
systems, including those exhibiting nonlinear behaviour, which is an important aspect
in terms of high fidelity modelling of acoustic systems. The spatial domain is discre-
tised into a grid of node points, representing some physical value such as displacement.
The system is then updated over discrete time steps, computing the new values of the
nodes based on those from previous time steps.
The use of finite difference methods for sound synthesis dates back to the late
1960s for simple one-dimensional systems [66]. Simulations of stringed instruments
were developed by Chaigne and others for modelling guitars and pianos [74], includ-
ing simulating the soundboard [84] [85]. Percussion instruments have also been at-
tempted, based on bars, membranes and plates, both in terms of linear and nonlinear
models [86]. See the text by Bilbao for a comprehensive treatment of FDTD applied
to numerical sound synthesis [35].
Although the finite difference time domain method offers many advantages over
other approaches, such as generality and simplicity, it must still address an issue that
affects all direct numerical methods, that of computational cost. Even one-dimensional
systems, such as multiple bars or strings, can require the majority of the process-
ing power of a modern CPU to run in real-time at audio sample rates. Simple two-
dimensional systems quickly fall outside the realm of real-time processing without the
use of some form of acceleration technique. A further advantage of FDTD schemes,
especially in explicit forms, is the very high level of data independence at each time
step, which can be exploited by parallel programming concepts.
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2.3 Parallel computing using graphics processing units
Microprocessors that use a single central processing unit (CPU) were introduced in the
1970s, and for thirty years the density of transistors on the die continued to increase
with each new generation of processor. The clock frequencies and compute capability
grew by around 50% each time, and so the programs they executed ran considerably
faster without any refactoring of the code.
By the mid 2000s the transistor size had become so small that further increases
in density led to significant increases in power consumption and heat dissipation [87].
Manufacturers began to increase the number of cores included on the CPU as a means
of delivering improved compute capability. Dual-core, and then quad-core processors
have become standard in processor design. This, alongside vector processing, as intro-
duced parallel operations into mainstream computing. At around the same time, graph-
ics processing units (GPUs) were rapidly advancing as massively parallel devices, to
meet the demands of the computer gaming and film industries.
Although parallel computing has existed in the scientific community for decades,
its use was largely restricted by the cost and availability of supercomputing hardware.
Whilst laboratory supercomputers achieved teraflop performance only as recently as
1996 (the Intel ASCI Red) [88], the first teraflop GPU was released in 2008 (the AMD
Radeon HD4800), just twelve years later [89]. GPUs are now capable of multi-teraflop
performance, around ten times that of current generation CPU hardware (Figure 2.11).
With these advances in GPU technology, the focus is now on parallel programming
techniques to utilise such performance.
2.3.1 Parallel computing
Parallel computing is based on the principle of dividing a large computational problem
into smaller subtasks, and then computing these subtasks in a concurrent manner [91].
Unlike sequential algorithms programmed for uni-processor architectures, there are a
variety of models and hardware architectures available for parallel algorithms, such as
shared-memory models, cluster systems, grid systems, and others. Parallel computing
can be performed on hardware ranging from small devices such as mobile phones and
tablets, through to the largest supercomputing systems. The primary motivation is to
achieve improvements in either the run time or the quality of the results when compared
to a sequential algorithm performing the same problem.
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Figure 2.11 Comparison of CPU and GPU flop rates, from Nvidia Corp. [90]
Parallel algorithm designs
Due to differences in hardware architecture across parallel computing systems, the
design of parallel algorithms depends on the hardware being employed. However, the
high level methodology can be viewed as a four step process [92]:
1. Partitioning: Decompose the problem into as many subtasks as possible.
2. Communication: Analyse the communication requirements between these subtasks.
3. Granularity control: Reduce the level of communication by combining fine-grained
tasks (those with a high frequency of communication) into larger coarse-grained
tasks.
4. Mapping: Assign these coarse-grain subtasks to the available processors, and find
the optimal balance between communication and the level of parallelism.
Ultimately, the efficiency of a particular algorithm implemented on given parallel
hardware will depend on two aspects: the level of parallel computation, and the ability
to transfer the data required to perform these calculations. This balance of compute
to memory access is fundamental to all parallel computing, and is always a variable
factor depending on both algorithm design and hardware.
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Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s laws
The theoretical maximum speedup S that can be achieved by using N number of pro-






where s is the fraction of the program that is serial [93]. Here, the elements of a
program that cannot be made to execute in parallel have a large limiting effect on the
available speedup. For example, if 99% of the program can be executed in parallel and
1% has to run in serial, a 100X speedup of the parallel section will result in a 50X
speedup of the entire program. However, if only 30% of the program can be made
parallel, then a 100X speedup of the parallel section only results in a 1.4X speedup
overall, which is a huge reduction.
A variation on this principle was proposed by Gustafson, based not on fixed prob-
lem sizes but on solving the largest problem size possible in a practical amount of time
[94]. This is expressed as
S(N) = N + (1 N) · s (2.26)
This formula more accurately expresses the perception that increases in computational
power lead to expected increases in the capabilities of the system.
Parallel computer models
The design of parallel computing hardware is based on a number of key issues [92].
• The type and arrangement of processors that are used, which may be based on some
form of CPU, or more recently a combination of CPUs and GPUs.
• The efficiency of communication between these processors and with any global
memory store.
• The ability to execute the same program over subsets of the data, or execute individ-
ual programs over the entire data.
• The level of asynchronous behaviour that is allowed.
This has led to a range of different architectural models for the hardware design.
A standard classification of parallel computer architectures is that proposed by Flynn
[95], which consists of four different categories:
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• Single Instruction, Single Data (SISD): A simple sequential computer, without a
parallel architecture.
• Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD): A system that executes the same instruc-
tion on many different data elements, such as a vector processor.
• Multiple Instruction, Single Data (MISD): A system where multiple processors use
the same data and verify correctness, for example in safety critical systems.
• Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD): A system where multiple processors
can execute different instructions on different data, using either a single shared mem-
ory space, or a distributed memory approach.
Whilst supercomputing systems typically use a MIMD architecture using distributed
memory, individual graphics processing units consist of a massively parallel SIMD
arrangement applied using threads (known as Single Instruction Multiple Thread, or
SIMT). They may contain many hundreds of cores, each of which is itself a mul-
tithreaded processor (known as a streaming processor) that shares control logic and
instruction cache with other cores.
2.3.2 Evolution of GPU computing
The use of graphics processing units in applications other than graphics rendering is
not new. During the 1990s and 2000s, a small number of developers were using the
GPU as a computing resource [96], but progress was made difficult due to the lack of
any standard application programming interface (API) for the purpose. Programming
the GPU to perform general purpose calculations required the use of graphics APIs
such as DirectX and OpenGL [97]. This field at the time was known as “GPGPU”, or
general purpose programming for graphics processing units.
Whilst there had been research into APIs specifically for GPU programming such
as BrookGPU [98], it was not until the release of Nvidia’s CUDA platform in 2006 that
major progress was made. Alongside OpenCL that was released on 2008, these pro-
vided standardised methods for developers to interact with GPUs for general purpose
computation. Although the Khronos Group and Apple Inc. continue to push OpenCL
as a highly scalable and multi-platform language for parallel computing, the CUDA
language has been adopted as the primary focus of the scientific community [99]. In
terms of program development, both OpenCL and CUDA are based on keyword exten-
sions to the ANSI C language with appropriate APIs.
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2.3.3 GPU architectures
GPUs such as Nvidia’s Tesla products are massively parallel processors consisting of
many subsets of cores. Figure 2.12 shows the high level block diagram of a Kepler
GK110 chip. The GK110 chip in the Tesla K20 card has 13 streaming multiproces-
sors (SMXs). Each SMX unit itself consists of 192 single-precision cores (streaming
processors), which gives a total of 2,496 cores across the entire chip. These provide
a maximum of 3.5 teraflops at single precision. Each SMX also contains 64 double-
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Figure 2.12 The Nvidia GK110 chip, as used in the Tesla K20 device.
Kernel launches schedule threads in groups of 32, called a warp. An SMX unit
can accommodate a maximum of 64 warps simultaneously, which gives 2,048 threads.
The chip is therefore capable of processing many thousands of threads concurrently,
compared to tens of threads for a multi-core CPU. This level of parallelism is limited
by the memory bandwidth, which on the K20 card is 208 GB/sec. For computations
that have a low ratio of compute to memory access, the available memory bandwidth
will be a limiting factor in overall performance.
Nvidia’s GPU architectures have currently seen four major revisions, namely Tesla,
Fermi, Kepler, and most recently Maxwell. The compute capability of a given hard-
ware device describes the features of the architecture that are available, and are corre-
spondingly named 1.x, 2.x, 3.x, and 5.x.
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2.3.4 CUDA device memory
Nvidia’s CUDA language allows developers to write code for both the host (the CPU),
and on one or more devices (the GPUs). Program control executes in a sequential
manner on the host, until a kernel launch is encountered. This initiates a number of
threads that execute the given kernel on the device, whilst program control is handed
back to the host. Whilst the host CPU code is written for a single memory store, GPU













Figure 2.13 Overview of CUDA device memory layout.
At the outermost level, the host can both read and write data to the global memory
on the device. This is the largest, and slowest, form of device memory, and is typically
in the gigabyte range. This transfer is performed over the PCI bus, where data speeds
are far less than access to the global memory by registers. The host can also write data
to a small amount of constant memory, which is cached. Data is then consumed by
blocks of threads, which have access to a shared memory resource, as well as local
registers. Shared memory, which can only be accessed by threads in a given block, is
in the range of kilobytes. This memory can also be configured around the L1 cache,
and there is also a larger L2 cache serving the multiprocessors (Figure 2.12).
Individual threads can both read and write to global and shared memory, and
can read from constant memory. The developer must explicitly allocate variables or
pointers for the individual types of memory on the device, and the run time API pro-
vides functions for memory allocation, such as cudaMalloc(), and memory transfers.
Memory management in CUDA is also somewhat related to the threading model. The
indexing of threads is used to determine the access to data elements.
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2.3.5 CUDA thread model
Although CUDA threads are scheduled to execute in warps, from a development per-
spective threads are grouped into blocks. The maximum number of threads in a block
is 1,024 (for cards with compute capabilities of 2.0 through to 3.5). These thread
blocks can be indexed according to one, two, or three dimensions. For example, a 3D
thread block of size 4⇥4⇥2 will have an index in dimension x ranging from 0 to 3, in
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Figure 2.14 CUDA thread grid and thread block indexing.
The sizes of the dimensions are normally chosen as powers of two, so that some
multiple of the x dimension is equal to the warp size. This is especially important in
terms of optimising the memory bandwidth (see Section 2.3.6).
Given that a single thread block can only contain a maximum of 1,024 threads, is-
suing more than that number requires multiple thread blocks. These are organised into
a thread grid, which again can be one, two, or three-dimensional, and thread blocks
are indexed accordingly. As both the thread block and thread grid can be indexed in
up to three dimensions, this gives multiple approaches for mapping threads to the data,
especially for three-dimensional data sets (Section 3.5). The thread block represents an
abstraction of the SMX on the chip, and threads an abstraction of the individual cores.
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2.3.6 Performance optimisation
CUDA kernels are designed to be scalable, so that any kernel will function on any
CUDA enabled device. However, obtaining optimal run times for the device requires
a level of experimentation for the individual hardware being employed. Optimising
kernel performance requires balancing the various constraints that apply to the system
resources [97].
Memory bandwidth
Whilst a GPU typically has far greater memory bandwidth than a CPU, maximising the
use of this bandwidth is still a critical issue. A kernel’s performance can be measured
in terms of its compute to memory access ratio (CMA). Many numerical algorithms,
such as FDTD, have a very low CMA of around 1.0, meaning that there is a read or
write to memory for every floating-point operation.
Consider such a kernel being executed on a Tesla K20 card, which has a memory
bandwidth of 208 GB/sec. At single precision (four bytes) the maximum transfer rate
is then 52 giga floats per second. With a CMA of 1.0, this gives a total flop rate of 52
gigaflops, far less than the theoretical maximum of 3.5 teraflops.
In order to achieve optimal memory bandwidth, it is vital to ensure that memory
accesses are coalesced. When a warp of consecutively indexed threads attempts to load
data in particular patterns from global memory (such as from consecutive elements),
this transfer occurs in a single cycle rather than in individual calls [90]. This leads to
substantial increases in data transfer rates, and is vital for delivering performance that
is close to the theoretical maximum. In programming terms, this requires careful use
of the thread IDs when accessing data in a kernel. The x dimension index (given in
code as the threadIdx.x) should access data incrementally for consecutive threads.
Alongside memory coalescing in global memory transfers, exploiting shared mem-
ory is a further key optimisation. Reusing data stored in shared memory is far more
efficient than repeatedly loading from global memory, as long as it can be used effi-
ciently within a thread block. However, with the increases in caching levels for the
Fermi, and later Kepler architectures, this has become less critical for certain types
of algorithm [100]. Section 3.5 gives a performance comparison of shared memory
versus caching for 3D FDTD schemes.
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Thread execution
Each streaming multiprocessor has a number of resources that are dynamically as-
signed at run time, including registers and slots for threads and thread blocks. Each of
these has a limited size, and so variations in the size of the thread block, or the number
of variables assigned to registers, affects the overall run time of the kernels.
To achieve peak performance, high occupancy rates are required. The occupancy is
the ratio of active warps to the maximum warps for a streaming multiprocessor. High
occupancy rates help to hide the latency in accessing global memory. Varying the size
of the thread block is a standard optimisation to find the best occupancy rates. A further
technique is to vary the number of register variables that are used in the kernel. Either
increasing or decreasing the number of variables in the kernel may have a beneficial
effect, again depending on the size of the thread block.
The hardware executes instructions for all of the threads in the same warp before
moving to the next instruction. The use of conditional statements in the kernel can lead
to thread divergence, meaning that some threads follow a different instruction path. In
this case, the hardware waits until all threads have completed, and the multiple paths
lead to increases in the run time. Minimising thread divergence is of specific interest
to finite difference schemes, where separate operations are performed on the interior
and at the boundaries.
Additional methods
Further areas for manual code optimisation include methods such as data prefetch-
ing and improvements to the instruction mix. Data prefetching involved masking the
loading of data from global memory to register by overlapping data access and compu-
tation. Instruction mix optimisation is where code is refactored to maximise the num-
ber of floating-point operations as opposed to addressing and branching. An example
would be loop unrolling, which decreases loop iterations whilst increasing the num-
ber of floating-point calculations per iteration. These optimisations are again based on
maximising the available memory bandwidth.
2.3.7 GPUs and 3D FDTD simulations
Three-dimensional numerical methods such as FDTD are constrained by two factors:
the computation time, and the amount of memory required to hold the necessary data.
Until recently, performing such simulations required the use of a large-scale cluster or
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supercomputer system [101]. GPU technology has allowed a significant increase in the
scale of simulations that can be achieved on desktop hardware. Teraflop performance
and several gigabytes of memory have opened the door to large-scale numerical sim-
ulations in an economically viable manner. Supercomputers are of course still used
[102], where greater levels of memory and compute capability are required.
GPUs were initially used to run two-dimensional FDTD simulations [103], quickly
followed by three-dimensional models, in areas such as seismology and electromag-
netics [104]. Much of the initial research focused on the use of shared memory, and
varying the spatial stencil sizes of the schemes [105]. With the increased cache lev-
els of the Fermi architecture cards, this led to comparisons of shared memory versus
caching of global memory [106] [107].
GPUs have been used for acoustic modelling of mid to low frequencies in real-
time schemes [108], and comparisons have been made between the digital waveguide
mesh and FDTD implementations [109]. The simultaneous use of multiple cards has
been demonstrated, although for three-dimensional schemes the scaling is not perfectly
linear [110].
2.3.8 GPUs for audio processing
Wave-based acoustic simulations are not the only field where GPUs have been used to
accelerate audio processing. Both modal synthesis [111], and more traditional additive
synthesis techniques have been studied [112], achieving over a million sinusoids in a
real-time application at audio sample rates. Two-dimensional FDTD systems have also
been accelerated for use in a real-time system [113].
Fourier transforms are a key component of signal processing. The fast fourier trans-
form algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer approach, which can be directly mapped to
a parallel algorithm. Multi-dimensional FFTs can be accelerated using standard Nvidia
libraries, CUFFT and CUFFTW.
GPUs are also beginning to be used in commercial digital audio applications, for
example the Nebula3 VST plugin by Acustica Audio, where the core audio engine is
accelerated using CUDA. See [114] and [115] for reviews of GPU implementations
for various audio techniques.
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2.4 Sparse linear algebra
The update equation for finite difference schemes can be written in a matrix form,
where the state grids are arranged into vectors and the coefficients of the update equa-
tion are arranged into a matrix. For example, take the two-dimensional version of the















The state grids are decomposed into vectors by placing each column end-to-end, as
shown in Figure 2.15.
u
n
Figure 2.15 Decomposition of a 2D grid into a 1D vector.
Taking the updates for grid un, these apply the coefficient (2   4 2) to the centre
point, and  2 to the neighbouring four points. These can be stored in a matrix, with the
first coefficient along the diagonal, and  2 on separate bands (Figure 2.16).








Figure 2.16 Sparsity pattern of matrix B for a 2D system.
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A matrix by vector multiplication B · un will then compute the necessary update. The







where B, and C are update matrices of coefficients, and are diagonally banded and







For explicit schemes the matrix A is the identity matrix, but for implicit schemes
this is not the case and solving for un+1 requires a linear system solution at each time
step of the simulation.
Complex physical modelling systems based on FDTD can use a combination of
one, two and three-dimensional schemes, and matrix formulations are useful for uni-
fying the design. In the case of some implicit schemes, a matrix form is necessary to
store the coefficients that are constructed at each iteration in time. These schemes are
useful as they often lead to greatly reduced numerical dispersion.
2.4.1 Definitions
The following standard notation is used to describe vectors and matrices, along with
the basic operations that can be performed [116].
Notation
Let R be the set of real numbers. The vector space of all m-by-n real matrices is
denoted by Rm⇥n where
A 2 Rm⇥n () A =
2
664
A[1, 1] . . . A[1, n]
...
...
A[m, 1] . . . A[m,n]
3
775A[i, j] 2 R
A capital letter is used to indicate a matrix, for example A, and A[i, j] refers to the
entry at (i, j). For vectors, let Rn denote the vector space of real n-vectors such that







775 x[i] 2 R
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Vector and matrix operations
Some basic operations over vectors and matrices are defined as:
the dot product:




saxpy (scalar ax plus y):
y = ax+ y =) y[i] = y[i] + ax[i]
matrix by vector multiplication (Rm⇥n ⇥ Rm ! Rm):




gaxpy (general) (Rm⇥n ⇥ Rm ! Rm):




scalar-matrix multiplication (R⇥ Rm⇥n ! Rm⇥n):
C = ↵A =) C[i, j] = ↵A[i, j]
matrix multiplication (Rm⇥p ⇥ Rp⇥n ! Rm⇥n):




matrix addition (Rm⇥n ⇥ Rm⇥n ! Rm⇥n):
C = A+B =) C[i, j] = A[i, j] + B[i, j]
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2.4.2 Sparse matrices
A sparse matrix is a matrix where the majority of the elements have a value of zero.
The number of non-zeros (nnz) gives the density of the matrix. Whilst full matrices
are stored in computer memory using either a row or column decomposition of the
two-dimensional array, sparse matrices require a different arrangement in order to be
efficient.
Sparse matrix storage systems
The simplest storage system is known as triplet form [117], or coordinate list (COO).
This is simply a list of the non-zero elements with their associated (i, j) positions
stored in two arrays of integers. Many other sparse storage systems exist, most of
which are designed to further reduce memory requirements by exploiting the structure
of the matrices. This is important for finite difference schemes, where the matrix
representation is typically highly structured in the form of multiple bands. See Section
6.1 for details regarding the CSR, DIA and ELLPACK systems.
Sparse matrix computations
The purpose of using a sparse matrix storage system is both to reduce the memory
requirement and to reduce the overall computational complexity. For example, matrix
by vector multiplication reduces to O(n) for a very sparse matrix, rather than O(n2).
However, the type of sparse storage system used can have a significant impact on the
implementation of matrix operations, both in terms of the design and performance
efficiency.
Consider the matrix by vector multiplication y = Ax. There are two different
approaches to computing this operation on a general matrix, row-based or column-
based [116]. The row-based algorithm takes each row in turn, and iterates over the
elements of that row along with the elements of x. The products are summed into one
element of the vector y, as shown in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17 Row-based matrix by vector multiplication.
As an algorithm, this can be described as follows:
Algorithm 1 Row-based matrix by vector multiplication.
1: for i = 0 : m  1 do . Loop over the rows
2: for j = 0 : n  1 do . Loop over the columns




The equivalent column-based version takes a different approach. The computation
takes each column in turn. It iterates over the elements of that column, using a single



























Figure 2.18 Column-based matrix by vector multiplication.
As an algorithm, the only difference from the row-based approach is that the order of
the loops is switched and the elements of y are not overwritten. The outer loop is now
over the columns, rather than the rows. In terms of dense matrix computations, this
has very little difference. However, for sparse matrices the implementation of these
two versions is entirely different, due to the structure of the storage system being em-
ployed. To implement the column-based approach using the CSC format is trivial,
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Algorithm 2 Column-based matrix by vector multiplication.
1: for j = 0 : n  1 do . Loop over the columns
2: for i = 0 : m  1 do . Loop over the rows
3: y[i] y[i] + A[i, j]x[j]
4: end for
5: end for
as the compressed pointer data gives the starting element of each column. However,
implementing the row-based method in CSC would be inefficient as accessing consec-
utive elements of a given row is a complex operation. In general, the implementation
of sparse matrix operations greatly depends on the storage system [118]. This also has
implications for the parallel computation of matrix operations, as discussed in Chapter
6.
2.4.3 Solution to systems of linear equations
Solving for the unknowns in a set of linear equations is one of the most fundamental
tasks in scientific computing [119]. This is expressed in matrix form as
Ax = b (2.30)
where A is a matrix of coefficients and x the vector of unknowns. The most efficient
method used to solve for x depends on the properties of A.
Matrix properties








A[i, j] = 0, i > j









Au > 0, 8u 2 Rn,u 6= 0
(if the matrix is real, then it must also be symmetric)
Direct methods
For matrices that are square and unstructured the most common approach is a direct
method. This consists of some form of elimination by pivoting the matrix along its
diagonal such that it is reduced to a triangular form. An example would be Gaussian
elimination. Such LU decomposition is itself of order O(n3). Solving the resulting tri-
angular system is easily achieved using forward and back substitution (see Algorithms
3 and 4). For matrices that are symmetric and positive-definite, there are more efficient
algorithms such as Cholesky factorization that produce a lower triangular matrix with
positive entries on the diagonal [117].
Algorithm 3 Forward substitution for Ly = b.
1: for i = 0 : n  1 do
2: y[i] b[i]
3: for j = 0 : i  1 do
4: y[i] y[i]  L[i, j] · y[j]
5: end for
6: y[i] y[i]/L[i, i]
7: end for
Note that the algorithms for forward and back substitution are not data independent
over rows. Each element of the solution vector must be computed before the outer
loop proceeds to the next, as the inner loop j counter is used to traverse the previously
calculated values. This has major implications when working with sparse matrices and
parallelisation using GPUs.
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Algorithm 4 Back substitution for Ux = y.
1: for i = n  1 : 0 do
2: x[i] y[i]
3: for j = i+ 1 : n  1 do
4: x[i] x[i]  U [i, j] · x[j]
5: end for
6: x[i] x[i]/U [i, i]
7: end for
Iterative methods
Whilst direct methods arrive at the solution in a given finite number of operations, the
iterative methods start with some approximation to the solution and modify this over
steps until a stopping condition (convergence) is met. Various categories of iterative
methods exist, such as stationary, Krylov subspace, Multigrid, and domain decomposi-
tion methods [120]. The Jacobi stationary method, and the Conjugate Gradient Krylov
subspace methods are described here.
Jacobi iteration
The Jacobi method is one of a number of techniques based on decomposing the matrix
into simple components such as the diagonal, or the upper and lower triangular sec-
tions. Other techniques include Gauss-Seidel and Successive Over Relaxation (SOR).
The methods can also be applied in block form, or used as preconditioners.
The Jacobi iteration decomposes A into its diagonal (D) and the remainder (R)






This algorithm is useful from a parallel architecture perspective, as the majority
of the computation is based on a matrix by vector multiplication. However, the Jacobi
iteration will generally only converge when the matrix A is diagonally dominant [120].
Conjugate gradient method
For more generalised cases, the Krylov subspace methods are an important class of
iterative method. These are based on projection processes, and include methods such
as Minimum Residual, Generalized Minimum Residual Method (GMRES), Conjugate
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Gradient, and Biconjugate Gradient (BCG). The Conjugate gradient algorithm is de-
scribed in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Conjugate Gradient method
1: r0  b Ax0
2: p0  r0









) . ↵ is a scalar
5: x
j+1  xj + ↵jpj
6: r
j+1  rj   ↵jApj






) .   is a scalar
8: p
j+1  rj+1 +  jpj
9: end for
The major operations are two matrix by vector multiplications, alongside various
vector operations such as the dot products and additions. The algorithm in this form
suffers from a lack of robustness, as convergence is by no means guaranteed. Both
the robustness and efficiency (the number of iterations required to converge) can be
improved by using preconditioning [120].
Preconditioning consists of finding a suitable matrix M, which is related to the
matrix A and it should be easy to compute Mx = b. The resulting system, when






The preconditioned matrix is then used in the iterative algorithm along with the matrix
A, for example with the Conjugate Gradient method, to give a preconditioned ver-
sion (PCG). The choice of preconditioner can range from a simple Jacobi form (the
diagonal), to factorizations such as incomplete Cholesky, to sparse approximate in-
verses [121] and others. Important considerations include issues such as the sparsity
of the preconditioner (which will affect the computational requirements), as well as
the ability to implement the inverse system on a parallel architecture. The incomplete
Cholesky factorization is a commonly used approach, which shows useful convergence
properties for many types of systems.
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2.4.4 Sparse linear algebra and GPUs
Accelerating linear algebra operations is one of the key areas of research in high per-
formance computing (HPC). The expansion in the use of GPUs for general purpose
computation has led to research into both dense and sparse matrix operations using this
hardware. This section reviews libraries and related research for sparse operations.
GPU accelerated sparse matrix libraries
There are several libraries currently available for performing sparse matrix operations
on GPUs, such as Nvidia’s CUSPARSE, the CUSP library [122], and CULA [123].
The CUSPARSE library is part of the CUDA toolkit, and provides basic linear algebra
functionality as well as more specialised operations such as triangular systems solvers.
The API is consistent with other Nvidia libraries. However, the functions only make
use of either CSR format, or an opaque hybrid form using ELLPACK and COO.
The CUSP library is more flexible in terms of storage systems, including DIA and
ELLPACK systems. However, the API for the CUSP library is abstracted a long way
from the underlying CUDA operations, leading to difficulties in implementing algo-
rithms that require extensive control over the GPU memory. CULA offers many rou-
tines for performing iterative linear system solutions, but offers only the CSR format.
Sparse matrix by vector multiplication
The matrix by vector product is a central component of iterative linear solvers, but
achieving high levels of floating-point throughput on the GPU can be difficult due to
the memory access patterns. Therefore, the design of the sparse matrix storage system,
as well as exploiting matrix structure, is critical in optimising performance.
Structured grid computations have been studied in [124], using block-diagonal sys-
tems, and a framework for experimenting with new storage systems is detailed in [125].
As caching levels have increased with first the Fermi and later the Kepler architecture
GPUs, the impact on vector-matrix operations has been studied in [126] and [127].
Sparse linear system solutions
Forward and back substitution for dense matrices has many possibilities for parallel
execution, performing concurrent calculations at each row [128]. In the case of sparse
matrices the number of elements in each row can become very small, and so the avail-
able parallelism reduces [129] [130].
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Further concurrency can be found using a level scheduling approach, which is used
in the triangular solvers in Nvidia’s CUSPARSE library [131]. This approach is based
upon grouping unknowns in x into different levels so that all unknowns in the same
level can be computed simultaneously. In the best case, where the number of levels
is one, this corresponds to the diagonal matrix where each row is independent. In the
worst case, where the number of levels reaches the number of rows, the algorithm is
completely serial.
However, the efficiency is still very dependent on the structure of the matrices.
Even at its most efficient, the achievable speedups are in the range of 3X to 4X over
a CPU implementation [132]. In the many cases a CPU version can achieve better
efficiency than a GPU version [133]. For iterative solvers such as Preconditioned Con-
jugate Gradient (PCG) it can be useful to find preconditioner matrices such as sparse
approximations [134] [135], where x = M 1b can be computed in a parallel manner
using a matrix by vector multiplication.
2.5 Timing methods
Much of this thesis is concerned with performance efficiency, comparing the length of
time that various algorithm implementations take to execute on either CPU or GPU
hardware. For CPU codes the functions from the time.h header file in the standard
C library are used. The clock( ) function gives the processor tick count, and can be
converted to seconds by dividing by the CLOCKS PER SEC macro. This gives millisec-
ond timing information for single threaded code, but is not reliable for multi-threaded
code. The time( ) function is used instead, giving timings accurate to the nearest
second as it references the system wall clock time. As the majority of the CPU codes
detailed in this thesis execute over many minutes (or indeed hours), this provides suf-
ficient accuracy for the purpose of comparisons and computing speedups.
For timing GPU codes, the clock( ) function or time( ) function can also be
used [136], called from the host code. However, as CUDA kernel launches execute
asynchronously with respect to the host, a cudaDeviceSynchronize( ) instruction
must be called to ensure that the device has completed all thread execution before
obtaining a timing result. This function blocks the CPU thread until all CUDA calls
previously issued are completed. The codes are generally executed over a large number
of time iterations, for example 44,100, and so a single time( ) is used before and then
after the time iteration loop. For more complex codes where there are multiple kernel
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calls at each iteration, the Nvidia command-line profiler is used to detail individual
kernel timings, using export CUDA PROFILE=1. As there is some variation in timing
results for a given simulation (especially on the GPU), all stated times are the average





Computing solutions to the 3D wave
equation
This chapter examines the computation of the basic scheme for the three-dimensional
wave equation. A test case simulation is used to demonstrate parallel programming
techniques and to compare CPU performance to that of the GPU. Multi-threaded code
written in the C language is used to evaluate the maximum efficiency of the CPU and
provide realistic benchmark figures at both single and double precision floating-point
arithmetic. This is then compared to the performance of GPU codes that use the CUDA
language, along with various optimisation strategies to achieve the best performance
on single and also multiple GPU devices.
3.1 The basic 3D scheme
The simplest form of finite difference scheme for the 3D wave equation over a cubic
grid is the reduced form where   = 1/
p






















as detailed in Section 2.1.4.
Each grid point in n+1 is updated using the six nearest neighbouring points from
 
n and the centre point from  n 1, as shown in Figure 3.1. For this simple test case
zero boundary conditions are employed (the value at the boundary is fixed to zero).
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 n+1  n  n 1
Figure 3.1 Update nodes used for the basic 3D scheme.
3.2 Test simulation
The test simulation computes this scheme over a domain using 15.7 million grid points,
as shown in Figure 3.2. At a sample rate of 44.1kHz the grid spacing is 13.51mm,











= 256 points = 3.4m
N
m
= 296 points = 4.0m
N
p
= 208 points = 2.8m
Figure 3.2 Test case simulation of size 256 ⇥ 296 ⇥ 208 = 15,761,408 grid points. At
44.1kHz this represents a domain of 3.4m ⇥ 4.0m ⇥ 2.8m = 38m3.
The scheme is computed for 44,100 time steps in each test, representing a one
second time simulation. A short raised cosine impulse is used as an input, which is
summed into the grid at a given point as a ‘soft’ source [137]. To verify correctness,
the value at a grid point is read at each iteration in time, and stored in an output array. In
terms of computational cost, there are 15.7 million grid points which are each updated
44,100 times, giving a total of 695 billion updates using equation (3.1). This test
simulation is used throughout this chapter for both CPU and GPU codes.
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3.3 Linear decomposition of three-dimensional data
The three-dimensional data grids must be held in memory and addressed using some
form of array notation. Although the C language allows three-dimensional arrays to be
created and referenced using notation such as array[p][m][l], this is not used here
as CUDA requires the explicit allocation of linear memory. Instead, one-dimensional
arrays are created and the three-dimensional data is mapped onto the space. This can





layer of the N
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dimension is decomposed by placing every row side-by-side
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Figure 3.3 Linear decomposition of 3D memory into a linear array using a row-major
format. Each N
p
layer is decomposed by row, and then placed in series.
The data is then addressed using the following system






) + l) (3.2)
This requires five floating-point operations to compute the linear position. However,
in practice this address need only be computed once for a given update, as the neigh-
bouring points can be accessed by simple shifts away from the centre point.
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3.4 CPU benchmarks
To provide a realistic benchmark for comparisons to GPU performance it is essential
to demonstrate the maximum performance achievable using a CPU. As current CPUs
have multiple cores, some form of parallel programming is necessary to make use of
all available cores. This is achieved using multi-threading.
3.4.1 Single thread code
The structure of a single thread code for the test simulation is shown in Algorithm 6
(the full C code is given in Appendix B.1).
Algorithm 6 Single thread algorithm for the basic 3D scheme, zero-based indexing.
1: Setup parameters
2: Create memory
3: for n = 1 : NF do . Loop over the time steps
4: for p = 1 : N
p
  2 do . Loop over the spatial dimensions,
5: for m = 1 : N
m
  2 do . excluding the boundary elements
6: for l = 1 : N
l
  2 do





11: Update the input and read the output
12: Swap data pointers to move forward in time (i.e.  n+1 becomes  n)
13: end for
14: Print output
15: Free the memory
Whilst the scheme uses data from both one and two previous time steps, the imple-
mentation requires only two data grids. As only the centre point from n 1
l,m,p
is required
for each update, an overwriting process can be used to read the value before replacing
it with the new value of  n+1
l,m,p
. This is important when considering large-scale sim-
ulations, where available memory is a limiting factor. The test case uses 126MB of
memory for each of the two grids at double precision (252MB in total).
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3.4.2 Multi-threaded code
POSIX threads (or pthreads) are a standard mechanism for issuing a sub-program that
will execute with multiple instances [138]. Each thread performs a set of simultaneous
instructions over shared data, and so the thread ID is used to allocate parts of the data
set to individual threads.
The basic wave equation scheme is naturally data independent over each time step.
The computation can therefore be parallelised at each iteration by simply partitioning
the data domain. For example, if four threads are issued then each thread will compute
the update equation for one quarter of the linear memory (Figure 3.4). This represents
partitioning the three-dimensional data over the N
p
dimension layers.







Figure 3.4 Domain partitioning using four threads.
The algorithm to compute this has a two-part structure: the main program, and a
thread kernel. Algorithm 7 shows the new time iteration loop. The nested FOR loops
over the spatial dimensions are replaced by a loop over the number of threads.
Algorithm 7 POSIX thread main program for the basic 3D scheme.
1: Setup parameters
2: Create memory
3: for n = 1 : NF do . Loop over the time steps
4: for i = 1 : numberofthreads do
5: Launch thread kernel
6: end for
7: Wait for threads to finish . Synchronization barrier
8: Update the input and read the output
9: Swap data pointers
10: end for
11: Print output and free memory
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After issuing the threads, the main program must wait until all threads have completed
before swapping the data pointers. The thread kernel is described in Algorithm 8. Each
thread is allocated a thread ID number, and this is used to determine the range of N
p
dimension layers to update. The full code is given in Appendix B.2.
Algorithm 8 POSIX thread kernel for the basic 3D scheme, zero-based indexing.
1: Obtain thread ID number
2: Determine start N
p
layer for this thread, ps
3: Determine end N
p
layer for this thread, pe
4: for p = ps : pe do . Loop over range of N
p
layers
5: if p > 0 and p < N
p
  1 then . Check not at the boundary layer
6: for m = 1 : N
m
  2 do
7: for l = 1 : N
l
  2 do







The single and multi-threaded codes were tested on two different CPU hardware: an
Intel i7 3770S processor which has four cores, and two Intel Xeon E5-2620 processors
which have six cores each. Note that these processors employ ‘hyper-threading’ to
allow two threads to execute on each core; see Appendix A.1 for the full hardware
specifications. The GCC compiler is used in all cases and the code was tested at first
with no compiler optimisation (using -O0), and then using -O3 optimisation. The later
is the compiler’s most aggressive level of optimization. The results for the single thread
code for both the i7 and Xeon processors are shown in Table 3.1.
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Version Processor Single prec. Double prec.
(min:sec) (min:sec)
Single thread -O0 Xeon 143:18 144:54
Single thread -O0 i7 82:33 83:12
Single thread -O3 Xeon 37:15 38:54
Single thread -O3 i7 21:01 23:52
Table 3.1 CPU results for the basic 3D scheme at single and double precision.
In the worst case, with no optimisation on the Xeon processor, the simulation takes
nearly two and half hours to complete. The i7 is considerably faster due to its higher
clock rate, completing in one hour and twenty minutes. Switching on -O3 compiler
optimisation results in major improvements, with close to 4X speedups on both pro-
cessors. This gives simulation times of between twenty to forty minutes.
The compiler optimisation is invoking vectorised operations, either SSE or AVX
instructions, which perform floating-point calculations on sequential data elements si-
multaneously. Manually unrolling the inner loop over the N
l
dimension into steps of
two, four or eight resulted in no further efficiency gains. The -O3 optimisation is used
for all further tests. At this stage, there is very little difference between single preci-
sion and double precision arithmetic. The multi-threaded code was tested for a range
of thread sizes on each processor, as shown in Table 3.2.
Version Processor Single prec. Double prec.
(min:sec) (min:sec)
2-threads i7 16:25 18:11
4-threads i7 11:52 21:14
8-threads i7 10:15 23:02
16-threads i7 10:14 22:47
2-threads Xeon 19:16 19:45
4-threads Xeon 9:51 10:22
8-threads Xeon 6:22 7:34
16-threads Xeon 6:08 10:57
Table 3.2 Multi-threaded CPU results for the basic 3D scheme at single and double
precision.
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The results vary according to the processor, and the precision level. For the i7,
using 8 or 16 threads achieved a 2X speedup over the optimised single thread code,
but only at single precision. At double precision, only the use of 2 threads shows any
sizeable gains at all. The Xeon processor behaves differently. Running 16 threads
gives a 6X speedup at single precision, and a 4X speedup at double, with elapsed times
of 6 minutes and 11 minutes respectively. From being slower than the i7 when running























Figure 3.5 CPU benchmarks for the basic 3D scheme at single and double precision
Figure 3.5 plots the most efficient times for each of the tested CPU systems. From
starting with an unoptimised single thread code running in two and half hours on the
Xeon, the most efficient simulation now runs in just six minutes. This is a 24X speedup
simply by optimising the code for the CPU. This clearly demonstrates the multi-core
capacity of these processors, and the need to maximise CPU potential when performing
benchmarking.
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3.5 GPU kernel design and optimisation
In the previous section a small number of threads were used to update parts of the data
grid in parallel. To make use of a GPU device, the CUDA language is used to launch
many thousands, or even millions of threads to perform concurrent execution. In doing
so, there are many design options and performance optimisations that can be applied to
the CUDA code. This section explores the mapping of threads to the three-dimensional
data, the use of shared memory, and also caching optimisations.
3.5.1 Overview of the CUDA program design
As the GPU device is physically separate from the CPU host, memory for the data
grids is explicitly created on the device only. In order to minimise the transfer of data
between the host and device, the output of the simulation is stored on the GPU at each
iteration in time, and only transferred back to the host at the end of the simulation. Two
kernels are used within the time loop. First, a kernel launches the threads to update the
grid, and then a single thread kernel that updates the input and reads the output (see
Appendix B.3 for the full code listing).
⤳ ⤳ ⤳⤳ ⤳Block(0,0) ⤳ ⤳ ⤳⤳ ⤳Block(1,0)
⤳ ⤳ ⤳⤳ ⤳Block(0,1) ⤳ ⤳ ⤳⤳ ⤳Block(1,1)
Setup code
   Time loop { 
        Update kernel 
Input Output kernel 
    }
Copy result to host
⤳Block(0,0)
GPU Thread Grid
Figure 3.6 Outline of the CUDA program design. The domain data is stored on the
device only. The result array is copied back to the device after the time iteration has
completed.
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3.5.2 Mapping threads to the data set
Recall that threads in CUDA are grouped together into a block, which can be one, two,
or three-dimensional in terms of indexing. Thread blocks are set in a grid which can
also have up to three dimensions. This architecture allows many possible arrangements
for mapping threads over a three-dimensional data set. The first consideration in terms
of the thread design is whether to issue enough threads to update the entire data set, or
to issue threads that cover a two-dimensional slice only (Figure 3.7).
In the latter case, each thread then iterates over the remaining dimension to com-
pute the updates. Whilst it is generally advantageous to maximise the number of




slice of the data set contains 75,776 grid points, and this number of threads is easily
enough to occupy the GPU device. The terms ‘3D tiling’ and ‘2D slicing’ are used to








over the N 
dimension







2D Slicing 3D Tiling
Figure 3.7 Two approaches to threading the data. With 2D slicing each thread per-
forms a loop over the N
p
dimension. With 3D tiling enough threads are issued to cover
the entire data grid.
For the 3D tiling method, each thread simply obtains its three-dimensional indices
and computes the update for its single grid point, as shown in the kernel at Algorithm
9. One conditional statement is required to ensure that the boundary nodes are not
updated.
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Algorithm 9 3D tiling CUDA kernel for the basic 3D scheme.
1: Get the 3D indices of the current thread from the block and thread IDs
2: if not at the boundaries then
3: Compute the linear address from the 3D indices
4: Update node  n+1
l,m,p
5: end if
The 2D slicing kernel differs in that each thread only obtains indices in the l and
m dimensions. A FOR loop is then used to iterate over the N
p
dimension, computing
the updates for each grid point, as shown in Algorithm 10. In both approaches it is
essential to ensure that consecutive threads access consecutive data elements from the
linear memory, to obtain coalesced transfers. As the linear memory is decomposed
using a row-major format, the first index of the thread ID (threadIdx.x) is used for
the l index. In this simple test case simulation, the 3D grid is an integer multiple of
the thread block sizes that are used, for example a 16 ⇥ 16 ⇥ 1 block, or a 32 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 2
block will cover the data without the need for memory padding to maintain coalesced
transfers.
Algorithm 10 2D slicing CUDA kernel for the basic 3D scheme.
1: Get the indices in l and m of the current thread from the block and thread IDs
2: if not at the boundaries of l or m then
3: for p = 1 : N
p
  2 do
4: Compute the linear address from the 3D indices




3.5.3 Use of shared memory
Each block of threads has access to a fast local memory store known as shared memory.
Making use of this memory space can reduce the amount of data that has to be read
from the global memory, which is typically the performance ‘bottleneck’ in memory
bandwidth limited algorithms. As the update equation for each grid point uses the six
neighbouring points from the previous time step, each block of threads is accessing
data that is used by multiple individual threads. By using a two-dimensional array
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of shared memory, threads in a two-dimensional thread block can share data. Shared
memory can be used for both the 3D tiling and 2D slicing methods. The latter method
can also be combined with data reuse from register, as shown in Figure 3.8.
Shared memory
p






Figure 3.8 Reducing global memory reads in the 2D slicing approach, using shared
memory and register reuse.
Using this method, each update calculation requires only one new read from global
memory, rather than reading all six neighbouring points. This is a large reduction in
the global memory requirements. However, the main complication for the 3D wave
equation scheme is how to handle threads that are at the edges or corners of the 2D
thread block, as shown in Figure 3.9.
There are two possible approaches here: using a standard size shared memory array
or an extended size shared memory array. Using a standard size approach, the shared
memory array is the same size as the thread block. In the example from Figure 3.9 this
would be of size 32 ⇥ 8. The kernel then uses four conditional statements to test if
a thread is at the boundary of the block, and if so to read the extra data directly from
global memory.
The second approach is to use an extended shared memory array, and load the
extra edge data that is required. Here the array would be of size 34 ⇥ 10. Conditional
statements are used to direct threads at the edges of the block to load the extra data




dimensions are read from this extended
shared memory array. See Appendices B.4 to B.7 for the full kernel codes.
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Threads at the edge of a 
2D thread block






Figure 3.9 A 32 x 8 thread block over the X and Y dimensions (in blue). Threads at the
edges require one data point from outside of the block, threads at the corners require
two. Data in the Z dimension is read from global memory in the 3D tiling method, or
reused from register in the 2D slicing method.
3.5.4 Cache optimisation
Aside from the design of the kernel code itself and experimenting with the thread block
size, further efficiency can be obtained by optimising the use of the cache. Whilst the
first generation Tesla GPUs had minimal cache levels, this has increased with each
new generation of devices. On Fermi devices, using the cudaFuncSetCacheConfig()
command to prefer the L1 cache can increase efficiency when only small amounts of
shared memory are being used [100].
An additional feature of the Kepler architecture is the ability to use a read-only data
cache which is separate from the standard L1 and L2 cache [90]. In the basic 3D wave
equation scheme, the values from  n are only read from memory during any given
time step (no writing is performed to that data grid). By declaring the pointer to that
data in the kernel parameter using const double * restrict arrayname, the
data is read using this separate cache. In the following testing these cache optimisations
were applied to the appropriate hardware for all kernels, and give efficiency gains
between 10 to 15%.
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3.5.5 Performance evaluation
The basic 3D scheme simulation was tested using two different Nvidia Tesla GPU
devices: the Fermi architecture C2050, and the Kepler architecture K20 (see Appendix
A.2 for the hardware specifications). Six different kernel designs are used to examine
the differences between global memory usage and the two shared memory approaches.
These are:
1. 3D tiling, reading from global memory.
2. 3D tiling with shared memory.
3. 3D tiling using the extended shared memory array.
4. 2D slicing, reading from global memory.
5. 2D slicing with shared memory.
6. 2D slicing using the extended shared memory array.
Each of the kernels is tested at single and double precision floating-point arithmetic,
on both devices. The optimal thread block size was found to be 32 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 2 for the 3D
tiling method, and 32 ⇥ 8 for the 2D slicing method.
The results for the Fermi C2050 GPU device are shown in Table 3.3, for the Kepler
K20 device in Table 3.4, showing both time and million grid points per second.
Kernel Single prec. Mvox/s Double prec. Mvox/s
(min:sec) (min:sec)
3D tiling 2:01 5,744 3:49 3,035
3D tiling shared memory 2:44 4,238 5:53 1,969
3D tiling ext. shared memory 2:24 4,827 4:32 2,555
2D slicing 3:07 3,717 5:45 2,014
2D slicing shared memory 2:47 4,162 5:40 2,044
2D slicing ext. shared memory 2:07 5,473 3:45 3,089
Table 3.3 Tesla C2050 GPU results for the basic 3D scheme at single and double
precision. Mvox/s is million grid points per second.
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Kernel Single prec. Mvox/s Double prec. Mvox/s
(min:sec) (min:sec)
3D tiling 1:24 8,275 2:35 4,484
3D tiling shared memory 2:07 5,473 3:35 3,233
3D tiling ext. shared memory 1:31 7,638 3:14 3,583
2D slicing 1:11 9,790 3:01 3,840
2D slicing shared memory 2:06 5,516 2:43 4,264
2D slicing ext. shared memory 1:29 7,810 2:26 4,761
Table 3.4 Tesla K20 GPU results for the basic 3D scheme at single and double preci-
sion. Mvox/s is million grid points per second.
The results vary depending on the device and the precision level. For the C2050 at
single precision the 3D tiling approach is most efficient, whilst at double precision the
2D slicing with extended shared memory is optimal. On the K20, the basic 2D slicing
is most efficient for single precision, but again at double precision the 2D slicing with
extended shared memory gives the best result.
However, the basic 3D tiling approach is always very close to the most efficient
solution, at both precision levels. The extra complications of the other approaches do
not lead to large-scale improvements in the times, even with the reduction in global
memory usage of the shared memory 2D slicing method. Comparing this to results
from [139] using a consumer level GPU device, the differences between a basic im-
plementation and a highly optimised version are much wider in that case. In terms
of shared memory, the approach using the extended size array is always more efficient
than the standard size. Table 3.5 shows a comparison of the speedups between the least
and most efficient kernels on each device.
GPU device Speedup Speedup
(single prec.) (double prec.)
Tesla C2050 1.6X 1.6X
Tesla K20 1.8X 1.5X
Table 3.5 Speedups for the most efficient kernels over the least efficient kernels on each
GPU device, for the basic 3D scheme.
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Figure 3.10 Tesla GPU benchmarks for the basic 3D scheme at single and double
precision.
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3.6 The use of multiple GPUs with CUDA
Section 3.5 demonstrated the extent of optimisation that is achievable on a single GPU
device. In order to further reduce the computation times, multiple GPU devices can be
used simultaneously to compute subsets of the data domain (in a similar manner to the
pthreading approach for multi-core CPUs). Recent versions of the CUDA language
allow multiple devices to be used without recourse to traditional MPI programming
(Message Passing Interface) [140].
For scientific computing, Nvidia’s Tesla devices are typically used in a workstation
or compute node that can be configured with four GPUs connected across the same
PCIe bus, as shown in Figure 3.11. Peer-to-peer communication allows data to be
transferred between the devices that bypasses the host (normal transfers from host to
device are very slow). This can be combined with the use of CUDA streams and
asynchronous behaviour to achieve optimised performance.
PCIe




Figure 3.11 Pair-wise connection of four GPU cards over the PCIe bus.
Communication across devices has to be specified between the paired connections
to the PCIe bus. In CUDA, this is performed by using a cudaSetDevice() command




As the four devices have physically separate memory, the data domain has to be
partitioned with specific overlaps to account for the data at the edges.
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3.6.1 Data partitioning over multiple GPUs
Each of the two data grids used for the basic wave equation test is split into four
segments, one for each GPU device. The partitioning is across the linear memory, in
the same manner as for the ptheading, but with an extra N
p
dimension layer held across
the partition. These overlap ‘halos’ provide the N
p
dimension data for the update
equation. The outermost two devices need to store a single halo, whilst the innermost
devices require two halos, as shown in Figure 3.12. The data in these halo layers must
be transferred between the devices at each time step of the simulation, using data from
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Figure 3.12 Partitioning of the domain data over four GPU devices.
There are two methods that can be used to implement the basic 3D wave equation
simulation on four GPUs devices: one that uses non-asynchronous data transfers, and
a more complex version using asynchronous transfers and streams.
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3.6.2 Non-asynchronous implementation
The first implementation uses standard memory transfers that take place after the main
data grid has been updated. The steps are outlined in Algorithm 11.
Algorithm 11 Non-asynchronous implementation of the time iteration loop of the basic
3D scheme test simulation.
1: for n = 1 : NF do
2: Loop over the GPUs, issuing a kernel launch to compute all data on the device.
3: Synchronize all of the devices.
4: Perform peer-to-peer data transfers of the overlap halos.
5: Update the input and output.
6: Synchronize and then swap the data pointers.
7: end for
However, this approach contains an inherent time delay, as the devices are idle
during the transfers of the halo data. In order to eliminate this, computation and data
transfers need to occur simultaneously.
3.6.3 Asynchronous implementation
Two elements of CUDA functionality are required to implement an asynchronous ap-
proach: asynchronous peer-to-peer data transfers, and CUDA streams [110]. The first
allows data transfers to occur asynchronously with respect to the host. The second, a
stream, is simply a serial pipeline of events. However, by issuing kernel launches on
different streams, the computation and data transfers can be executed at the same time
(provided that there is no clash).
The data layers required for the halos can be computed first, and when they have
completed the data transfers are started. At the same time, but on a different stream,
the main non-halo data is computed, as described in Algorithm 12. The full CUDA
code for the time loop iteration is listed in Appendix B.8.
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Algorithm 12 Asynchronous implementation of the time iteration loop of the basic 3D
scheme test simulation.
1: for n = 1 : NF do
2: for n = 1 : numCards do
3: Launch kernel to update the layers for the halo(s), using stream halo.
4: Launch kernel to update the all of the remaining data, using stream interior.
5: end for
6: Launch asynchronous data transfer of halo data, using stream halo.
7: Update the input and output.
8: Synchronize and then swap the data pointers.
9: end for
The use of the same stream to launch the computation of the data for the halos, and
then the data transfers themselves, guarantees that the updates are complete before the
transfers begin.
3.6.4 Performance evaluation
Both the non-asynchronous and the asynchronous approaches were tested using the
standard simulation for the 3D wave equation scheme. Four of the Tesla C2050 de-
vices, and four Tesla K20 devices were employed. The timing results, as well of the
relative speedup from the single card simulation time, are given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7.
The times for the single device simulation use the basic 3D tiling method.
Version Single prec. Speedup Double prec. Speedup
(min:sec) (min:sec)
Single device 2:01 - 3:49 -
Basic four device 0:58 2.1X 1:46 2.2X
Asynchronous four 0:35 3.5X 1:02 3.7X
Table 3.6 Basic 3D scheme test simulation using four Tesla C2050 devices.
The main point to note is that the results do not scale to 4X when using four devices,
even in the most efficient approach. Whilst the C2050 device achieves a 3.7X speedup
over the single device time at double precision, the K20 device only achieves a 2.5X
speedup. Indeed, the actual times for both devices using the asynchronous approach
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Version Single prec. Speedup Double prec. Speedup
(min:sec) (min:sec)
Single device 1:24 - 2:35 -
Basic four device 0:47 1.8X 1:26 1.8X
Asynchronous four 0:35 2.4X 1:01 2.5X
Table 3.7 Basic 3D scheme test simulation using four Tesla K20 devices.
are practically the same. This indicates that the PCIe data transfer speed is limiting the
efficiency of the K20 device, and a faster transfer speed would allow further increases
in performance.
This can be verified by examining the efficiency for various different sizes of the
N
p
dimension layer, while keeping the overall volume of the data grid the same (i.e.
by varying the size of another dimension as well). The data transfers for the halos each
use one N
p




. The results for various sizes of layer
using the K20 device and the asynchronous code are shown in Table 3.8. As the size of
the N
p
dimension layer is reduced, the computation times continue to fall rapidly. At
double precision, the simulation now runs almost twice as efficiently for the smallest
layer size. As a general optimisation principle for simulations of rooms, it is important
to set the largest size dimension to N
p
. This keeps the size of the halo layers to a
minimum.
Layer size Single precision Double precision







Table 3.8 Variation in the size of the N
p
dimension layer on the K20 device, for the
basic 3D scheme.
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3.7 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated many possible approaches and optimisation strategies
for computing a test case simulation using the basic 3D FDTD scheme. Table 3.9 gives
a summary of the results from both the CPU benchmark times, and the GPU times, at
single and double precision floating-point arithmetic.
Code version Single prec. Double prec.
(min:sec) (min:sec)
Slowest CPU (Xeon -O0) 143:18 144:54
Fastest single thread CPU (i7 -O3) 21:01 23:52
Fastest multi-thread CPU (Xeon) 6:08 7:34
Fastest GPU, K20 1:11 2:26
Multiple GPU, 4 ⇥ K20 0:35 1:01
Table 3.9 Summary of results for the basic 3D scheme test simulation.
These timing results (excluding the multiple GPU) can be expressed as comparative
speedup figures as shown in Table 3.10.
Code version Speedup Speedup
(single prec.) (double prec.)
Fastest GPU over slowest CPU 121.1X 59.5X
Fastest GPU over fastest single thread CPU 17.8X 9.8X
Fastest GPU over fastest multi-thread CPU 5.2X 3.1X
Table 3.10 Summary of GPU speedups for the basic 3D scheme test simulation.
At single precision these range from 121X when comparing the slowest CPU result,
to 5.2X when comparing the most efficient multi-threaded CPU version. At double
precision, the fastest single GPU result is only 3.1X more efficient than the optimal
CPU benchmark.
Whilst each of these results is a real, justifiable figure, it would seem clear that
the ‘fairest’ and most realistic comparison is between the best benchmark time that is
possible with a CPU to the best possible GPU time. In this case, the 5.2X and 3.1X
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speedup figures are the headline result. This is somewhat surprising, given that many
authors (including this one) have published papers showing comparisons between CPU
and GPU benchmarks with speedups in the 80X to 100X range and beyond [141] [142]
[143] [24]. These types of figures do not do justice to the compute capabilities of
the CPU processor [144]. It should also be noted that the Intel Xeon CPU used for
the benchmarks is by no means a high-end processor, and that more expensive Xeon
CPUs could well achieve better performance, further reducing the speedups for the
GPU times. For reference, the peak memory bandwidth of the Xeon processor is 42
GB/s, whilst that of the Tesla K20 is 208 GB/s (see Appendix A).
As a final comparison, Table 3.11 shows benchmark times for the basic 3D scheme
computed over various grid volumes, ranging from 1m3 to 64m3. The CPU code uses
the eight pthread version executed on the Xeon processor, and the GPU code is the
fastest version for the K20 device.
Volume CPU (s) GPU (s) Speedup CPU (d) GPU (d) Speedup
(min:sec) (min:sec) (min:sec) (min:sec)
1m3 0:26 0:02 13.0X 0:26 0:03 7.9X
2m3 0:41 0:04 11.7X 0:42 0:06 6.8X
4m3 1:13 0:07 10.7X 1:15 0:12 6.3X
8m3 1:30 0:14 6.7X 1:39 0:31 3.2X
16m3 2:43 0:27 6.0X 3:11 1:02 3.1X
32m3 6:10 1:12 5.2X 6:39 2:06 3.1X
64m3 12:20 2:22 5.2X 13:20 4:20 3.1X
Table 3.11 Variation in volume size, at single (s) and double (d) precision, for the basic
3D scheme.
At 1m3, the GPU device takes just 2 seconds at single precision and 3 seconds at
double. At this small volume level, the GPU code is significantly faster than the CPU
code, by around 10X. As the volume levels increase, the difference between CPU and
GPU results becomes less, tending to the range of 3X to 5X as reported above.
Chapter 4
Performance of alternative schemes
The basic scheme used in the previous chapter is only one of many different options
for approximating the solutions to the 3D wave equation. It used a 7-point stencil
consisting of the centre point and the six nearest neighbours as its approximation to the
Laplacian operator. However, there are many different schemes that can be designed
using various combinations of neighbouring points [145]. These do not have to be
confined to regular cubic grids, as other mesh types are possible [146]. This chapter
compares the computational efficiency of the following alternative schemes:
• The staggered grid formation of the basic scheme.
• The 27-point interpolated wideband scheme (IWB).
• A 13-point scheme on a face-centered cubic grid (FCC).
Whilst the staggered grid form is entirely equivalent to the basic scheme, the IWB
and FCC schemes use different operators and grids, and so exhibit different disper-
sion characteristics [147]. This also means that assessing the efficiency between the
schemes is more complex, as there are many possible comparisons that can be made.
For example, one could compare the schemes that simulate the same physical volume
of space, but this requires different volumes of grids as the spatial step varies between
the schemes (when setting   at the Courant limit in order to minimise dispersion in
each case).
This chapter compares the performance of CUDA versions of the above alternative
schemes to that of the basic 3D scheme from Section 2.1.4, running on the Tesla K20
device.
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4.1 Benchmark simulation
The test case simulation computes 44,100 samples at 44.1kHz as before, but now three
different volumes are considered that cover a wide range of physical grid sizes: 1m3,
38m3, and 250m3. The grid sizes (number of data elements in each dimension of the
3D array), at the Courant limit where   = 1/
p
3, are shown in Table 4.1. The spatial
grid step is again 0.0135m. The 250m3 simulation requires 0.82GB of memory for
each data grid when using double precision floating-point.
Grid sizes Total grid points Volume at 44.1kHz
64 ⇥ 80 ⇥ 80 409,600 1m3
256 ⇥ 296 ⇥ 208 15,761,408 38m3
640 ⇥ 400 ⇥ 400 102,400,000 250m3
Table 4.1 Benchmark simulation dimensions.
The benchmark performance of the basic 3D scheme running on the Tesla K20
GPU is shown in Table 4.2. This uses the 3D tiling approach with the read-only data
cache optimisation from Section 3.5.5, as an equivalent approach is used for the CUDA
versions of the alternative schemes.





Table 4.2 K20 GPU benchmarks for the basic 3D scheme.
The relative performance of the subsequent schemes is calculated as a ratio given by
the new time divided by the equivalent benchmark time from this table, and denoted as
the benchmark ratio. This is ‘speed-down’ figure, i.e. by what factor are the alternative
schemes slower than the benchmark for the basic 3D scheme.
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4.2 Staggered grid formation
The basic 3D scheme is second order in time, but only requires a single data field
at each of those time periods. This data represents the acoustic field, or a velocity
potential. As described in Section 2.1.4 the wave equation can also be discretised into
a coupled finite difference scheme in both pressure and velocity fields. The update






are the three velocity fields, and

























































































This is known as the staggered grid formation, as both the spatial and temporal
fields are offset by half grid points. As for the basic 3D scheme, a ‘fixed’ boundary
condition was used for this initial testing, by setting the velocity elements to zero.
4.2.1 Implementation
The algorithm for computing the staggered grid scheme is slightly more complex than
for the basic single field approach, as it requires a two stage approach. Firstly the three
velocity fields are updated using the velocity components from the previous time step
and the two neighbouring pressure values. Then the pressure field is updated, using
these newly updated velocity values. Algorithm 13 details this process (compare this
to Algorithm 6 for the basic 3D scheme).
As only the central point from the previous time step is used in each of the updates,
the scheme can be implemented using just a single data grid for each of the four fields.
Data is read from the grids, and then the updated values overwrite the previous data
in memory (hence there are no pointer swaps at the end of the time iteration loop). In
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terms of indexing the half grid points of the velocity fields, these are simply shifted up
to align them with the integer indices used for the pressure grid.
Algorithm 13 Staggered grid time loop iteration.
1: for n = 1 : NF do . Loop over the time steps
2: for p = 0 : N
p
  1 do . Loop over the spatial dimensions
3: for m = 0 : N
m
  1 do
4: for l = 0 : N
l
  1 do
5: if l > 0 then






8: if m > 0 then






11: if p > 0 then









17: for p = 0 : N
p
  1 do . Loop over the spatial dimensions
18: for m = 0 : N
m
  1 do
19: for l = 0 : N
l
  1 do





24: Update the input and read the output.
25: end for
Note that the spatial grids are ‘shifted’ by half a step in order to match their indices
to integer memory. For the parallel implementation using CUDA, two separate update
kernels were used on a single stream. A kernel to perform the updates on all three of
the velocity fields, followed by a kernel to update the pressure field alone. A 3D tiling
method is used for the threading approach, issuing enough threads to cover the entire
data grid in each case.
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4.2.2 Performance evaluation
It is useful to compare the number of floating-point operations and the memory require-
ments per complete update for this staggered scheme as opposed to the basic second
order approach.
• Basic 3D scheme: 7 data reads and 1 write, 7 floating-point operations.
• Staggered grid scheme: 14 data reads and 4 writes, 16 floating-point operations.
This assumes that the two update stages for the velocity and pressure are treated sep-
arately (i.e. no data is reused from registers). The performance of the staggered grid
scheme on the Tesla K20 device is given in Table 4.3.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
1m3 0:07 3.5X 0:12 3.9X
38m3 4:43 3.4X 8:53 3.4X
250m3 30:20 3.4X 55:10 3.3X
Table 4.3 Staggered grid simulation using the K20 GPU.
The staggered scheme runs between 3.3X and 3.9X slower than the basic 3D
scheme, in the worse case being for the 1m3 at double precision. Clearly the use of
two kernel launches, along with the increase in the memory bandwidth requirements,
has a considerable effect on the overall efficiency.
The staggered grid form also requires four data grids, compared to the two grids
for the basic scheme, which halves the maximum physical space that can be simulated
on a given device. In every respect the staggered grid scheme performs worse than
the basic 3D scheme, to achieve the same simulation results. If specific velocity or
pressure values are required, for instance to compute a particular boundary condition,
these can be derived from the second order scheme.
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4.3 Interpolated wideband and face-centred cubic
In practical use for audio simulations, the basic 3D scheme suffers from two issues:
the spatial cutoff frequency, and dispersion. In order to get reliable results up to the
Nyquist limit from an FDTD simulation requires the condition     1 [145]. Therefore
at the stability limit for the basic scheme there is a considerable reduction in the usable
range of output frequencies. This is also compounded by numerical dispersion, which
is maximised for propagation along the axis directions in each dimension. These defi-
ciencies can be reduced by increasing the sample rate of the simulation, but at a large
computational cost. For example, doubling the sample rate increases the computational
load sixteen times, and requires eight times the amount of memory.
This then leads to the consideration of alternative schemes that can minimise the
frequency cutoff and levels of dispersion for a given simulation [148]. This section
compares the interpolated wideband (IWB) and face-centred cubic (FCC) schemes to
the basic 3D scheme benchmarks. Three separate comparisons are made between these
schemes, as each has different characteristics.
4.3.1 Description of schemes
The IWB scheme is one of a family of compact 3D explicit schemes. It is derived from
































































where the parameters d1, d2, d3, d4 are defined as d1 =  2(1 4a+4b), d2 =  2(a 2b),
d3 =  2b, and d4 = 2(1 3 2+6 2a 4b 2). The IWB scheme is obtained by setting
the free parameters a = 1/4 and b = 1/16, and setting   = 1. The stencil uses the
centre point and the 26 nearest neighbouring points, as shown in Figure 4.1.
This 27-point stencil has been shown to significantly reduce dispersion error [150],
and has a stability limit of    1. It is therefore capable of giving full bandwidth
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Figure 4.1 Stencils for the 27-point IWB scheme (left) and 13-point scheme on an FCC
lattice grid (right).
output. The 13-point stencil also an approximation to the Laplacian derived from the
generalized difference equation. A face-centred unit cell consists of a cubic cell with
additional nodes located in the centre of each face. A lattice made of such cells is more
efficient in its distribution of samples and use of space than a regular cubic lattice [151].
The FCC scheme examined here uses a 13-point stencil on a face-centred cubic grid,
as shown in Figure 4.1. See [147] for a complete description. This lattice must be
mapped to a regular cubic grid in order to implement the scheme in a simulation.
4.3.2 Implementation
The mapping of the FCC lattice to a regular cubic lattice is a two part process. Starting
from a cubic lattice, one of the dimensions is scaled by two and then the alternate
points in the remaining coordinates are shifted in the same direction (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2 Grid mapping for the FCC scheme. Starting from a cubic grid (top left),
one dimension is expanded (top right), and then the red/black nodes are separated.
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The lattice is then scaled by h/
p
2 to normalise the length of the grid spacing. This
is more efficient use of memory space than simply implementing the FCC lattice in a
checkerboard manner using a single stencil orientation. The scheme then has a stability
bound of    1/
p
2. The update equation itself makes use of two different updates,
one for even indexed points and one for odd indexed points through the regular grid,




Nodes for even update
Nodes for odd updateCommon update 
nodes
Figure 4.3 Node points used for the FCC scheme odd and even node update equations.
Implementing the updates in CUDA requires careful consideration to achieve full
memory coalescing. Ideally the entire grid should be updated by a single kernel, as
the use of multiple kernels will always be less efficient due to the overhead incurred
in launching threads. In order to implement the dual updates in a single kernel and
coalesce all of the transfers, the data for the nine common points as well as the data
for both of the even and odd updates are loaded into register. Then, a conditional IF
-> ELSE statement is used to load the required four data points into a temporary sum
variable. See Appendix B.9 for the full kernel code.
The IWB scheme is implemented using the standard 3D tiling method, and both
schemes use a 32 ⇥ 4 thread block. As per the basic 3D scheme benchmark, a fixed
‘zero’ boundary is employed in each case.
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4.3.3 Performance evaluation
There are many comparisons that could be made between the IWB, FCC and basic
3D schemes. The optimal value of   at the stability limit is different in each scheme,
and the stencils differ in the density of the node points that are used. This performance
evaluation makes the following three sets of comparisons, in each case testing the IWB
and FCC schemes against the basic 3D scheme.
1. Test simulations using an equal number of grid points in each scheme, at the same
sample rate.
2. Test simulations of equal physical size of space, at the same sample rate. Here the
number of grid points varies.
3. Test simulations where the computational density of each scheme is normalised,
giving a different sample rate and grid spacing in each case.
The first comparison is relevant from the perspective of running maximum memory
tests on a given GPU device, where the simulation size is limited by the available
global memory. The schemes are tested at the optimal   values in each case, and for a
set sample rate of 44.1kHz.
The second is useful to see the effect of running the different schemes at identical
sample rates and physical simulation size, again using optimal   values. The number
of grid points in each scheme varies considerably in each case.
The third seeks to put each scheme on a level computational basis. The computa-
tional density is the number of grid points, or updates, per unit space and time. Fixing
the Courant number at the stability bound and the wave speed across each scheme, the
grid spacing (and hence sample rate) are varied to give an equal computational density
across the schemes.
Each test case code is executed to produce a one second simulation output, for
example at a sample rate of 44.1kHz then 44,100 time steps are computed. The codes
are all performed on the Tesla K20 GPU device, at both single and double precision
floating-point. The benchmarks for the basic scheme are those given in Table 4.2,
except for the third comparison case where new benchmarks are computed.
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Equal number of grid points
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the performance results when using an equal number of grid
points as the benchmark basic 3D scheme. Recall that the physical sizes for that
scheme were 1m3, 38m3 and 250m3. The sample rate for each simulation is 44.1kHz.
Table 4.4 shows the results for the IWB scheme.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
0.2m3 0:04 2.1X 0:05 1.5X
7.4m3 2:59 2.1X 3:14 1.3X
48.3m3 20:05 2.2X 21:08 1.3X
Table 4.4 IWB simulation using the K20 GPU and an equal number of grid points.
Table 4.5 shows the results for the FCC scheme.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
0.4m3 0:03 1.5X 0:04 1.3X
14.2m3 1:52 1.4X 3:01 1.2X
94.7m3 12:46 1.4X 19:13 1.2X
Table 4.5 FCC simulation using the K20 GPU and an equal number of grid points.
Both the IWB and FCC schemes are relatively close to the benchmark at double
precision, being only 1.3X and 1.2X slower. However, the extra data throughput leads
to a worse time at single precision, the IWB being over twice as slow. Note the differ-
ence in the physical sizes being simulated here, the IWB scheme being less than one
fifth the overall size of the basic 3D scheme.
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Equal physical size
The second comparison uses simulations of the same physical size of space (and at the
Courant limit of  ), requiring different grid sizes. For the IWB scheme, the 250m3
simulation could only be performed at single precision due to the 5GB memory limit
of the Tesla K20 device. The results for the IWB scheme are shown in Table 4.6.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
1m3 0:24 12.0X 0:25 8.3X
38m3 15:55 11.4X 16:53 6.5X
250m3 103:43 11.6X - -
Table 4.6 IWB simulation using the K20 GPU and equal physical sizes of simulation
compared to the benchmark.
The IWB scheme is using five times as many grid points as the benchmark, and
four times as many nodes points in each stencil, and yet still manages double precision
times of 8.3X and 6.5X over the benchmark. The results for the FCC scheme are shown
in Table 4.7.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
1m3 0:07 3.5X 0:09 3.0X
38m3 5:06 3.6X 7:54 3.1X
250m3 33:15 3.7X 50:57 3.1X
Table 4.7 FCC simulation using the K20 GPU and equal physical sizes of simulation
compared to the benchmark.
Here the number of grid points is around 2.5 times the basic scheme benchmark,
and each stencil is accessing twice the number of node points. In each of the com-
parisons, the FCC scheme results occupy a ‘middle ground’ between the basic 3D
benchmark and the IWB scheme.
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Equal computational density
For the final comparison the schemes are normalised across computational density,
giving an equal number of updates, per unit space and time (see [147] for further
details). Having adjusted the sample rate and grid spacing, each simulation is then
computed at the three volume sizes from before, 1m3, 38m3 and 250m3. The new
recomputed benchmark times for the basic 3D scheme with normalised density are
shown in Table 4.8.
Grid dimensions Single prec. Double prec.
(points) (min:sec) (min:sec)
64 x 68 x 64 0:01 0:02
256 x 200 x 194 0:41 1:24
480 x 400 x 338 5:06 9:17
Table 4.8 Benchmark simulations using the K20 GPU for the basic 3D scheme with
normalised computational density. The sample rate is 37.91kHz and grid spacing is
15.72mm.
The results for the IWB scheme are shown in Table 4.9, and for the FCC scheme in
Table 4.10.
Grid dimensions Single prec. Benchmark Double prec. Benchmark
(points) (min:sec) ratio (min:sec) ratio
64 x 80 x 76 0:02 2.0X 0:03 1.5X
256 x 248 x 236 1:32 2.1X 2:13 1.6X
512 x 464 x 412 10:02 2.0X 14:52 1.6X
Table 4.9 IWB simulations using the K20 GPU with normalised computational density.
The sample rate is 25.11kHz and grid spacing is 13.70mm.
Again, the IWB scheme suffers at single precision floating-point due to the amount
of data access that is required for the 27-point stencil, running twice as slow as the
benchmark standard scheme. The FCC scheme is considerably more efficient, espe-
cially at double precision where the runtimes are only 1.2X over the benchmark.
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Grid dimensions Single prec. Benchmark Double prec. Benchmark
(points) (min:sec) ratio (min:sec) ratio
64 x 80 x 80 0:02 1.8X 0:03 1.4X
256 x 240 x 216 1:14 1.8X 1:43 1.2X
512 x 412 x 400 7:55 1.7X 11:07 1.2X
Table 4.10 FCC simulations using the K20 GPU with normalised computational den-
sity. The sample rate is 29.86kHz and grid spacing is 16.29mm.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has examined the efficiency of GPU implementations for various alter-
native schemes for the 3D wave equation. The staggered grid formation with coupled
velocity and pressure fields is shown to be 3.3X to 3.9X slower than the benchmarks
for the basic 3D scheme. Three sets of comparison tests were performed using the
27 point IWB scheme and the 13 point FCC scheme against the basic 3D scheme.
These used an equal number of grid points, then an equal physical size, and finally
normalising across computational density.
The FCC scheme shows some efficiency gains over the IWB scheme in each case,
and in terms of the first and third tests it produces timings close to the basic 3D scheme,
running at 1.2X slower even though the scheme uses twice the number of grid points
and has a more complex kernel arrangement.
The usefulness of these alternatives schemes is dependent on the level of dispersion
that is acceptable for audio simulations, which also depends on the physical size of the
simulation being produced. Detailed perceptual testing in this area is the subject of
ongoing research.
Chapters 3 and 4 have detailed the use of GPU devices for accelerating simulations
of three-dimensional wave propagation. However, in order to produce simulations of
sound propagating in virtual spaces that approximate real world behaviour, several
additional elements are required.
Chapter 5
Virtual acoustic simulations
One of the most important aspects of simulations in virtual acoustics is the boundary
conditions that are used. This, along with the characteristics of the three-dimensional
propagation, are the key factors in defining the quality of the resulting output. This
chapter examines the implementation issues and the impact on efficiency of simple
state-free boundary conditions, as well as those which require extra state data to be
held in order to implement the boundary condition. It then details large-scale aural-
izations that use all available memory across four GPU devices, with data grids that
contain billions of points. In order to maximise the limited physical memory available
on a GPU device it is useful to run simulations using single precision floating-point
arithmetic. Issues relating to the use of single precision are examined.
5.1 State-free boundary conditions
From an implementational perspective, state-free boundary conditions can be charac-
terised by an update equation that only requires data that is already stored in the state
grid from the previous time step. No additional state data needs to be held over time
steps in order to compute the boundaries. This is of particular interest from an im-
plementation perspective, as it facilitates the use of a single thread SIMD operation
to update both the interior and boundary grid points. The simplest form of state-free
boundary that is useful in terms of virtual acoustics is frequency-independent with an
absorption term.
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5.1.1 Frequency-independent lossy boundary
This simple resistive boundary is described as
@ 
@t
=  c n ·r (5.1)
where n is an outward unit normal to the surface, and   here is an absorption coef-
ficient. The stencil of the finite difference update scheme is adjusted for grid points
where one or more legs of the stencil fall outside of the boundaries. Each of these
stencil legs is folded back onto the centre point, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 Simple state-free boundary condition. Stencil legs that fall outside of the
boundary are folded back onto the centre point.




= (2  6 2) n
l,m,p
+  2S   n 1
l,m,p
(5.2)
where S is the sum of the six neighbouring points on the regular grid. To implement














where K has a value of 5 at a face, 4 at an edge, and 3 at a corner, and S is the sum of
only those neighbouring points that are inside the boundary, as detailed in [24].
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5.1.2 Implementation methods
The implementation of this scheme requires two elements. At each type of boundary
(face, edge, or corner) the correct stencil values must be obtained, and the coefficients
of the update scheme need to be adjusted. The value of K is dependent on the type
of boundary, and at all boundaries the coefficients containing the loss terms must be
applied.
Ensuring that the correct stencil data is applied can be efficiently implemented
using a “halo” layer around the simulation space. This is a single layer of data that
is initialised to contain values of zero, and is never updated. Therefore, the standard
stencil can be applied across both the interior and boundary positions without having
to adjust the method of reading data from global memory. This is a single SIMD
operation, and so maintains memory coalescing across both the interior and boundary
grid points.
An optimal method for arranging the necessary coefficients using a single condi-
tional statement and arithmetic that makes use of logical operators is shown in Al-
gorithm 14. The value of K is computed using logical OR operators that reference
the current thread indices. Then a single conditional statement sets the necessary loss
coefficients.
Algorithm 14 CUDA kernel for the frequency-independent lossy boundary using a
single conditional statement.
1: Get the 3D indices of the current thread from the block and thread IDs
2: if inside the halo layer then
3: Compute the linear address from the 3D indices
4: Set loss coefficients to default value of 1.0
5: K = 0|(l-1) + 0|(l-(N
l
-2)) + 0|(m-1) + 0|(m-(N
m
-2)) + 0|(p-1) + 0|(p-(N
p
-p))
6: if K<6 then
7: Set loss coefficients to lossy values
8: end if
9: Update node  n+1
l,m,p
10: end if
This is more efficient then using multiple conditional statements to apply separate
updates for the interior, and then the face, edges, and corners. See Appendix B.10 for
the full kernel code.
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5.1.3 Performance evaluation
This frequency-independent lossy boundary scheme can be compared to the original
lossless scheme for the 3D wave equation. A simple cube shape is used, with three
different volumes as shown in Table 5.1.
Grid dimensions Total grid points Volume
64 ⇥ 64 ⇥ 64 262,144 0.6m3
256 ⇥ 256 ⇥ 256 16,777,216 40.9m3
512 ⇥ 512 ⇥ 512 134,217,728 329.1m3
Table 5.1 Benchmark simulation dimensions at 44.1kHz.
The benchmark times for the basic 3D scheme running on the Tesla K20 are shown in
Table 5.2. This uses the 3D tiling approach with the read-only data cache optimisation
from Section 3.5.5.





Table 5.2 K20 GPU benchmarks for the basic 3D scheme with zero boundaries.
The frequency-independent lossy boundary scheme was computed using a thread block
of size 32⇥ 4⇥ 2. The performance results are shown in Table 5.3.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
0.6m3 0:02 1.00X 0:03 1.00X
40.0m3 1:33 1.03X 2:47 1.01X
329.1m3 12:33 1.04X 22:28 1.01X
Table 5.3 Frequency-independent lossy boundary simulation using K20 GPU.
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5.2 Boundaries requiring state memory
Whilst the frequency-independent lossy condition can create useable results, more re-
alistic boundaries require conditions that are frequency dependent and have a complex
resonant structures. The calculations for these types of condition require extra state
data to be held at the boundary layers. This section addresses the impact of this form
of calculation on overall efficiency, especially with consideration to memory coalesc-
ing on the GPU. A second order absorbing boundary condition is used to demonstrate
this.
5.2.1 Engquist Majda boundary condition
The Engquist Majda condition is an absorbing boundary that produces minimal reflec-
tions from incoming waves [152]. This can be used in acoustics simulations to create
an anechoic space for the purpose of analysis and testing, over a simple geometry like
a cuboid. Whilst the usual choice in electromagnetics is the perfectly matched layer,
the Engquist Majda condition is a simpler algorithm which is easier to implement. The







 = 0 (5.4)
in terms of the order q.
Reflections from this boundary condition are confined to high frequency waves
which are tangential to the boundary. Wavefronts are absorbed over an increasingly
large range of frequencies and angles relative to the normal as q increases. As long the
output is not read directly from the boundary layer then the conditions are perceptually
transparent, even in the case of q = 2 which is used for testing here.
5.2.2 Implementation methods
The update equation applied to the interior grid points is the standard 3D wave equation
form (2.14). However, we can no longer use a SIMD approach to update the boundary
layers as well with a single kernel, as the method of updating the boundaries requires
a more complicated system that references an extra layer of state data. This data has
to be held in memory for both the current, previous, and second previous time steps.
There is also a different update equation for the edges of the domain that does not use
the extra layers of data.
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The basic structure of the time iteration loop is to first update the interior grid
points, followed by updating the six faces of the cube, and then finally the twelve
edges. In terms of parallelisation for the GPU, a basic CUDA code would use the
following algorithm, where DIM is the length of a side of the cubic domain space.
Algorithm 15 Engquist Majda boundary time loop.
1: Setup parameters
2: Create memory
3: for n = 1 : NF do . Loop over the time steps
4: Issue DIM3 threads to update the interior grid points
5: Issue DIM2 threads to update the six faces
6: Issue DIM threads to update the twelve edges
7: Update the input and read the output
8: Swap data pointers for state cubes and extra layers
9: end for
10: Process output and free memory
Every face update thread computes the value of one node on each of the six faces,
and every edge thread computes a node on each of the twelve edges. The main issue in
terms of performance relates to memory coalescing. Whichever way the data for the
main grid is arranged in computer memory, there will always be two faces of this grid
which do not contain contiguous data when reading across those faces (Figure 5.2).
Referencing this data will necessarily be far slower than for the other four faces. The
same applies to the updates for the edges. Only four of the twelve edges will be able
to access data in a coalesced manner. Although edges only contain a small amount of
data (of size DIM), the updates at the faces are substantial (DIM2).
One method to minimise the inefficiency is to remap the main grid data required
at the non-coalesced faces into new arrays that are arranged in a contiguous fashion.
Whilst this may seem counter-productive (having to read and write the data), it is
possible to mask this process by performing it inside the update for the interior grid
points. Two layers of data are required, and remapped, at each non-contiguous face
(Figure 5.3).




memory in this 
direction
Figure 5.2 An extra layer of state data is required at each face for the second order
boundary condition. Faces in red have non-contiguous memory access when reading









Figure 5.3 Remapping the grid data for coalesced memory transfers.
This is possible as threads at the outer boundaries of the interior update kernel
are normally idle, as a conditional statement is used to check that the thread indices
are inside the interior domain. By utilising some of these threads, the rearranging
process can be partially masked whilst the bulk of the interior points are processed.
See Appendix B.11 for the full CUDA code.
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5.2.3 Performance evaluation
Both the basic method and the optimised version were tested at the simulation sizes
given in Section 5.1.3, using the Tesla K20 device. The corresponding results are
shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
0.6m3 0:05 2.5X 0:07 2.3X
40.0m3 2:10 1.4X 3:35 1.3X
329.1m3 15:39 1.3X 32:12 1.4X
Table 5.4 Engquist Majda boundary simulation using K20 GPU
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
0.6m3 0:03 1.5X 0:05 1.7X
40.0m3 1:54 1.3X 3:13 1.2X
329.1m3 13:52 1.2X 24:05 1.1X
Table 5.5 Optimised Engquist Majda boundary simulation using K20 GPU.
Compared to the benchmarks for the basic 3D scheme, the initial method for the
Engquist Majda boundary is up to 2.5X slower, with the worst case times at the smallest
volume size. This performance decrease is entirely due to the extra threads updating
the boundaries, as the interior is identical to the benchmark. Therefore it is taking more
time to update the boundaries than to update the entire interior, at the smallest volume
size.
The optimised method that uses the remapped faces is considerably more efficient.
The benchmark ratios are now in the range of 1.5X in the worst case to just 1.1X at
the largest volume size. This serves to highlight the importance of coalesced memory
transfers in maximising efficiency.
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5.3 Attenuation of sound in air
The wave equation derived in Section 2.1.1 is based on the assumption that sound
waves propagate through air without losses. However in reality there are losses that
occur, and these become evident in large-scale propagation spaces such as room acous-
tics simulations over several thousand cubic metres. As acoustic waves travel there is
a frequency-dependent attenuation due to the viscous forces and thermal relaxation
within the medium [13]. In order to simulate this, a viscosity element is added to the
modelling equation.
5.3.1 Description of scheme with viscosity
The modified wave equation with viscosity is given by
@2 
@t2
= c2r2 + c↵r2@ 
@t
(5.5)
where the term with coefficient c↵ is the viscous damping component, derived through
linearization of the Navier Stokes equations [10]. ↵ is defined as
↵ u
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where l is the mean free path of molecules in air,   is the ratio of specific heats, and ⌘
and µ are coefficients of viscosity. When ↵ is small this leads to a frequency-dependent
damping.
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where S 0 is the sum of the six neighbouring points in n 1
l,m,p
. The frequency-independent
lossy boundary condition can be used as per Section 5.1.1. The stability condition for




3c2T 2 + 6↵cT (5.8)
which is slightly larger than for the standard wave equation.
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5.3.2 Performance evaluation
As neighbouring data from  n 1
l,m,p
is required for the update, this means that three
different data arrays must be stored in memory instead of two for the basic scheme.
Therefore 50% more memory is required for the same physical size of simulation. A
practical value of ↵ is around 2⇥ 10 7. The scheme was tested at the simulation sizes
given in Section 5.1.3 using the Tesla K20 device, and a 32 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 2 thread block.
Table 5.6 shows the results.
Volume Single prec. Benchmark ratio Double prec. Benchmark ratio
(min:sec) (min:sec)
0.6m3 0:03 1.5X 0:04 1.3X
40.0m3 2:20 1.5X 4:04 1.5X
329.1m3 18:03 1.5X 32:18 1.5X
Table 5.6 Performance of the viscosity scheme using the K20 GPU.
The extra data reads from global memory lead to a decrease in performance when
compared to the benchmark scheme, being around 1.5X slower. However, the resulting
audio output is significantly improved by the inclusion of the viscosity element, espe-
cially at audio rates such 44.1kHz. At this sample rate, the cut off frequency and levels
of dispersion mean that there is minimal useable output above 10 kHz. The viscos-
ity element ‘smooths’ out these high frequencies in large-scale room simulations, and
reduces the buildup of energy there. Various audio examples of simulations that use
this viscosity scheme are available on the accompanying DVD media. The examples
use dry audio files that are directly input into the scheme during the runtime as a soft
source.
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5.4 Large-scale models
Previous sections have examined the efficiency of schemes using up to a hundred mil-
lion points in each data grid. To produce realistic simulations of large-scale virtual
acoustics at sample rates such as 44.1kHz requires an order of magnitude increase in
the size. It is possible to create grids containing over a billion points by using all of the
available memory across multiple GPU devices, and this translates to physical sizes of
several thousand cubic metres.
This section examines the use of single precision floating-point arithmetic to achieve
maximum memory usage, and the effect of dispersion in the large-scale simulation
spaces that can be computed. Whilst the typical use of such simulations is to create
a static impulse response, this is not the only possibility [153]. Audio sources can be
injected into the virtual space in a dynamic manner, and output can be taken from the
acoustic field at any position over the runtime of the simulation.
5.4.1 Maximum GPU memory usage
The following table shows the maximum grid sizes and physical simulation space at
44.1kHz and at the Courant limit for various GPU devices. This assumes single preci-
sion, using the basic two grid (Chapter 3) and three grid viscosity schemes.
GPU size 2 grid scheme Volume 3 grid scheme Volume
(million points) (m3) (million points) (m3)
3Gb 352 865 235 584
5Gb 595 1,461 395 983
6Gb 722 1,774 480 1,193
4 x 3Gb 1,409 3,460 940 2,336
4 x 5Gb 2,430 5,960 1,582 3,934
4 x 6Gb 2,889 7,096 1,920 4,775
Table 5.7 Maximum simulation sizes in points per grid and cubic metres, at 44.1kHz.
For example, using four of the Tesla K20 devices the maximum simulation size is
5,960m3 using a two grid scheme. This could simulate a space of size 26m by 16m
by 14m, which is the size of a small concert hall venue [154]. The simulation time
is 54 minutes for 44,100 time steps (i.e. a second of output), using the asynchronous
multi-card method from Section 3.6.3.
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5.4.2 Single precision issues
The use of single precision floating-point data objects is essential for maximising the
physical size of a simulation for a given GPU system, where there is a finite amount of
global memory. However, this does create two issues. These are the instabilities that
can arise when using even the simplest of boundary conditions [155], and the accuracy
of the data field when compared to double precision computation.
Instability
Whilst a fixed zero boundary condition is always stable, it is not actually useful for
producing acoustic simulations. Testing of the frequency-independent lossy boundary
condition from Section 5.1.1 at single precision on a 100 million point domain reveals
stability issues when running at, or very close to, the Courant limit. This domain size
was tested using the basic non-viscosity scheme. Audio input is injected as a soft
source, using a short one second, dry recording of a guitar strum (DC-blocked).
The output is read from a single grid point approximately one metre away from the
source. Figure 5.4 shows the outputs at single and double precision for a 40,000 time
step simulation at 44.1kHz and the grid spacing set exactly at the Courant limit.













Figure 5.4 Double (red) vs single (blue) precision simulations at the Courant limit.
The single precision output (blue) is stable initially, but shows phase and amplitude
differences compared to the double precision (red). After 30,000 samples the single
precision output begins to diverge, and finally becomes unstable after 40,000 samples
where it begins to exponentially drift to infinity (in this case the bound of floating-
point representation) . Backing away from the Courant limit by around 0.4% ensures
stability in single precision, but at the cost of introducing slightly greater dispersion.
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Accuracy
The previous simulation was then repeated for both double and single precision with
the grid spacing increased by 0.4% in both cases to test the accuracy of the resulting
acoustic fields. Figure 5.5 shows the output signal of the double precision simulation,
a guitar strum with a one second reverb tail.














Figure 5.5 Double precision output signal, over a two second simulation.
The differences between the outputs of the single and double precision simulations
at each time step are shown in Figure 5.6. The signals are both normalised by the
maximum value of the double precision output, before calculating the differences.











Figure 5.6 Differences between normalised outputs of double and single precision.
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Machine accuracy ✏
m
is defined as the smallest floating-point number that produces
a difference when added to the floating-point value of 1.0. The IEEE 754 standard
single precision float has ✏
m
of around 1.2 ⇥ 10 7, compared to 2.2 ⇥ 10 16 for 64
bit double precision [119]. At the beginning of the simulation the differences are in
the order of 10 7 as expected. However, differences soon develop in the order of 10 3
which is significantly more than the base level accuracy. The perceptual effect of this
loss of accuracy requires further testing.
5.4.3 Dispersion in the standard scheme
Using the maximum available memory over four Tesla K20 devices allows for simula-
tions at 44.1kHz that approach the sizes of small concert halls. However the usability
of such simulations is impeded by the levels of dispersion that occur in such large-scale
simulations.
This can be demonstrated using a simple cubic space computed at a sample rate of
44.1kHz. The basic 3D scheme is used, along with a fixed zero boundary. A twenty
sample raised cosine is used as an input to the scheme, summed in at a grid point in
the centre of the cube. The simulation is terminated before the impulse reaches the
boundary of the cube.
Figure 5.7 show the results from readouts taken on a straight line from the source
position along the X dimension grid axis. Even at a distance of 1m there are additional
oscillations after the initial impulse, and at 5m the impulse has significantly broken
down into a series of oscillations.
Compare this to the output taken on a diagonal of the three grid axes where there
is minimal dispersion, as shown in Figure 5.8. The raised cosine impulse remains
unchanged, even at a distance of 5m away from the source.
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Distance - 5 metresDistance - 3 metres
Distance - 0 metres Distance - 1 metre
Figure 5.7 A raised cosine impulse after travelling an increasing distance away from
the source, with the read out performed along a grid axis. Each graph plots amplitude
over a time frame of 150 samples.



























Distance - 5 metresDistance - 1 metre
Figure 5.8 A raised cosine impulse after 1m and 5m away from the source, with the
read out performed on a diagonal of the three grid axes. Each graph plots amplitude
over a time frame of 150 samples.
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5.5 Summary
The efficient implementation of boundary conditions is a critical factor for virtual
acoustic simulations, particularly in the case of memory coalescing on the GPU. A
SIMD operation that can update both interior grid points as well as the boundary, with-
out the use of multiple conditional statements, is an optimal strategy, as shown by the
simple frequency-indepedent lossy boundary tested in this chapter. For more com-
plex boundary conditions that require extra state to be stored, an efficient solution of
remapping the two non-contiguous faces has been demonstrated here.
The efficiency of a more advanced scheme that includes a viscosity element was
tested, and this has useful properties for improving the quality of the output of a sim-
ulation. This scheme does make use of three state data grids, and so requires 50%
more memory than the basic 3D scheme. In order to maximise simulation sizes on the
GPU, single precision floating-point computation is necessary. However, this can lead
to issues relating to instability and accuracy of the output, as has been demonstrated.
The ability to create very large-scale simulations allows the examination of disper-
sion characteristics in the standard scheme. The method of inputing the source has not
been explored, as the main purpose here is for embedded physical models. See [156]
for excitation methods relating to impulse responses.
Part III




Basic linear algebra operations
The previous chapters of this thesis focused on three-dimensional wave propagation
in free space, with a boundary domain termination. The following chapters move a
step further and consider the performance issues involved in creating models of acous-
tic instruments that are actually embedded inside these spaces. Both one-dimensional
systems such as strings, and two-dimensional systems such as membranes can be cou-
pled into the three-dimensional space. Simple boundary conditions can also be used to
create shells and other fixed objects that the vibrating systems are attached to. In this
manner, a complete model of a complex instrument such as a drum can be simulated
with the vibrations of the membrane propagating out into the three-dimensional space
that surrounds it. Given the sizes of the simulations space achievable with even a single
GPU device, it is then possible to create a simulation where one or more instruments
can be placed within an actual room or hall model and computed at an audio sample
rate such 44.1kHz.
As detailed in Section 2.4, the finite difference schemes for systems such as mem-







where A, B and C are update matrices. For explicit schemes the matrix A is the
identity, but for implicit schemes this is not the case and solving for un+1 requires a
linear system solution at each time step of the simulation.
Implicit methods are often required for stability in certain cases, and are also used
to reduce dispersion. If the scheme is implicit and nonlinear the matrix A may be
dependent on previously computed values of the solution un, and will need to be con-
structed at each iteration before performing the linear system solution. The perfor-
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mance of basic linear algebra operations is therefore important when creating simula-
tions using these types of embedded systems. As the matrices involved are typically
large and banded in structure they are very sparse, containing only a small percentage
of non-zero values. Storing and processing such matrices in a normal dense array for-
mat would be extremely inefficient, and thus sparse matrix storage formats need to be
employed along with functions for performing basic linear algebra on these formats.
This chapter considers both generalised and optimised storage formats, and details the
performance of basic operations on CPU and GPU hardware.
6.1 Sparse matrix storage formats
Sparse matrix storage seeks to hold only those non-zero entries from a matrix rather
than the full version which may contain many unused zero entries. Consider the fol-




5.5 0 4.2 0
4.1 3.9 0 1.9
0 2.7 4.0 0
0 0 1.4 6.9
3
777775
There are many different storage formats that can be used for such a matrix, which
vary from generalised forms to those which are optimised for such structures. Four
formats are detailed here: CSR, CSC, DIAgonal, and ELLPACK.
6.1.1 CSR and CSC formats
The Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) and Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) formats
are generalised systems that are suitable for any structure of matrix [119]. Both require
three arrays of data; one to hold the real floating-point values of the entries, and then
two integers arrays that contain positional data. The matrix A in CSC format is
int i [ ] = { 0, 1, 1, 2, 0, 2, 3, 1, 3 }
int p [ ] = { 0, 2, 4, 7, 9 }
real x [ ] = { 5.5, 4.1, 3.9, 2.7, 4.2, 4.0, 1.4, 1.9, 6.9 }
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Here the array i holds the row of each entry, but the array p holds only the enumerated
values that indicate the first element of each column (the index position in array x of
the first element for each column). This array contains n + 1 entries by convention,
where n is the number of columns in A. The other arrays are of size nnz(A), the number
of non-zero entries.
The matrix A in corresponding CSR format is
int p [ ] = { 0, 2, 5, 7, 9 }
int j [ ] = { 0, 2, 0, 1, 3, 1, 2, 2, 3 }
real x [ ] = { 5.5, 4.2, 4.1, 3.9, 1.9, 2.7, 4.0, 1.4, 6.9 }
Here the array j holds the column of each entry, and the array p holds the compressed
row entries enumerating the first value in each row. Whilst both the CSC and CSR
formats save memory space by compressing one of their integer arrays, there are other
more optimised formats that can further reduce memory usage by utilising the banded
structure of the matrices.
6.1.2 DIAgonal format
The diagonal, or DIA, format is specifically designed to use minimal memory space
for diagonally banded matrices. Each band is mapped onto a single vertical column
of a 2D table, and an integer array indicates the position of each band away from the


















In terms of actual memory arrays this is stored as
int map [ ] = { -1, 0, 2 }
real x [ ] = {0, 4.1, 2.7, 1.4, 5.5, 3.9, 4.0, 6.9, 4.2, 1.9, 0, 0}
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The data can be addressed in a column-major format using C⇥rows+R, where R and C
are the row and column location in the table. The use of column-major decomposition
is an optimisation discussed in Section 6.4.1. Note that the DIA format does include
some redundant data space, at the beginning of bands under the centre diagonal, and
at the end of bands above the centre diagonal. For very large matrices with bands that
are some distance apart this can be a significant amount of data. However, there is still
a considerable reduction in memory usage compared to the CSR or CSC formats with
their long integer arrays.
6.1.3 ELLPACK format
The DIA format is only optimal for matrices with strict diagonal bands. If any data
falls outside of this structure, then the format quickly becomes inefficient. For matrices
that contain data on the majority of rows, and a roughly consistent number of elements
on each row, then the ELLPACK format presents a more optimal solution. Here, a
initial 2D table contains the elements of each row, with the centre diagonal placed at
the first column by convention. Then a second table contains the actual integer column























This is stored in linear arrays as
int c [ ] = {0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 0, 1, 2, -1, 3, -1,-1}
real x [ ] = {5.5, 3.9, 4.0, 6.9, 4.2, 4.1, 2.7, 1.4, 0, 1.9, 0, 0}
with both tables decomposed in a column-major format. This gives a more flexible
system for matrices that are not strictly banded, whilst still requiring less memory
usage than the CSR or CSC formats.
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6.2 Vector addition
Before examining the performance of matrix operations using the above formats, this
section begins by detailing the most basic operations that can be performed on vec-
tors, namely addition and the dot product. These operations feature heavily in the
computation of finite difference schemes for embedded systems, and so it is useful to
assess the performance of such operations on both CPU and GPU hardware, including
benchmarking the CPU for multi-threaded performance.
6.2.1 CPU performance evaluation
Simple vector addition was tested for three different sizes of vectors; 10,000 elements,
100,000 elements, and finally one million elements. The operations were performed
in a loop over 44,100 iterations to mimic their usage in a typical finite difference time
domain simulation. Table 6.1 shows the results for single and multi-threaded code on
both the Intel i7 and Xeon processors. The codes are compiled with -O3 optimisation.
Timing results for the multi-threaded versions are given in seconds only, as CPU clock
timers do not give accurate results when using threads over multiple cores.
Process size: 10,000 size: 100,000 size: 1,000,000
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
i7 - 1 thread 0.3 4 72
i7 - 4 threads 3 4 69
i7 - 8 threads 4 5 69
Xeon - 1 thread 0.4 5 90
Xeon - 6 threads 9 11 36
Xeon - 12 threads 15 20 35
Table 6.1 Vector addition over 44,100 iterations, double precision floating-point.
The multi-thread code is using a standard pthread process, with each thread com-
puting results for a section of the vector. Up to a size of 100,000 elements the single
thread version performs faster than the multi-threaded, sometimes considerably so. At
small sizes the latency involved in issuing multiple threads and synchronising at each
time step leads to much slower performance than a simple single thread code.
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Only when the size is increased to one million elements does the multi-thread code
achieve significant efficiency, and then only on the Xeon processor. The timings given
in Table 6.1 are for double precision floating-point.
6.2.2 GPU performance evaluation
For the GPU, the operations are parallelised over individual elements to issue as many
threads as there are elements in the vector. Each thread then simply computes the addi-
tion and writes the result back to the output vector in global memory. The performance
of vector addition on the K20 GPU device is shown in Figure 6.2.
Size of vector Single prec. Speedup Double prec. Speedup
(seconds) (seconds)
10,000 0.2 1.2X 0.3 1.0X
100,000 0.3 9.9X 0.9 4.1X
1,000,000 3.8 9.2X 7.2 4.9X
Table 6.2 Vector addition on the K20 GPU, showing speedups over the fastest CPU
times in each case.
At the smallest size of 10,000 elements there is very little difference between CPU
and GPU performance. However by 100,000 elements the GPU performance benefit
is clear, especially at single precision floating-point which achieves a 10X speedup.
6.3 The dot product
The dot product is a good example of an operation that is trivial to perform on a CPU,
but rather more difficult on a GPU device. Performing a sum reduction, that is sum-
ming together the result of each individual multiplication, is clearly an inherently serial
procedure. Executing this on a highly parallel GPU requires an algorithm design that
allows multiple threads to operate, as well as making use of shared memory to optimise
data throughput [157].
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6.3.1 Parallel algorithm design
Figure 6.1 shows the binary tree approach that is used to compute the dot product.







Figure 6.1 Binary tree approach for sum reduction.
Parallelization is possible by splitting the procedure into a series of partial summa-
tions. For vectors of length n, we first issue n/2 threads to calculate the summation of
paired elements, resulting in n/2 summations. This is loaded into shared memory to
avoid writing back to global memory. Then n/4 threads are issued to calculate the next
level of partial sums, reading and writing to shared memory. This process continues
until a final single thread computes the resulting sum, which can then be written to
global memory. If the result is required on the CPU, then a further memory transfer is
required.
6.3.2 Performance evaluation
This process is used in Nvidia’s own linear algebra library CUBLAS, implemented
with the cublasDdot() function [90]. This function is tested here on the Tesla K20
device, benchmarked against a simple single thread CPU implementation running on
the i7 processor. Again this was compiled using -O3 optimisation at double precision,
and the operation was performed in a loop over 44,100 steps. The result of the GPU
function was not transferred to the host until the end of the iterations. The results are
shown in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3 Performance of the dot product on the i7 CPU and K20 GPU over 44,100
iterations, double precision floating-point.
At the smallest 10,000 element size the CPU version is over twice as fast as the
GPU. Between that level and 50,000 elements the GPU almost reaches a parity perfor-
mance, and at 100,000 elements the GPU is now twice as fast. At one million elements
the GPU achieves a 6X speedup.
6.4 Matrix by vector multiplication
The matrix by vector multiplication is the most common operation that will be needed
in systems that implement embedded instruments. The standard matrix vector form of
the finite difference scheme is written in terms of this operation, and it also features in
the calculation of various types of linear system solutions (see Section 2.4.3).
The performance of matrix by vector multiplication is evaluated in two parts. Firstly,
the relative efficiency of the CSR, DIA, and ELLPACK formats are assessed for single
threaded CPU codes, and for GPU codes using Nvidia’s CUSPARSE library function
(which uses CSR) and custom written DIA and ELLPACK versions. Then, the DIA
format version is used to compare single and multiple threaded CPU performance to
that of the GPU version.
6.4.1 Performance comparison of matrix storage formats
Two matrices are used to compare the performance of the CSR, DIA, and ELLPACK
formats. A five-band matrix consisting of a centre diagonal surrounded by two further
bands above and below, and a thirteen-band matrix which has the following map:
int map[13] = {-15,-9,-8,-7,-2,-1,0,1,2,7,8,9,15}
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These are tested at various sizes, from 1,000 rows up to 100,000 rows in the matrix
and corresponding vector, again using a loop of 44,100 iterations.
CPU performance
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 shows the results at double precision floating-point running on the
Intel i7 processor.
Row size CSR format DIA format ELLPACK format
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
1,000 0.2 0.3 0.2
10,000 1.7 2.9 2.4
50,000 10.4 14.4 12.3
100,000 21.2 28.7 24.6
Table 6.4 Five band matrix by vector multiplication on the Intel i7 CPU.
Row size CSR format DIA format ELLPACK format
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
1,000 0.6 0.7 0.6
10,000 4.8 6.7 5.8
50,000 29.9 34.2 32.9
100,000 60.3 68.6 65.2
Table 6.5 Thirteen band matrix by vector multiplication on the Intel i7 CPU.
Here the CSR format is outperforming both the DIA and ELLPACK formats across
all matrix sizes. Despite the reduction in memory usage, the DIA format performs
worse, around 1.5X slower than the CSR format. The ELLPACK format sits some-
where in-between the two. The main cause of the CSR performance is that despite us-
ing more data, it uses fewer floating-point operations to calculate each multiplication.
The DIA and ELLPACK formats require more operations as their data is decomposed,
and DIA requires the column to be calculated from the integer map.
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GPU performance
The relative GPU performance of the storage formats is assessed using Nvidia’s own
CUSPARSE library to perform the CSR format computation, and custom written DIA
and ELLPACK versions. Again the calculations are performed for 44,100 iterations,
and do not include copying results back from GPU. The DIA and ELLPACK formats
use column major data table decomposition to facilitate memory coalescing. The op-
erations are parallelised over the rows of the matrix, so each thread computes the final
summation value for a given row. A column-major decomposition of the data table for
the DIA and ELLPACK formats ensures that consecutive threads are reading consecu-
tive data elements from global memory. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show the results.
Row size CSR CUSPARSE DIA format ELLPACK format
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
1,000 0.6 0.3 0.4
10,000 0.7 0.4 0.5
50,000 2.7 1.3 1.6
100,000 4.9 2.3 2.9
Table 6.6 Five band matrix by vector multiplication on the K20 GPU.
Row size CSR CUSPARSE DIA format ELLPACK format
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
1,000 0.7 0.6 0.6
10,000 1.5 0.7 1.0
50,000 6.1 2.7 3.1
100,000 11.7 4.9 5.9
Table 6.7 Thirteen band matrix by vector multiplication on the K20 GPU.
Both sets of tests were computed at double precision floating-point. Compared to
the previous CPU results, the situation is now reversed. The DIA format now out-
performs the CSR format by 2X, with the ELLPACK format also considerably more
efficient than the CSR. This clearly demonstrates the value of reducing data usage for
GPU operations, where memory bandwidth is the critical factor.
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6.4.2 Single and multi-threaded CPU performance of DIA format
Having established that the DIA format has considerable efficiency benefits for GPU
operation, this section gives a more thorough examination of the CPU to GPU perfor-
mance. Single and multi-threaded CPU code is tested to produce comparable bench-
marks for CPU performance, and these are used to assess the speedups achievable with
the GPU version.
The CPU version was tested on both the Intel i7 and Xeon processors, using various
numbers of threads. Both the five-band and thirteen-band matrices were used, across
the same range of sizes as before. Table 6.8 shows the results for five-band matrix, and
Table 6.9 the thirteen-band.
Process size: 1,000 size: 10,000 size: 50,000 size: 100,000
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
i7 - 1 thread 0.3 3 14 28
i7 - 4 threads 2 4 7 12
i7 - 8 threads 4 5 8 12
Xeon - 1 thread 0.5 5 23 46
Xeon - 6 threads 6 8 17 19
Xeon - 12 threads 7 10 20 21
Table 6.8 Five band matrix by vector multiplication, DIA format.
Process size: 1,000 size: 10,000 size: 50,000 size: 100,000
(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)
i7 - 1 thread 0.7 7 34 69
i7 - 4 threads 3 5 14 31
i7 - 8 threads 5 6 15 29
Xeon - 1 thread 1 11 56 122
Xeon - 6 threads 8 11 27 53
Xeon - 12 threads 15 17 27 54
Table 6.9 Thirteen band matrix by vector multiplication, in DIA format.
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Again, these are computed at double precision floating-point, and in a loop over
44,100 iterations. For up to 10,000 rows the single thread version is most efficient
in each case, with the i7 performing best with its greater clock frequency. However at
50,000 rows and above the multi-thread versions achieve considerably better efficiency.
It should be noted that the timings for the Xeon processors may be improved for
the larger sizes by using an OpenMP threading architecture. As the Xeon hardware
consists of a dual-socket with two processors, the parallel allocation of memory can
produce further efficiency gains when using a larger number of threads by allocating
the individual parts of the memory directly to the system for the core. However, for the
purposes of the modelling tested in Chapter 7, the matrix row sizes are in the order of
twenty to thirty thousand rows. At this relatively small size the application of a large
number of threads across both CPUs is unlikely to produce further speedups.
6.4.3 GPU performance comparison of DIA format
The CPU results can now be compared to the GPU performance across the same tests,
using the fastest CPU times as the benchmark in each case. The Tesla K20 device is
used, at single and double precision. The results for both the five-band and thirteen-
band matrices are shown in tables 6.10 and 6.11.
Row size Single prec. Speedup Double prec. Speedup
(seconds) (seconds)
1,000 0.2 1.4X 0.3 1.0X
10,000 0.4 7.3X 0.5 5.0X
50,000 1.0 7.0X 1.3 5.2X
100,000 1.6 7.5X 2.3 5.3X
Table 6.10 Five band matrix by vector multiplication on the K20 GPU, showing
speedup over fastest CPU times.
At the small 1,000 row size there is little to choose between the fastest CPU perfor-
mance (single thread) and the GPU performance. However at 10,000 rows and above
the GPU outperforms the fastest CPU results by margins of 5X to 6X at double preci-
sion, at 7X to 8X at single precision.
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Row size Single prec. Speedup Double prec. Speedup
(seconds) (seconds)
1,000 0.5 1.3X 0.6 1.0X
10,000 0.7 7.1X 0.7 5.0X
50,000 1.9 7.3X 2.7 5.1X
100,000 3.4 8.4X 4.9 5.9X
Table 6.11 Thirteen band matrix by vector multiplication on the K20 GPU, showing
speedup over fastest CPU times.
6.5 Matrix vs non-matrix forms
The previous sections have examined the performance of sparse matrix operations that
occur when designing complex simulations with embedded systems. However, the
matrix vector formation is not always necessary, depending on the category of system
that is used.
6.5.1 Categories of schemes







where A, B and C are sparse update matrices. The resulting systems can be grouped
into four categories:
1. Uniform explicit schemes.
2. Non-uniform, but explicit schemes.
3. Implicit schemes, with constant update matrices.
4. Implicit schemes, with update matrices constructed at each time step.
In the first category are explicit schemes where the update matrices B and C contain
bands of constant coefficients. They are often of Toeplitz or block Toeplitz form. For
such systems, the matrix form can be unrolled so that grid points can be updated by
a simple equation using scalar coefficients and neighbouring points, as in the three-
dimensional case from Chapter 3. Whilst the matrix vector form is useful for design-
ing and prototyping complex systems, it is important to understand the performance
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benefits of the ‘unrolled’ formation compared to the matrix form. A simple 2D wave
equation system is examined for this purpose.
6.5.2 2D wave equation system
















Fixed boundary conditions are used for this test case. The scheme can be written in




n   un 1 (6.4)
where the coefficients (2   4 2) and  2 form five bands in the block Toeplitz update
matrix B, as shown in Figure 6.2 .








Figure 6.2 Sparsity pattern of block Toeplitz matrix B.
The wave speed c is calculated from the physical parameters of tension and surface
density for the simulation, with the grid spacing then set at the Courant limit for the
scheme. A sample rate of 44.1kHz is used, and the simulation is computed for 44,100
time steps. Varying the physical size (in metres) of the system varies the number of
grid points used in each case.
6.5.3 CPU performance evalutaion
The single thread CPU performance running on the Intel i7 processor is shown in
Table 6.12, for the unrolled non-matrix case as well as DIA and CSR matrix imple-
mentations.
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Physical size Non-matrix Speedup CSR format DIA format
(seconds) (over CSR) (seconds) (seconds)
1.3m ⇥ 1.7m 5.1 3.3X 16.7 28.7
2.3m ⇥ 2.7m 15.2 3.6X 55.3 83.9
4.3m ⇥ 4.7m 51.1 3.9X 201.1 290.1
8.3m ⇥ 8.7m 192.2 3.7X 714.6 1024.2
Table 6.12 2D wave equation solver at 44.1kHz, single thread i7 CPU.
These are all computed at double precision floating-point. As before, the CSR
format performs better than the DIA format when using the CPU due to the reduced
operation count. However, the unrolled version is up to 3.9X faster than the CSR
matrix version.
6.5.4 GPU performance evalutaion
For the GPU comparison the Nvidia CUSPARSE library function is used to compute
the matrix by vector multiplication, along with the custom DIA format function from
previous sections. Table 6.13 shows the results at double precision for the unrolled and
matrix versions.
Physical size Non-matrix Speedup DIA format CSR CUSPARSE
(seconds) (over DIA) (seconds) (seconds)
1.3m ⇥ 1.7m 0.9 2.4X 2.2 4.3
2.3m ⇥ 2.7m 1.9 2.8X 5.4 11.1
4.3m ⇥ 4.7m 5.2 3.2X 16.4 34.9
8.3m ⇥ 8.7m 17.9 3.2X 57.9 123.6
Table 6.13 2D wave equation solver at 44.1kHz on the K20 GPU.
This again demonstrates the benefits of the DIA format for GPU operation, giving
a 2X speedup over the CUSPARSE CSR version. The unrolled version is still optimal,
showing a 3X speedup over the fastest matrix form.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter has compared the performance of basic linear algebra operations on both
CPU and GPU processors, examining the use of various sparse matrix storage formats.
The results from this chapter can be summarised as follows:
1. Vector addition: CPU code only benefits from multi-threading when the size of the
vectors is above 100,000 elements. The GPU code gives speedups over the CPU
version at 10,000 elements and above, around 5X at double precision, and 10X at
single precision.
2. Dot product: GPU code is more efficient for vectors over 10,000 elements in size,
reaching a 6X speedup over the CPU version for vectors containing one million
elements.
3. Sparse matrix formats: Considering the matrix by vector multiplication, the CSR
format is more efficient than DIA or ELLPACK on the CPU, performing at 1.5X
over DIA. However, on the GPU the DIA format is most efficient, showing 2X
speedups over the CSR format used in the CUSPARSE library. Note that these
timings are specific to the matrix formats.
4. Matrix by vector multiplication: Multi-threaded code is more efficient for matrix
by vector multiplication using the DIA format at a row size of 10,000 and above.
The GPU version shows 5X speedup over the CPU version at double precision, 7X
at single precision.
5. Matrix vs non-matrix forms: The unrolled non-matrix update form is 3.7X faster
than matrix form on the CPU, and 3X on the GPU, for performing a 2D wave
equation system.
The following chapter examines the usage of these operations in an integrated simula-
tion for three-dimensional physical modelling synthesis.
Chapter 7
An integrated model of the timpani
drum
The timpani drum requires a full three-dimensional model that can serve as a suitable
test case for examining the parallel computation techniques outlined in the previous
chapters of this thesis. The objective is to create a complete model of the instrument
for the purpose of sound synthesis, including the user control, and then compute the
simulation in as short a time as possible. By embedding the drumhead and shell of the
timpani inside a three-dimensional space, the complete acoustic field of the instrument
can be computed over spatial grids which are updated over time. The vibrations of the
membrane are coupled with the surrounding air space above and below, as shown in
Figure 7.1. Obviously one would like to be able to interact with the model in real time,
but this is still unrealistic using currently available hardware. However, GPUs can
achieve useful acceleration over CPU computation, and so can improve the usability
of such systems.
t =1.87ms t =2.25ms t =2.62ms
Figure 7.1 Snapshots of the acoustic field progressing over time for a 3D model of a
timpani drum embedded in an anechoic space.
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This chapter begins with an overview of the timpani drum model, followed by a
detailed description of the computational elements of the system. The implementation
of the model is then considered using various sparse matrix storage formats, as well
as a ‘matrix-free’ version that unrolls some of the calculations in order to reduce the
memory bandwidth requirements. A test case simulation is used to compare CPU
performance to that of the GPU, with a specific analysis of the speedups obtained by
each element of the system. Finally, a large-scale environment is described that allows
multiple timpani drums to be embedded in a simulation of a hall or concert space.
7.1 Overview of the model
The timpani drum has two major components; a drumhead and a rigid shell. The drum-
head is an elastic membrane, the tension of which determines the fundamental pitch of
the instrument and can be varied within a given range by a foot pedal. This membrane
is stretched over a rigid shell enclosure, which has a bowl profile. Timpani drums
typically come in a range of four sizes, from 23 to 32 inches in diameter [158]. The
model of the timpani drum described here embeds these two elements inside a small
three-dimensional air space (Figure 7.2). An absorbing condition is used at the exter-
nal boundaries of this space to create an anechoic setting for playing the instrument.
Larger acoustic environments are considered in Section 7.5, but a small 1m3 anechoic
space is the most efficient setting from a computational perspective.
Figure 7.2 Timpani drum geometry, indicating the computational space V , its external
boundary @V
E
, membrane boundary @V
M
and boundary with the rigid shell @V
S
.
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The drumhead is modelled using a nonlinear membrane that allows pitch glide phe-
nomena under high striking amplitudes. This uses a simplification of the von Kármán
system as detailed by Berger [159]. This model is similar to that used by Rhaouti et
al. [160], and for a modal implementation of coupled membranes by Avanzini [161].
It has also been demonstrated for simulations of the snare drum [162].
The acoustic field is modelled using the 3D wave equation. For testing purposes the
lossless form is used, although for larger environments the viscosity version is applied
(Section 5.3). A simple resistive boundary is employed as described in Section 5.1.1,
with a high absorption coefficient giving a usable anechoic environment. The rigid
shell of the drum is assumed to be parabolic for ease of calculation, and is modelled
using a Neumann (zero normal velocity) condition on the acoustic field either side of
its boundary, given by
n
S
·r3D = 0 over @VS (7.1)
where n
S
is the normal to the shell surface.
The membrane is defined over a two-dimensional region @V
M
, and its dynamics
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where w(x, y, t) is the transverse displacement over time t and coordinates x and y,
and ⇢
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is the surface density of the membrane. The wave speed c
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where H is the membrane tickness, in m, E is Young’s modulus, in kg /s2m, T0 is
membrane tension/unit length, in kg/s2, and ⌫ is Poisson’s ratio (dimensionless). ↵ is
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The term f
exc
(t) is a forcing function acting at position (x0, y0) on the membrane,
and   is a 2D Dirac delta function. A raised cosine excitation is used for which ampli-
tude and duration may be adjusted, corresponding to the strike of a mallet.
The system contains terms that couple the membrane to the acoustic space, both
above and below. If the velocity potentials on the upper and lower faces of the mem-












M,+ ·r + = nM,  ·r   (7.7)
where n





Figure 7.3 Computational grids used in the timpani model. The more dense membrane
grid sits in-between two layers of the 3D air space grid. Interpolation from the air
space to the membrane uses the four surrounding points, but the reverse interpolation
requires many surrounding points from the membrane.
The finite difference schemes used to approximate this model make use of regular
grids. The air space uses the basic 3D scheme as detailed in Section 2.1.4. The mem-
brane grid effectively sits in-between two layers of the computational grid for the air
space and the circular shape is achieved using a simple staircase approximation at the
boundary over the regular grid. For typical instrument designs, note that the discretisa-
tion leads to state grids as shown in Figure 7.3, where the membrane has a more dense
grid than the air space. See [163] for a full description of the numerical schemes used
for this simulation.
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7.2 Computational elements
The simulation model is broadly divided into two parts. First is a series of operations
that set up the necessary components of the system, such as creating and initialising
memory for the state grids, and creating various matrices and other necessary variables.
Then, a further series of operations occur inside the time iteration loop that update
the state grids for each given time step of the simulation. All of the simulations are
computed here at full audio rates. The setup work here is very small when compared
to the main time loop (typically much less than a second for a single thread on a CPU),
and so is not subjected to parallelisation.
7.2.1 Simulation setup
The simulation setup begins with a definition of the physical parameters of the system,
such as the radius and tension of the membrane, and the details of the strike amplitude
and position, as detailed in Algorithm 16. The main calculation required is to build a
list that enumerates the boundary points in the three-dimensional space that will define
the rigid shell of the drum (Figure 7.4).
Rigid shell boundary
Grid point inside the shell
Grid point outside the shell
Figure 7.4 2D cross-sectional view of the timpani shell in the simulation space. Blue
indicates a centre point of a stencil, green are neighbour points that are inside a bound-
ary, and red those that fall outside.
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This list contains the details required to build the Laplacian operator at the boundaries
of the shell. Specifically it stores details of which of the stencil legs of the scheme fall
inside or outside of the calculated parabolic shape for grid points at the boundary layer
edge. This list can contain many thousands of entries. Having allocated and initialised
memory for the three-dimensional air space states, the membrane setup consists of
defining a series of initial matrices alongside state vectors that will be used in the time
iteration.
Algorithm 16 Simulation Setup
1: Set global input parameters:
2: SR  sample rate
3: Tf  duration (s)
4: c  wave speed of air (m/s)
5: ⇢0  air density (kg/m3)
6: Set depth of timpani bowl and size of simulation space
7: Set read output locations
8: Set membrane parameters:
9: ⇢  density (kg/m3)
10: T0  tension (N/m)
11: R  radius (m)
12: E  Young’s modulus (Pa)
13: H  thickness (m)
14: ⌫  Poisson’s ratio
15: ↵  loss parameter
16: Set strike parameters:
17: dur  duration
18: famp amplitude
19: Build list of rigid shell boundary points
20: Create and initialise memory
21: Create membrane and interpolation matrices
The remaining setup operations create the interpolation matrices, which are described
in more detail in the following section.
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7.2.2 Time iteration matrices
Whilst the simulation of the three-dimensional acoustic space can be computed as a
simple explicit update equation applied to each grid point (Chapter 3), the calculation
of the membrane (when coupled to the acoustic field) requires a series of more complex
operations. These operations are most easily described in a matrix form (Section 2.4),
with the two-dimensional membrane state decomposed into vectors which are acted
upon by these matrices. The time iteration therefore requires a set of persistent matrices
that can be computed before the time loop begins.
Membrane matrices
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the main system matrices required for calculating the drum-
head membrane of the timpani. The sizes shown are for a test case 29inch timpani
drum at a sample rate of 44.1kHz, as detailed in Section 7.4.1.
Figure 7.5 Membrane state matrix B, with magnified view of the sparsity pattern.
These matrices are the basis of the linear membrane update equation (over displace-
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Figure 7.6 Membrane state matrix C, with magnified view of the sparsity pattern.
The state matrix B contains thirteen diagonal bands (due to the biharmonic oper-
ator), whilst the state matrix C contains five diagonal bands (the standard Laplacian).
These matrices are largely block Toeplitz, but are also affected by a circular masking
operation. The circular shape of the membrane is achieved using a staircase approxi-
mation at the boundaries, and this is implemented using a circular mask placed over a
square grid. This can be seen in the more sparsely populated areas at either end of the
diagonals bands. A further state matrix based on a scaled Laplacian operator is also
required, which will be referred to as matrix V.
Interpolation matrices
The energy conserving coupling between the membrane grid and the coarser layers
of the air space grid above and below are most easily described with the use of two
interpolation matrices. The interpolation from the 3D air layer to the 2D membrane is
denoted here by the matrix I32, whilst the reverse direction interpolant is the transpose
of this matrix, denoted by I23, for reasons relating to numerical stability via energy
conservation. The matrices are shown in Figure 7.7. These are rectangular in shape
due to the difference in the densities of the grids for the membrane and the air space






Figure 7.7 Interpolation matrices, I32 and I23.
The matrix I32 contains four elements on each row (for grid points in the interior),
containing the standard weightings for a bilinear interpolation. The transposed matrix,
however, contains many more elements on each row. The application of these matrices
in the time iteration loop often appears as the product of I32 with I23. This creates a
matrix as shown in Figure 7.8.
However, this multiplication of I32 with I23 has an adverse effect in the sparsity
pattern of the resulting matrix. Performing a matrix by vector multiplication using this
combined matrix is clearly much less efficient than performing two separate matrix by
vector multiplications using the individual factored matrices. Even with the benefit of a
parallel implementation on the GPU, this would still be far less efficient. Therefore, all
of the applications of the interpolants in the test simulation make use of the individual
matrices.
A further benefit of using the individual versions is that it is possible to ‘unroll’
their application in a matrix by vector multiplication to create a matrix-free operation.
This has implications for GPU memory bandwidth, and is detailed further in Section
7.3.5.
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Figure 7.8 Combined interpolation matrix I32 · I23.
7.2.3 Time iteration operations
The operations performed at each iteration of the time loop can be grouped into seven
stages:
1. Calculate the 3D Laplacian, in the absence of any shell boundaries.
2. Adjust the 3D Laplacian to include the rigid shell boundaries.
3. Calculate the update for the drumhead membrane, and insert the input.
4. Perform a linear system solution using the membrane vectors and the interpolation
matrices.
5. Update the three-dimensional air space, using the previously calculated Laplacian.
6. Adjust the layers above and below the membrane to incorporate its effect.
7. Read the output, and swap memory pointers.
Each of these is examined in detail in the following sections.
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Stage 1. Calculate the 3D Laplacian
The update for the three-dimensional air propagation is split into two parts. First the
Laplacian operator is calculated here, and then at Stage 5 the remaining calculations
are performed. This stage uses three loops, over the X, Y and Z dimensions of the
air space, and for each point it computes the Laplacian and stores the result in one
of the three state arrays used for the air propagation. The process also leaves a halo
layer around the edge of the 3D data, in order to implement the first order absorbing
boundary condition.
Stage 2. Adjust the 3D Laplacian
In this stage the previously calculated Laplacian data is adjusted to incorporate the
rigid shell boundary of the timpani in the three-dimensional space. The grid points and
Laplacian data required to implement the shell are stored in a list that is computed at the
setup phase (see Section 7.2.1). Here, we iterate through that list and adjust the state
data to include this new Laplacian calculation. This stage requires less computation
than Stage 1, but still has a material effect on the overall time.
Stage 3. Calculate the update for the drumhead membrane
Calculating the update for the membrane is performed using a five step process, as
detailed in Algorithm 17 (lower case bold characters denote vectors, and upper case
denote matrices).
Algorithm 17 Calculate the drumhead membrane
1: a V · un
2: a
inv
 1/(1 + aT · a) . a
inv
is a scalar
3: g B · un + (C+ I32 · I23) · un 1   a · (aT · un 1)
4: b Calculated using data from the layers of air space above and below the mem-
brane, and the stored Laplacian.
5: r g   I32 · b
The first steps are a simple matrix by vector multiplication, followed by a dot prod-
uct to compute a scalar value that is used by the linear system solution later on (this
corresponds to the tension modulation effect). Step three contains the most calcula-
tions, with four matrix by vector multiplications, a dot product, and vector scaling and
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addition. At step four a new vector is computed based on the surrounding air space
data, which involves iterating over a small 2D area and performing some addition and
scaling operations. Finally, at step five there is another matrix by vector multiplication,
and vector subtraction. Overall, Stage 3 contains a substantial amount of computation,
and represents a significant percentage of the total time for a single time step of the
simulation.
Stage 4. Linear system solution
A linear system solution is required to incorporate the interpolation matrices into
the update of the drumhead membrane. Despite belonging to the fourth category of
schemes detailed in Section 6.5.1, the linear system can be separated into a constant
sparse linear system solution corresponding to the interpolation, and then a very simple
linear solution involving a rank one perturbation of the identity. This has an efficient
implementation via methods such as the Woodbury inversion formula [116], and is a
consequence of the very simple form of the nonlinearity.
The system matrix for this solver is the combination of the two interpolants, I32·I23,
and can be solved using a modified Jacobi-type iteration. Note, however, that the
factored individual matrices will be used in practice. The iterative method is shown in
Algorithm 18. This consists of an initial matrix by vector multiplication using the two
interpolants, and a resulting vector subtraction. Then a dot product operation, vector
scaling, and a further vector subtraction are performed.
Algorithm 18 Linear system solution for the timpani simulation
1: for i = 1 : iterations do
2: p r  I32 · (I23 · un+1)
3: un+1  p  a · (aT · p) · a
inv
4: end for
This method converges to machine accuracy in a small number of iterations. Whilst
the interpolation matrices contain fewer entries than the membrane matrices used at
Stage 3, the repeated application of these in a loop results in this being the most com-
putationally expensive stage of the entire simulation.
However, referring to the results obtained in Chapter 6, we expect to be able to
accelerate these operations on the GPU. Matrix by vector multiplication, and the dot
product and subtraction, are all amenable to parallel computation. One caveat is that
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the interpolation matrices are not diagonally banded, and so the DIA format will not
be useful in this case. See Section 7.3 for further detail.
Stage 5. Update the air space
This stage completes the three-dimensional air space update, using the previously com-
puted Laplacian data. It consists of three loops over the X, Y, and Z dimensions, as at
Stage 1. At the boundary edge layer, loss coefficients are applied to compute the ab-
sorbing boundaries. See Section 7.1 for details of the scheme and boundary condition.
Stage 6. Adjust the 3D layers
The final update to the air space is to adjust the two layers of data above and below the
membrane, to incorporate the membrane interaction with these layers. First a matrix by
vector multiplication is performed using the membrane data and the I23 interpolation
matrix. Then a loop over the small area of the layers performs a final calculation on
each data element.
Stage 7. Read output
One of the key advantages of modelling the entire three-dimensional acoustic field
over time is the degree of flexibility this gives in terms of reading the output of the
simulation. At the most basic level, data from an individual grid point in the acoustic
field can be saved into an output vector, and when normalised can be played back as
a standard digital audio signal. Data from two different grid points can be saved into
output vectors to provide a stereo track, or indeed more points can be used to produce
a multi-channel rendering. A simple stereo output is used in this test case scenario.
7.3 Implementation designs
The operations performed at each of the seven stages involve either explicit updates
where (for a serial algorithm) loops are used to apply a calculation to a series of data
elements, or sparse matrix by vector operations, or sometimes a combination of the
two. Therefore, an implementation in C or CUDA code will require the use of sparse
matrix storage formats and related functionality.
Multiple implementations of the timpani drum simulation are examined here to
compare the efficiency of the various matrix storage formats detailed in Chapter 6 as
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applied to a complex model. Implementations using the CSC/CSR formats, as well as
customised DIA and ELLPACK, are considered. The particular form of the matrices
being used also allows for ‘unrolling’ of some of the operations to give a matrix-free
version, as detailed in Section 7.3.5.
7.3.1 Parallel implementation of the time iteration stages
In seeking to accelerate a complex simulation using GPU programming, it is first nec-
essary to understand the suitability of the various stages of the simulation to a highly
parallel architecture. Issues such as minimising transfers between host and device,
and achieving coalesced memory transfers from global GPU memory also need to be
considered at the initial design phase.
Stage 1. Calculate the 3D Laplacian
This initial calculation is a straightforward update over the three-dimensional data, and
so can be easily implemented using the techniques outlined in Chapter 3. At a sample
rate of 44.1kHz, the state data for a cubic metre space is held in vectors of size 420
thousand elements. Whilst this is only a relatively small data set when compared to
larger room acoustics models, it is still large enough to expect good acceleration on the
GPU.
One potential issue is mapping thread blocks to the three-dimensional data, which
for example would measure 75⇥ 75⇥ 75 grid points at a sample rate of 44.1kHz. The
typical size of the thread block in CUDA is 32 ⇥ 8 or 32 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 2, as used in the test
case simulations in Chapter 3. The data set is therefore not an integer multiple of the
thread block.
The basic approach for implementing this in CUDA is to issue an over-sized num-
ber of thread blocks in the thread grid, and then use a conditional statement to ensure
that only the required data is updated. A further optimisation is to make use of the
cudaMallocPitch functionality to allocate padded memory space that guarantees co-
alesced transfers. Tests on the small data set used here showed no efficiency benefit
using this padded memory space, possibly due the requirement of using a conditional
statement to implement the halo layer for the boundary condition.
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Stage 2. Adjust the 3D Laplacian
Adjusting the Laplacian for the rigid shell boundary involves reading through a table
of integer data entries. Each row entry details a grid point in the three-dimensional
air space and the Laplacian information that will implement the boundary condition at
that point. An example of the data set is shown in Table 7.1.
X Y Z East West North South Up Down Sum
12 38 40 0 1 1 1 1 1 -5
12 38 41 0 1 1 1 1 1 -5
12 38 42 0 1 1 1 0 1 -4
12 38 43 1 0 1 1 1 0 -4
12 38 44 1 0 1 1 1 1 -5
12 38 45 1 0 1 1 0 1 -4











Table 7.1 Rigid shell boundary list. A column-major decomposition in linear memory
allows for coalesced memory transfers on the GPU.
Each row can be processed independently, and so the table can be computed by
simply issuing the appropriate number of threads on the GPU. Being a table, there are
clearly two orientations that can be used to decompose the data into linear memory for
use in CUDA, either row or column major. By choosing a column-major approach,
each thread on the GPU will be reading consecutive integer values from memory, and
so coalesced transfers should occur. A row-major approach would not allow this, and
so would be far less efficient.
Stage 3. Calculate the update to the drumhead membrane
Referring to Algorithm 17, each of the five steps required to calculate the update to the
drumhead membrane consists of operations that can be parallelised. The sparse matrix
by vector calculations, vector additions, and dot products have all been examined in
Chapter 6. Note that results of the sum reductions need to be kept on the GPU, not
transferred back to the host, as they are required as scalars for further vector operations.
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Stage 4. Linear system solution
This stage consists entirely of matrix by vector multiplications, additions, and a dot
product, and so represents no difficulties other than the non-diagonal structure of the
interpolation matrices, and the small row size of the I23 matrix.
Stage 5. Update the air space
This update is again a loop over the three-dimensional data set, and so can be paral-
lelised as per Stage 1.
Stage 6. Adjust the 3D layers
The initial matrix by vector multiplication is straightforward, but the iteration over the
small data area of the layers above and below the membrane does not allow a large
number of threads to be issued. This limits the level of acceleration possible at this
stage.
Stage 7. Read output
Reading the dual vector stereo output is achieved with a single thread on the GPU.
Note that the output vectors are stored on the GPU during the simulation, and only
transferred back to the host after the end of the time iteration loop.
Having considered the parallel design implications, the remaining sections detail
the different versions of the timpani drum that are implemented for the performance
analysis.
7.3.2 CSC format using CSparse
The initial implementation in single thread C code on the CPU makes use of the
CSparse library [117]. This is a compact, robust, C library that make use of the CSC
sparse matrix format. The library contains all of the basic linear algebra functions, as
well as direct solvers for sparse linear systems (parts of this library are used to imple-
ment the backslash operator in MATLAB).
For the time iteration operations, only a matrix by vector multiplication function is
needed (dot products are trivial to compute with a loop). The CSparse library provides
a gaxpy function to compute this, which also sums into the result any data already held
in the output vector y. For the timpani time iteration loop, this does require initialising
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some vectors to zero before they are used. Note that complex operations, such as those
found in Algorithm 17 for calculating the membrane, necessitate multiple gaxpy calls
and storage of the results in temporary vectors.
The CSparse library contains only the CSC format, and does not perform multi-
threaded operations.
7.3.3 CSR format and CUSPARSE
Having created a CSC implementation, it is then straightforward to switch to one using
the CSR format. Converting between the two can be achieved by taking the transpose
of a matrix, and then switching the meaning of the data pointers. The purpose of testing
a CSR format is twofold.
Firstly, to test a custom gaxpy function using pthreads to perform the operation over
multiple cores of the CPU. Parallelisation of matrix by vector multiplication makes use
of the row independence of the operations, and so the CSR format is more efficient than
the CSC format for this purpose.
Secondly, as the matrices can then be used to test the CUSPARSE library on the
GPU. The matrix by vector multiplication function from CUSPARSE, alongside the
dot product from the CUBLAS library, are all that is required to implement the time
iteration loop.
The gaxpy function in C code is implemented to allow two different modes of
operation; either summing existing data in the output vector, or overwriting it. This
allows a small optimisation over the previous CSC version, as performing a separate
initialisation of vectors is not required.
7.3.4 DIA and ELLPACK format
The matrices used in the time iteration loop do not all conform to the strict diagonal
banding structure best suited to the DIA sparse matrix format (Section 6.1.2). The
membrane state matrices B, C, and V can make use of the DIA format, but the inter-
polation matrices I32 and I23 can not. Whilst these matrices are banded, they are not
square, and so the DIA format would be extremely inefficient for storage.
However, the ELLPACK format is ideally suited for this purpose, as there are gen-
erally a consistent number of elements on each row of the matrices. The column coor-
dinates are stored separately, and this allows a compact representation that makes use
of less memory space than the more general CSR or CSC formats.
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7.3.5 Unrolled matrix-free operations
As discussed in Section 6.5, uniform explicit finite difference schemes can be ex-
pressed computationally as either a system based on matrix by vector multiplications,
or as an individual update equation based on a stencil and using a number of constant
coefficients. As parts of the membrane update for the timpani take the same basic form,
it is possible to unroll elements of the calculation into a matrix-free system (see Figure
7.9).
The objective is to remove the large-scale data storage required for the matrices,
and instead perform more calculations through the direct use of a function. This is a
particularly useful strategy for the GPU, where the computations are generally memory
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Figure 7.9 Matrix by vector multiplication (left) can be unrolled into a matrix-free
version (right) if a function can be written to generate the result of each row of the
multiplication.
The membrane calculation requires three state matrices; B, C, and V. The five
band matrices C and V are of the same nearest neighbour type as discussed in Section
6.5.2. However, the matrix B is a thirteen band matrix which has a more complex
structure, but is still block Toeplitz. The stencil representing the matrix behaviour is
shown in Figure 7.10.
The membrane is updated at step 3 of Algorithm 17 by applying matrix B to un,
and matrix C to un 1. When unrolled this becomes an explicit update equation with
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The update at step 1 using matrix V is unrolled using the standard nearest neighbour
points.
The interpolation matrices do not contain constant, or block constant, coefficients.
However, the elements are the result of bilinear interpolation calculations and so in the
case of the matrix I32 the elements can be easily computed by a function using the grid
sizes and the circular masking operation.
The transpose of this matrix, I23, is a much more complex function to compute.
Unlike I32 which has at most four elements on any row, the transpose has many ele-
ments that contribute to a row calculation. Unrolling this as a function does not produce
an algorithm that can be efficiently implemented on the GPU. Therefore, only the I32
matrix is unrolled for this implementation, and the I23 matrix is left intact.
7.4 Performance analysis
A performance analysis of the timpani model makes a comparison between the differ-
ent sparse matrix formats and versions with most of the matrices unrolled. In terms of
CPU code, four versions are tested:
1. CSC format using CSparse.
2. Custom CSR format.
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3. Custom DIA and ELLPACK.
4. Unrolled matrices, using CSR for the remaining.
For the CUDA code running on the GPU, three versions are tested:
1. CSR using the CUSPARSE library.
2. Custom DIA and ELLPACK.
3. Unrolled matrices, using DIA and ELLPACK for the remaining.
The CUDA code is tested on the Tesla K20 GPU, and results for the C code use
the Intel i7 processor. A multi-threaded version of the C code was tested, where the
3D air space update and matrix by vector multiplications make use of multiple threads.
Whilst this showed some efficiency gains on the Intel Xeon processor, it still did not
match the single thread performance on the i7 processor.
Hence the fastest CPU versions were single threads running on the i7, and these are
used for benchmarking purposes here. All computation is at double precision floating-
point, and host C code is compiled using -O3 optimisation.
7.4.1 Test simulation
A single test case simulation is used, which models a 29inch drum that is tensioned
to produce a G2 pitch. This is embedded in a 1m3 anechoic air space, and uses the
following input parameters.
Parameter Value
Wave speed of air 344m/s
Air density 1.21 kg/m3
Depth of timpani shell 0.5 m





Table 7.2 Test simulation parameters, with physical properties of a Mylar membrane.
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It is computed at a sample rate of 44.1kHz, and for 44,100 time steps, to produce
one second of output. The drum is struck once with a high amplitude at the beginning
of the simulation, and ten iterations of the linear system solution are used at each time
step. Note that this could be lowered, but for the purpose of CPU to GPU comparisons
the number of iterations is not relevant. Table 7.3 shows the resulting sizes of the state
grids and boundary shell list.
Element Dimensions Total points
3D air space 75 ⇥ 75 ⇥ 75 421,875
2D drumhead 170 ⇥ 170 28,900
Air space interaction layer 55 ⇥ 55 3,025
Drum shell boundary list (ten columns) 12,416 ⇥ 10 124,160
Table 7.3 Timpani test simulation grid sizes at 44.1kHz.
7.4.2 Summary comparisons
Table 7.4 shows the computation times for the various versions running on the i7 CPU
and K20 GPU, as well as the associated speedup in each case.
Version Intel i7 CPU K20 GPU Speedup
(seconds) (seconds)
CSC Csparse 231.5 - -
CSR/CUSPARSE 204.6 77.3 2.6X
DIA/ELLPACK 389.5 78.6 5.0X
Unrolled matrices 199.2 67.0 3.0X
Table 7.4 Timpani test results for a one second simulation at 44.1kHz.
Starting with the CPU results, the DIA/ELLPACK version is considerably less ef-
ficient then the other three implementations, taking nearly twice as long to compute.
This is as expected, due to the extra calculations required to compute the data positions.
The CSR format is the optimal matrix version, and shows significant gains over the ba-
sic CSC library version. The unrolled matrix code shows a further small improvement
over the CSR, but the gains are minimal.
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Moving to the GPU, there is little to choose between the matrix versions. Both the
CUSPARSE library, and the DIA/ELLPACK show similar times, despite the reduction
in data movement with the optimised format. The matrix-free unrolled version, how-
ever, shows a significant improvement. For both the CPU and GPU code, the version
using the unrolled matrices produces optimal efficiency.
To better understand these results, the following section gives an analysis of the
different stages of a single time step of the simulation.
7.4.3 Analysis of a single iteration in time
The code versions were tested to analyse the execution times for each of the seven
stages of a single time iteration. The final iteration of the simulation was used in each
case (i.e. time step 44,100). Table 7.5 shows the results from the single thread code
running on the Intel i7 processor. Timings are given here in microseconds.
Stage CSC format CSR format DIA/ELL Unroll/CSR
(µs) (µs) (µs) (µs)
1. Calculate Laplacian 690 691 689 690
2. Adjust Laplacian 138 137 136 138
3. Calculate drumhead 1,107 949 2,041 699
4. Linear system solution 2,613 2,070 4,657 2,070
5. Update air space 650 648 647 646
6. Adjust 3D layer 158 137 671 137
7. Read output 1 1 1 1
5,357 4,633 8,842 4,381
Table 7.5 Timpani analysis for a single time iteration on the i7 CPU.
Stages 1,2,5 and 7 are equivalent across each implementation as there are no matrix
or unrolled operations. Stage 6 represents only a small percentage of the overall time,
although note that the DIA/ELLPACK version is considerably slower than the other
versions. The major differences occur at stages 3 and 4.
For stage 3, calculating the drumhead membrane, the CSR format is marginally
more efficient than the CSC, whilst the DIA/ELLPACK version is twice as slow. The
unrolled version gives a small improvement over the best matrix version.
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The linear system solution at stage 4 is the major computational component, taking
between 45% and 53% of the overall time for the iteration. Here, the CSR format
and the unrolled are equally optimal. The unrolling at this stage is applying a matrix-
free version of the I32 update, but the volume of calculation required does not lead to
efficiency gains over the basic CSR version. The DIA/ELLPACK form is over twice
as slow as the CSR format on the CPU. As mentioned in section 6.4.2, an OpenMP
threading approach may obtain further efficiency gains over these single thread results,
depending on the size of the matrices being used.
Table 7.6 shows the results for the GPU versions running on the Tesla K20. The
CSR format is using the CUSPARSE libray.
Stage CSR format DIA/ELL Unroll/DIA/ELL
(µs) (µs) (µs)
1. Calculate Laplacian 58 59 57
2. Adjust Laplacian 13 14 13
3. Calculate drumhead 318 273 210
4. Linear system solution 1,019 1,150 1,002
5. Update air space 91 88 93
6. Adjust 3D layer 76 75 76
7. Read output 4 4 4
1,579 1,663 1,455
Table 7.6 Timpani analysis for a single time iteration on the K20 GPU.
For the stage 3 calculation of the drumhead membrane, the CSR format is now
the least efficient version. The DIA/ELLPACK gives a small improvement, and the
unrolled version is significantly faster. However, this stage is takes only around one
third of the time of stage 4.
For the linear system solution, the DIA/ELLPACK version is slightly less efficient
than the CSR, most likely due to the small size of the I23 matrix (it has only 3,025
rows). Issuing only three thousand threads to perform the matrix by vector operation
is not sufficient to obtain significant performance gains. The matrix operations in the
linear system solution involve only ELLPACK format matrices, and in this instance
there is no benefit over the CSR form.
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Again the unrolled version is optimal, clearly demonstrating that reducing mem-
ory access requirements is the best strategy for overall performance optimisation. The
ELLPACK matrix is still used in this unrolled version, as it allows a custom function
to be written that combines the operations at step 2 of Algorithm 18. Using the CUS-
PARSE library requires three separate function calls, but this can be reduced to two
using a custom function.
As a final comparison, Table 7.7 shows the speedups obtained for each stage for
the fastest GPU version over the fastest CPU version (which is the unrolled form in
each case).
Stage Intel i7 CPU K20 GPU Speedup
(µs) (µs)
1. Calculate Laplacian 690 57 12.1X
2. Adjust Laplacian 138 13 10.6X
3. Calculate drumhead 699 210 3.3X
4. Linear system solution 2,070 1,002 2.1X
5. Update air space 646 93 7.2X
6. Adjust 3D layer 137 76 1.8X
7. Read output 1 4 0.3X
4,381 1,455 3.0X
Table 7.7 Single iteration analysis of fastest Intel i7 CPU versus fastest Tesla K20
GPU versions.
The stages that involve updating the three-dimensional data (1, 2 and 5) achieve the
greatest speedups, as is to be expected where a large number of threads can be issued.
The complex stage 3 drumhead calculation obtains a more modest 3.3X performance
gain. However, the limiting factor is the linear system solution which only produces
2X acceleration, and is the main reason for the figure of 3X for the overall speedup.
Ultimately, the small row size of the I23 matrix and the dot product calculation, and the
repeated processing of these inside the iterations of the linear system solution, bound
the available performance benefit from the GPU.
Having examined the computational optimisation of the single instrument model,
this can then be used as the basis for a large-scale, multiple instrument simulation.
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7.5 A multi-instrument model in a virtual room
The model of the timpani drum enclosed in a small anechoic space is useful for testing
purposes in order to understand the range of the input parameters, and to optimise the
computational elements. However, producing more realistic simulations requires plac-
ing the model inside larger scale acoustic settings such as those described in Chapter 5.
Even using a single GPU card such as the Tesla K20, a volume of a 500 cubic metres
can be modelled using all available memory, at 44.1kHz and double precision, using
a three grid scheme (see Section 5.4). This is of a suitable scale that multiple timpani
can be placed inside the acoustic environment, and played simultaneously. Using four
GPU cards together, it is possible to simulate spaces that are close to a small concert
hall in size, all at a sample rate of 44.1kHz.
7.5.1 System abstraction
To create simulations using multiple timpani placed inside such spaces, we first need
to abstract the computational components for the drum and represent the elements
as objects which can be created and placed inside any given acoustic space. From
an algorithm perspective, this requires de-coupling the elements of the drum that use
the three-dimensional air space. Specifically, this means refactoring the calculations
involving the Laplacian operator such that the intermediate storage is no longer nec-
essary. The previous algorithm required two passes over the three-dimensional data,








Figure 7.11 Multiple timpani model system setup.
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The elements of the timpani model can then be described in some encapsulated
form, either as a C++ class, or in C using suitable structs and functions. A C code
implementation is used here, with a header file that presents a simple interface in the
form of createTimpani(), processTimpani(), and deleteTimpani() functions.
A complete system can then be created that allows any number of timpani drums to
be played inside a room simulation (Figure 7.11). An instrument setup file defines
the initial parameters for each drum, as well as the definitions of the strikes to each
drumhead. This can be stored in a similar manner to a CSound orchestra and score
files [164].
7.5.2 Example simulation
Figure 7.12 shows a snapshot of a layer of a simulation where four timpani are placed
inside a room simulation. The drums range in size from 23 to 32 inches in diame-
ter, representing the standard concert set. Various audio examples of this system are
available on the accompanying DVD media.
Figure 7.12 Snapshot of a 3D room simulation with four timpani drums embedded in
the space.
When using a large-scale simulation space at some point the computation of the
three-dimensional air space will dominate the simulation time compared to the calcu-
lations of the timpani drum. The point at which the room takes longer to compute than
a single timpani can be approximated.
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From Chapter 4, the standard basic scheme at 44.1kHz and double precision takes
155 seconds to compute 44,100 time steps for a 38m3 space. This gives a timing
of 3,515ms per time step. Therefore, assuming that computation time scales linearly
with volume at this level of computation, a 15.5m3 space would take 1,450ms, ap-
proximately the same as the test simulation for the timpani drum. So, for any type of
large-scale concert space, the time taken to compute a timpani drum update will be
only a small percentage compared to the remaining calculations.
7.5.3 Further parallel implementations
As a further consideration, the use of multiple timpani drums could also benefit from a
high level parallel design. With the previous simulation, the four timpani drums were
computed in a sequence in a single CUDA stream. So the time loop stages for timpani
number one are performed, followed by the stages for number two, as so forth.
A high level parallel optimisation when using multiple GPU devices would be to
allocate an individual instrument to each device. In that manner each drum could be
updated simultaneously, and with the additional benefit of distributing the memory
requirements over the multiple GPUs.
7.6 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated the level of acceleration achievable with a complex
model of a instrument. The overall performance gain of 3X for the single timpani
drum simulation is largely in line with the results from Chapters 6, given the dominant
effect of the linear system solution on the computation time.
Whilst the DIA matrix storage format provided some improvement over CSR for
the main membrane calculations, the ELLPACK format was less successful for per-
forming the matrix by vector multiplications for the linear system solution stage. How-
ever, optimal performance was achieved by unrolling many of the matrix operations
into direct, matrix-free, operations. This applies to both the CPU (to a lesser extent),
and to the GPU where the reduction in memory usage at the cost of extra calculation
provides substantial efficiency gains. When considering large-scale simulation spaces
such as hundreds or thousands of cubic metres, the level of computation required for
this form of instrument is minimal compared to the updating of the three-dimensional
air space as a whole.
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The membrane system used here makes use of simplifications to the von Kármán
method for nonlinear membranes and plates, and these simplifications allow the Jacobi-
type solver to be used. In the case of a full von Kármán system, a more complex solver
would be required, such as the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method as detailed
in Section 2.4.3. This has been demonstrated for drum models such as the snare and
bass drum [165].
Whilst algorithms such as PCG for sparse matrices are straightforward to compute
in a single-threaded CPU environment, obtaining acceleration through the parallel ar-
chitecture of a GPU is not always possible [133]. The standard use of the PCG al-
gorithm is to perform a triangular solve on the factors of the preconditioner matrix.
However, due to the inherently serial nature of the triangular solve method, it is of-
ten difficult to obtain efficiency gains on the GPU when dealing with sparse matrices.
Some potential for acceleration has been shown [166], but this greatly depends on the
size and sparsity patterns of the matrices used in the triangular solve.
In terms of full von Kármán membranes, initial experimental results by the author
have not shown any efficiency gains over a standard CPU implementation. Hybrid
methods that combine GPU and CPU computation could well be an optimal solution,
especially with increases in the memory transfer speeds between host and device that
are likely in future GPU hardware.
More advanced auralizations can be created by moving the readout position(s) dur-
ing the runtime of the simulation. A simple linear, bilinear, or trilinear interpolation
can move the readout position through the acoustic field on any chosen path that is
provided. In this manner a fully dynamic auralization can be created.
As a further note, it is also possible to attempt binaural simulations with the use of
an embedded model of a human or artificial head. Just as the rigid shell of the timpani
drum is embedded in the three-dimensional space, a head model can be embedded
using the same techniques [167]. However, whilst it is relatively straightforward to
perceive horizontal position using such an approach, position in the vertical plane is






This thesis has examined optimisation strategies and GPU performance efficiency of
FDTD schemes for virtual acoustics and embedded three-dimensional physical models
of instruments, all using full audio sample rates such as 44.1kHz. This chapter presents
a summary of the main efficiency results and optimisation techniques from Chapter 3
to Chapter 7, as well as the concluding remarks.
8.1 Summary of results
Chapter 3 made use of one single test case simulation, and examined the various op-
tions for executing the model in C code on both the Intel i7 and Xeon CPU processors,
as well as CUDA code running on the Fermi and Kepler generation Tesla GPU de-
vices. The test simulation is a 38m3 space modelled using the most basic reduced form
of the second order 3D wave equation scheme, with a zero boundary condition. It is
computed at 44.1kHz, and for 44,100 time steps to give a one second simulation. The
state data grids each contain 15.7 million points.
Initial single thread CPU codes take nearly two and half hours to complete the sim-
ulation, on the Xeon processor. The use of compiler optimisation results in significant
gains, close to 4X on both CPU processors. Multi-threaded POSIX code is then tested,
and shows the performance potential of these multi-core CPUs. From two and half
hours, the best CPU time is now just over six minutes.
There are multiple options for implementing the scheme on a GPU using CUDA,
and so a comparison is made between six different kernel code implementations. These
use variations of thread models, and approaches to the use of shared memory, and
employ cache optimisations such as the read-only data cache of the Kepler architecture.
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The differences between the efficiency of these kernels can be up to 1.8X on the Tesla
K20 device, although results vary according to the floating-point precision level that is
used. Whilst a 2D slicing shared memory approach is optimal in some cases, the use of
direct access to global memory with cache optimisation is very close to optimal across
all tests.
The use of multiple GPUs in CUDA is then examined, and a comparison is made
between non-asynchronous and asynchronous implementations over four GPU de-
vices. An optimised asynchronous approach shows the greatest efficiency, allowing
speedups of 3.5X to 3.7X over single device results.
In terms of the overall benchmark performance, the most realistic comparisons
between CPU and GPU processors show speedups of 5X at single precision and 3X at
double precision floating-point, when comparing the fastest multi-thread CPU version
to the fastest single GPU results. This is far from the 100X speedups that have been
reported for GPU acceleration, but reflect the impact of proper benchmarking when
performing these kinds of comparisons.
Chapter 4 compared the relative GPU performance of alternative FDTD schemes
for computing the three-dimensional wave equation, to the performance of the basic
scheme from the previous chapter. First the staggered grid form of the basic scheme is
compared, in this case using three different volumes of 1m3, 38m3, and 250m3. This
scheme runs at 3.4X slower than the benchmark basic form, across both single and
double precision, as well as using 50% more memory for the same physical size of
simulation.
This was followed by an analysis of two schemes which have different character-
istics to the basic 3D scheme, in terms of cutoff frequencies and dispersion behaviour.
The 27-point IWB scheme and 13-point FCC scheme are compared, using three sets of
tests. These examined GPU performance when using an equal number of grid points
for each scheme, an equal physical size, and finally using a normalised computational
density. The FCC scheme shows some efficiency gains over the IWB scheme in each
case, and in terms of the first and third tests it produces timings close to the basic 3D
scheme, running at 1.2X slower even though the scheme uses twice the number of
grid points and has a more complex kernel arrangement. The overall differences in the
bandwidth requirements make comparisons difficult to judge.
Whilst previous chapters focused purely on computing three-dimensional wave
propagation, such models cannot be used for producing virtual acoustics simulations
without appropriate boundary conditions. Chapter 5 began by assessing the GPU effi-
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ciency and implementation issues that arise when including boundary computation into
the simulation. It first compared the performance of a simple frequency-independent
lossy condition that does not require additional state memory to be held. It demon-
strates that a highly efficient SIMD strategy can be employed that computes both the
interior and exterior grid points with minimal conditional statements in the CUDA
kernel. This achieves results that are very close to the basic benchmark scheme.
More complex boundary conditions were then examined that necessitate the use
of extra state memory stored at the boundary domain. The implementation of such
schemes was examined with the use of a second order absorbing condition. The key
component in terms of GPU efficiency is maintaining coalesced memory transfers,
and an optimised strategy was demonstrated that remaps the faces of the domain that
contain non-contiguous memory. This provides significant efficiency gains over an
unoptimised version.
Following this, a more advanced three-dimensional scheme was detailed, that also
includes a high-frequency damping viscosity element. This requires twice the number
of reads from global memory, and 50% more memory, but gives GPU performance of
1.5X slower compared to the basic 3D scheme.
Issues relating to single precision floating-point were also examined, in terms of
both the instabilities that can arise, and the accuracy of the output. When comput-
ing simulations at the Courant limit, even the simple frequency-independent boundary
scheme can become unstable when using single precision. The simulation may begin
stable, and only start to drift away to exponential instability after many thousands of
time iterations. Backing away from the Courant limit by a small amount eliminates
this behaviour. Even when the simulation is stable, differences can develop in the out-
put between a single precision simulation and an equivalent double precision model.
These can increase to normalised differences of around 10 3, which is considerably
higher than the floating-point accuracy at single precision. Finally, this chapter used
a large-scale cube simulation to demonstrate the effect of dispersion in the basic 3D
scheme, and its variation according to direction away from the input source.
In order to create three-dimensional physical models of instruments, additional
systems such as strings, plates or membranes need to be embedded into the virtual
acoustic spaces examined in previous chapters. These systems often make use of, or
require, sparse linear algebra constructs in their design. Therefore, Chapter 6 examined
the CPU and GPU performance of basic vector operations, as well as matrix by vector
multiplication using various sparse matrix storage formats.
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First, simple vector addition is detailed, comparing multi-threaded CPU code to
CUDA code running on the Tesla K20 device. At small vector sizes of 10,000 el-
ements there is little difference between CPU and GPU performance. However, for
100,000 elements and above the GPU shows 5X speedups at double precision, and
9X at single precision. The dot product is then examined, which although straightfor-
ward to implement on the CPU, requires a more complex GPU implementation using
a binary tree approach making use of shared memory. At small vector sizes, the CPU
outperforms the GPU, up to around 50,000 elements in size where parity is achieved.
Above this, the GPU shows speedups, up to 6X when using 1 million elements.
Matrix by vector multiplication is first considered on the CPU with single thread
implementations using the CSR, DIA, and ELLPACK sparse matrix storage formats.
The matrices used for this testing have the same sparsity patterns as the matrices that
typically arise in two-dimensional FDTD schemes (i.e. diagonally banded) . The CSR
format is most efficient on the CPU, followed by ELLPACK, and then the DIA format.
Equivalent testing on the GPU used the Nvidia CUSPARSE library for the CSR format,
and custom written DIA and ELLPACK functions. On the Tesla K20 GPU, the DIA
format is now considerably more efficiency, by up to 2X over the CSR function from
CUSPARSE. The ELLPACK format is somewhere in-between.
The DIA format is then examined for multi-threaded CPU and GPU compari-
son tests, to evaluate the realistic speedups that are obtainable. The GPU achieves
5X speedups at double precision, and 7X at single precision. Finally, a simple two-
dimensional wave equation scheme is used to examine the relative performance of a
matrix formation (using matrix by vector multiplication) compared to an ‘unrolled’
matrix-free version. On the CPU, the matrix-free version is approximately 3X faster
than the matrix form. On the Tesla K20 GPU, the matrix-free version is similarly 3X
faster than the most efficient matrix implementation.
Having demonstrated the GPU performance of schemes for three-dimensional wave
propagation, and also for linear algebra operations, Chapter 7 gives a detailed analy-
sis of a complex embedded system that models a timpani drum. It examined various
different implementations of a test case simulation of the model in order to assess the
relative CPU and GPU performance in each case. These different implementations
make use of the various sparse matrix storage formats detailed in Chapter 6, as well
as a version that uses elements that are unrolled into matrix-free operations. For the
CPU codes, the CSR format implementation is again the most efficient matrix ver-
sion, whilst a version using unrolled components achieves a small efficiency gain. The
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version using the DIA and ELLPACK formats is nearly twice as slow.
In terms of the GPU, there is little difference between the CSR and DIA/ELLPACK
versions, mostly due to the relatively small row size of one of the key components of
the linear system solution. Whilst the DIA format allows efficiency gains for com-
puting components of the drum membrane, the ELLPACK format used in the linear
system solution limits the available performance gains. The version using the unrolled
matrix-free elements achieves optimal efficiency, some 15% faster than the best matrix
version. Ultimately a 3X speedup is achieved when comparing the fastest GPU version
over the fastest CPU version. For a simulation using a single timpani drum enclosed
in a 1m3 space, the computation time is just over one minute per second of output at a
sample rate of 44.1kHz.
Finally an abstracted instrument system was demonstrated, using an example of
four timpani drums embedded in a room simulation. When using large-scale room
or hall models over approximately 15m3, the computation for the three-dimensional
air propagation outweighs the computation for the elements of an individual timpani
drum.
8.2 Concluding remarks
The key strategies demonstrated through this thesis that have been shown to give opti-
mal efficiency are as follows.
1. Computing the basic 3D scheme: For the basic wave equation scheme a 2D slicing
approach that makes use of shared memory to reduce the bandwidth requirements
is marginally more efficient. However, a simple 3D tiling approach using cache
optimisation produces results that are close to optimal at both single and double
precision floating-point.
2. Use of multiple GPUs: When using multiple devices with CUDA, an asynchronous
approach using dual streams produces speedups that are close to linear, by hiding
the latency involved in transferring data across the PCIe bus. The results still depend
on the size of the halo data being used, and this should improve with faster PCIe
transfer speeds.
3. Simple state-free boundaries: A highly efficient single kernel with minimal condi-
tional statements produces results that are very close to the test case zero boundary
simulation.
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4. Boundaries requiring extra state: For more complex boundaries that requires extra
state memory to be stored, a remapping approach that facilitates memory coalescing
produces significant performance gains over a standard implementation.
5. Sparse matrix operations: In terms of CPU performance for diagonally banded
matrix by vector multiplication, the CSR format produces the most efficient results.
However, on the GPU the DIA format shows up to 2X performance gains over the
CSR format. The ELLPACK format also shows some performance benefit, but to a
lesser extent. The relative CPU to GPU performance does depend on the size of the
vectors and matrices being used.
6. Matrix-free operations: Where possible, unrolling a matrix form update into a
matrix-free operation gives significant efficiency gains both on the CPU and on the
GPU. A strategy of increasing the level of computation whilst reducing the memory
bandwidth requirements is particularly useful when applied to complex systems of
embedded instruments.
7. Final GPU performance gains: The overall GPU performance gains for the systems
examined here are in the range of 3X to 5X over representative CPU benchmarks,
depending on the floating-point precision level used.
A question that can then be asked is why, given the degree of GPU optimisation
used, do we only see 3X to 5X speedups? The answer is that the computations being
performed generally have a low compute to memory access ratio, typically in the range
of one-to-one, and so they are memory bandwidth limited. If we consider the best
double precision results from Chapter 3, the effective memory bandwidth achieved is
around the 200GB/s mark, and that is the maximum available on the Tesla K20 GPU.
However, the approximate flop rate achieved is only 150 Gflop. This is only 13% of the
theoretical peak double precision capability of the K20 GPU, which is over a teraflop.
The same applies when considering the single precision results.
Whilst the majority of the computations allow enough threads to be issued to obtain
high occupancy rates, they are ultimately limited by the ability to get data onto the reg-
isters. The next generation architectures should increase both the memory bandwidth
on the device, and have faster access to the host, which should offer the potential for
greater performance gains when compared to CPU operation alone. Nvidia’s roadmap
plans for 1TB/sec bandwidth with the Volta generation devices with stacked DRAM,
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and the VNLink high-speed interconnect will greatly improve the transfer rates be-
tween devices and hosts. This should offer significant performance increases for both
single and multiple device codes as used throughout this thesis.
There are of course further avenues that still require analysis, both in terms of the
performance of virtual acoustics simulations as well as embedded physical models.
For large-scale virtual acoustics, the efficient implementation of complex geometric
domains is of particular interest, especially given the importance of coalesced mem-
ory access to the overall performance. A complete model for room acoustics would
require the implementation of complex geometries with more advanced frequency-
dependent boundaries defined throughout the domain. The use of implicit schemes for
the three-dimensional propagation in order to reduce dispersion is a further area to be
examined, alongside detailed perception testing and analysis to assess the accuracy of
such complex models. Achieving binaural output through the use of embedded head
models is also feasible, but again more advanced boundary conditions are necessary
to implement the required level of detail without the use of excessively higher sample
rates.
For embedded physical models, even small test case simulations where an instru-
ment is enclosed in a 1m3 air space require over a minute to compute one second of
output for the most optimal GPU code. Clearly a further 60X level of acceleration is
necessary before the simulation can approach a real time implementation, something
that is obviously a desirable goal in the long term for the purpose of sound synthesis.
This would require significant improvements in both memory bandwidth, and the la-
tency involved in issuing threads, as the main computations involved are of the order
of tens of thousands of independent operations, rather than hundreds of thousands or
indeed millions in the case of large-scale virtual acoustics.
A further complication is the use of extended models, for example full von Kármán
systems, that require more complex linear system solutions at each time step of the
simulation. For the types of sparse matrices that arise, the performance of Krylov
subspace methods with preconditioning typically involves some operations that are
difficult to parallelise on the many-core architecture of a GPU. In these instances a
heterogenous approach that maximises the use of both CPU and GPU together could
well provide optimal solutions, especially if CPU and GPU architectures merge in
future generations of devices.
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Appendix A
Hardware specifications
Core i7 3770S Xeon E5-2620
Processor cores 4 6
Max. threads 8 12
Base clock rate 3.1 GHz 2 GHz
Turbo clock rate 3.9 GHz 2.5 GHz
Memory bandwidth 25 GB/s 42 GB/s
Peak double precision 125 Gflops 192 Gflops
Table A.1 Intel CPU hardware specifications.
Tesla C2050 Tesla K20
Architecture Fermi Kepler
Compute capability 2.0 3.5
CUDA cores 448 2,496
Clock rate 1.15 GHz 706 MHz
Memory bandwidth 144 GB/s 208 GB/s
Peak double precision 515 Gflops 1.17 Tflops
Peak single precision 1.28 Tflops 3.52 Tflops




B.1 Single thread C code for test simulation
#define ReaL double
#include "CJW Audio.h"
















ReaL SR = 44100.0; // Sample Rate
int NF = 44100; // Duration
ReaL c = 344.0;
ReaL k = 1/SR;
ReaL h = sqrt(3.0)⇤c⇤k;
ReaL l2 = 1.0/3.0;
//                                           
// Initialise input
size t pr size = sizeof(ReaL);
ReaL ⇤si = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(NF,pr size);
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//                                           
// initialise memory
ReaL ⇤out = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(NF,pr size);
ReaL ⇤u = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(mem size,sizeof(ReaL));
ReaL ⇤u1 = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(mem size,sizeof(ReaL));
if (out==NULL | | u==NULL | | u1==NULL) {
printf("\nMemory alloc Failed\n");
}
time t start = time(NULL);
for(n=0;n<NF;n++)
{





u[cp] = l2⇤(u1[cp 1] + u1[cp+1] + u1[cp Nl]









dummy ptr = u1;
u1 = u;
u = dummy ptr;
}
time t end = time(NULL);
printf("\nProcess time : %ld seconds\n", (end start) );
// print last samples, and write output file
printLastSamples(out, NF, 5);
//                                           
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#define NUM THREADS 8



















struct thread data ⇤md;
md = (struct thread data ⇤) targ;
int cp,L,M,P;
int psize = Np/NUM THREADS;
int td = md >thread id;
int ps = psize⇤td;
int pe = ps+psize;
for(P=ps;P<pe;P++){
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ReaL SR = 44100.0; // Sample Rate
int NF = 44100;
ReaL c = 344.0;
ReaL k = 1/SR;
ReaL h = sqrt(3.0)⇤c⇤k;
ReaL l2 = 1.0/3.0;
//                                           
// Initialise input
size t pr size = sizeof(ReaL);
ReaL ⇤si = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(NF,pr size);









ReaL ⇤out = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(NF,pr size);
ReaL ⇤u = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(mem size,sizeof(ReaL));
ReaL ⇤u1 = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(mem size,sizeof(ReaL));
if (out==NULL | | u==NULL | | u1==NULL) {
printf("\nMemory alloc Failed\n");
}
pthread t threads[NUM THREADS];
struct thread data td[NUM THREADS];
int i;
time t start = time(NULL);
for(n=0;n<NF;n++)
{
// update u matrix
for (i=0; i<NUM THREADS; i++) {




pthread create(&threads[i], NULL, updateScheme, (void ⇤) &td[i]);
}
for (i=0; i<NUM THREADS; i++) {
pthread join(threads[i], NULL);
}
// sum in source
u[(Sp⇤area)+(Sm⇤Nl+Sl)] += si[n];
// non interp read out
out[n] = u[(Rp⇤area)+(Rm⇤Nl+Rl)];
// update pointers
dummy ptr = u1; u1 = u; u = dummy ptr;
}
time t end = time(NULL);
printf("\nProcess time : %ld seconds\n", (end start) );
// print last samples, and write output file
printLastSamples(out, NF, 5);
free(si); free(out); free(u); free(u1);
return 0;
}
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global void UpDateScheme(ReaL ⇤u, const ReaL ⇤ restrict u1, ReaL l2);
global void inout(ReaL ⇤u,ReaL ⇤out,ReaL ins,int n);
//                                               
int main(){





ReaL SR = 44100.0;
int NF = 4410;
ReaL c = 344.0;
ReaL k = 1/SR;
ReaL h = sqrt(3.0)⇤c⇤k;




size t pr size = sizeof(ReaL);
int dur = 20;
ReaL ⇤si h = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(NF,pr size);
for(n=0;n<dur;n++){
si h[n] = 0.5⇤(1.0 cos(2.0⇤pi⇤n/(ReaL)dur));
}
//                                           
// Set up grid and blocks
int Gl = Nl/Bl;
int Gm = Nm/Bm;
int Gp = Np/Bp;
dim3 dimBlockInt(Bl, Bm, Bp);
dim3 dimGridInt(Gl, Gm, Gp);
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dim3 dimBlockIO(1, 1, 1);
dim3 dimGridIO(1, 1, 1);
size t mem size = area⇤Np⇤pr size;
ReaL ⇤out d, ⇤u d, ⇤u1 d, ⇤dummy ptr;
ReaL ins;
//                                           
// Initialise memory on device
cuErr( cudaMalloc(&u d, mem size)); cuErr( cudaMemset(u d, 0, mem size));
cuErr( cudaMalloc(&u1 d, mem size)); cuErr( cudaMemset(u1 d, 0, mem size));
cuErr( cudaMalloc(&out d, NF⇤pr size)); cuErr( cudaMemset(out d, 0, NF⇤pr size));
//                                           
// initialise memory on host
ReaL ⇤out h = (ReaL ⇤)calloc(NF,pr size);
if((out h == NULL)){











// perform read in out
ins = si h[n];
inout<<<dimGridIO,dimBlockIO>>>(u d,out d,ins,n);
// update pointers
dummy ptr = u1 d;
u1 d = u d;
u d = dummy ptr;
}
// print process time
checkLastCUDAError("Kernel");
cuErr( cudaDeviceSynchronize() );
time t end = time(NULL);
printf("\nProcess time : %ld seconds\n", (end start) );
// copy result back from device
cuErr( cudaMemcpy(out h, out d, NF⇤pr size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost) );
// print last samples, and write output file




cudaFree(out d);cudaFree(u d);cudaFree(u1 d);
exit(EXIT SUCCESS);
}
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//                                               
// Standard 3D update scheme
global void UpDateScheme(ReaL ⇤u, const ReaL ⇤ restrict u1, ReaL l2)
{
// get L,M,P from thread and block Id’s
int L = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bl + threadIdx.x;
int M = blockIdx.y ⇤ Bm + threadIdx.y;
int P = blockIdx.z ⇤ Bp + threadIdx.z;
// Test that not at boundary
if( (L>0) && (L<(Nl 1)) && (M>0) && (M<(Nm 1)) && (P>0) && (P<(Np 1)) ){
// get linear position
int cp = P⇤area+(M⇤Nl+L);





// read output and sum in input
global void inout(ReaL ⇤u,ReaL ⇤out,ReaL ins,int n)
{
// sum in source
u[(Sp⇤area)+(Sm⇤Nl+Sl)] += ins;
// non interp read out
out[n] = u[(Rp⇤area)+(Rm⇤Nl+Rl)];
}
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B.4 3D tiling with shared memory CUDA code kernel
global void UpDate(double ⇤u,double ⇤u1,double L2)
{
shared double uS1[Bl][Bm];
int tdl = threadIdx.x;
int tdm = threadIdx.y;
int L = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bl + tdx;
int M = blockIdx.y ⇤ Bm + tdy;
int P = blockIdx.z;
int cp = P⇤area+(M⇤Nl+L);




// Test that not at boundary









u[cp] = L2⇤(sum+u1[cp area]+u1[cp+area])   u[cp];
}
}
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B.5 3D tiling with extended shared memory CUDA code
kernel
global void UpDate(double ⇤u,double ⇤u1,double L2)
{
shared double uS1[Bl+2][Bm+2];
int tdl = threadIdx.x;
int tdm = threadIdx.y;
int L = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bl + tdx;
int M = blockIdx.y ⇤ Bm + tdy;
int P = blockIdx.z;
// get linear position




if ( (tdm==1) && !(M==0) ){
uS1[tdl][tdm 1] = u1[cp Nl];
}
if ( (tdm==BmS) && !(M==(Nm 1)) ){
uS1[tdl][tdm+1] = u1[cp+Nl];
}
if ( (tdl==1) && !(L==0) ){
uS1[tdl 1][tdm] = u1[cp 1];
}




// Test that not at boundary halo
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B.6 2D slicing with shared memory CUDA code kernel
global void UpDate(double ⇤u,double ⇤u1,double L2)
{
shared double uS1[Bl][Bm];
int tdl = threadIdx.x;
int tdm = threadIdx.y;
// Get 3D position
int L = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bl + tdl;
int M = blockIdx.y ⇤ Bm + tdm;
int P,cp;
// Initial variables
double u1cpm = 0.0;
double u1cp = u1[area+(M⇤Nl+L)];
double u1cpp,sum;
for(P=1;P<(Np 1);P++){
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B.7 2D slicing with extended shared memory CUDA
code kernel
global void UpDate(double ⇤u,double ⇤u1,double L2)
{
shared double uS1[Bl+2][Bm+2];
int tdl = threadIdx.x;
int tdm = threadIdx.y;
int L = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bl + tdl;
int M = blockIdx.y ⇤ Bm + tdm;
int P,cp;
double u1cpm = 0.0;








if ( (tdm==1) && !(M==0) ){
uS1[tdl][tdm 1] = u1[cp Nl];
}
if ( (tdm==BmL) && !(M==(Nm 1)) ){
uS1[tdl][tdm+1] = u1[cp+Nl];
}
if ( (tdl==1) && !(L==0) ){
uS1[tdl 1][tdm] = u1[cp 1];
}
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UpDateHalo<<<dimGridHalo,dimBlockHalo,0,stream halo[i]>>>(u d[i],u1 d[i],hpos
[hp]);
hp++;
if(i>0 && i<num gpus 1){












cudaMemcpyPeerAsync(u d[1],gpu[1],&u d[0][pos[0]],gpu[0],area size,stream halo[0]);
cudaMemcpyPeerAsync(u d[2],gpu[2],&u d[1][pos[1]],gpu[1],area size,stream halo[1]);




cudaMemcpyPeerAsync(&u d[0][pos[1]],gpu[0],&u d[1][area],gpu[1],area size,
stream halo[1]);
cudaMemcpyPeerAsync(&u d[1][pos[2]],gpu[1],&u d[2][area],gpu[2],area size,
stream halo[2]);




if(n<alength) ins = sib h[n];
cudaSetDevice(gpu[Scard]);
UpdateInput<<<dimGridIO,dimBlockIO>>>(u d[Scard], ins, Sindex);
cudaSetDevice(gpu[Rcard]);






dummy ptr = u1 d[i];
u1 d[i] = u d[i];
u d[i] = dummy ptr;
}
}
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B.9 FCC simulation CUDA code kernel
global void UpDateScheme(ReaL ⇤u, const ReaL ⇤ restrict u1)
{
// get X,Y,Z from thread and block Id’s
int X = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bx + threadIdx.x;
int Y = blockIdx.y ⇤ By + threadIdx.y;
int Z = blockIdx.z ⇤ Bz + threadIdx.z;
// Test that not at halo
if( (X>1) && (X<(Nx 2)) && (Y>1) && (Y<(Ny 2)) && (Z>1) && (Z<(Nz 2)) ){
// get linear position
int cp = Z⇤area+(Y⇤Nx+X);
// Load differing sum parts
ReaL s1 = u1[cp+1+Nx];
ReaL s2 = u1[cp 1+Nx];
ReaL s3 = u1[cp+Nx area];
ReaL s4 = u1[cp+Nx+area];
ReaL s5 = u1[cp+1 Nx];
ReaL s6 = u1[cp 1 Nx];
ReaL s7 = u1[cp Nx area];
ReaL s8 = u1[cp Nx+area];
ReaL ps;
if ((X+Z)%2==0){
ps = s1 + s2 + s3 + s4;
}
else{
ps = s5 + s6 + s7 + s8;
}
u[cp] = l2⇤0.5⇤(u1[cp+1] +u1[cp 1] +u1[cp 1 area]+u1[cp+1 area]
+u1[cp 1+area]+u1[cp+1+area]+u1[cp area] +u1[cp+area] + ps
  12.0⇤u1[cp]) + 2.0⇤u1[cp]   u[cp];
}
}
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B.10 Frequency-independent lossy boundary CUDA code
kernel
global void UpDateScheme(ReaL ⇤u, const ReaL ⇤ restrict u1, ReaL l2, ReaL fac
, ReaL fac2)
{
// get X,Y,Z from thread and block Id’s
int X = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bx + threadIdx.x;
int Y = blockIdx.y ⇤ By + threadIdx.y;
int Z = blockIdx.z ⇤ Bz + threadIdx.z;
// Test that not at halo
if( (X>0) && (X<(Nx 1)) && (Y>0) && (Y<(Ny 1)) && (Z>0) && (Z<(Nz 1)) ){
// get linear position
int cp = Z⇤area+(Y⇤Nx+X);
// local variables
ReaL fcc = 1.0;
ReaL fcc2 = 1.0;
int K = (0 | |(X 1)) + (0 | |(X (Nx 2))) + (0 | |(Y 1)) + (0 | |(Y (Ny 2)))
+ (0 | |(Z 1)) + (0 | |(Z (Nz 2)));





// Get sum of neighbours
ReaL S = u1[cp 1]+u1[cp+1]+u1[cp (Nx+2)]+u1[cp+(Nx+2)]
+u1[cp area]+u1[cp+area];
// Calc update
u[cp] = fcc⇤((2.0 K⇤l2)⇤u1[cp] + l2⇤S   fcc2⇤u[cp]);
}
}
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B.11 Optimised Engquist Majda boundary CUDA code
kernel
global void UpDateInterior(ReaL ⇤u,const ReaL ⇤ restrict u1,ReaL ⇤u2,ReaL ⇤
u1L,ReaL ⇤u1R)
{
// get coords from thread and block Id’s
int X = blockIdx.x ⇤ Bx + threadIdx.x;
int Y = blockIdx.y ⇤ By + threadIdx.y;
int Z = blockIdx.z ⇤ Bz + threadIdx.z;
int cp = (Z⇤area)+(Y⇤DIM+X);
ReaL u1cp = u1[cp];









// Test that not at faces
if( (X>0) && (X<DIM 1) && (Y>0) && (Y<DIM 1) && (Z>0) && (Z<DIM 1) ){
ReaL usum = u1[cp 1]+u1[cp+1]+u1[cp DIM]+u1[cp+DIM]+u1[cp area]+u1[cp+area];
// Pickup coefficients a0 and a1 from constant memory.
u[cp] =  u2[cp] + cf d[0].a0⇤u1cp + cf d[0].a1⇤usum;
}
}
